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Political Brief 

l. Pakistan's 33 year s history has been marked by political instability 
fed by military coups and civilian unrest; unsolved tensions between regions, 
first between East and West Pakistan, and after the breakaway of East 
Pakistan, between the most populous province of the Punjab and the rest of 
the country, a historical feel i ng of insecurity vis - a - vis its neighbours 
--especially India--; and t he persistant dilewma of building either a theocratic 
or a secular type of society. The f irst ten year s of independence did little 
to balance regional, economic and cultural interests. In 1958, two years 
after the p romulgation of the long awaited first constitution, po litical 
rivalries and deteriorating economic conditions triggered riots. On the 
grounds, that the exi sting political system had failed the nation , Army 
Commander-in-Chief C~neral Ayub Khan declared the first Martial Law Regime 
and became President . In 1962, the Martial Law was abrogated and a second 
constitution promul gated . After surviving a war with India in 1965 the 
Ayub Khan regime collapsed in 1969 . Gener al Yahya Khan became Chief Mart ial 
Law Administrator unde~ a second martial law regime. In December 1970, 
Sheikh Mujib 's electoral victory in East Pakistan c ristalized the politi cal 
confrontation between Pakistan's two wings that flared in 19 71 into a civil 
war which after the intervention of the Indian army ended wi th the indep endence 
of Banglades h . 

2. Humiliated by its defeat, the Pakistan Army returned power to the 
civilians. The demoralized nation was galvanized by the Pakistan Peoples Party 
which had gained the majority in West Pakistan in the 1970 election by p romising 
a new political and social order. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, PPP's charismatic 
leader assumed the Presidency in December 1971. During his regime, further 
land reform legislation which gave tenure rights t o small peasants and landless 
tenants was implemented. Most of the large i ndustries were nationalized 
together with domestic banks and life insurance companies. The Government 
embarked on a high investment strategy which strained both p ublic and external 
resources without markedly increasing out p ut. The inve stment push took place 
primarily in the public sector which in 1977 accounted for three-quarters of 
total industrial investment, up from one quarter at the turn of the decade. 
Bhutto's government tenure was marked b y a gradual decline in the quality of 
the federal, provincial and local administration and public institutions 
particularly in agriculture. The charge of massive vote rigging during the 
1977 elections created a new political crisis, triggered riots, and ultimately 
brought down the government. General Zia as Chief of the Army Staff, claiming 
that the crisis could no longer be resolved through democratic process 
dismissed the government, suspended the third Constitution p romulgated in 
1972 and imposed martial law for a third time. Bhutto was placed under arrest, 
later charged with murder, sentenced to death and hanged in April 1979. 
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3. A period of uncertainty marked the beginning of the new military 
government's tenure. At his corning into power, General Zia appeared to 
favor elections. His government had inherited an exhausted economy, a high 
rate of inflation, depleted public and fore ign reserves and a demoralized 
administration. Hardly enjoying popular support, it was rapidly blamed for 
these ills and yet its precarious situation limited its freedom of action, 
particularly in the economic field , and undermined the effectiveness of policy 
implementation. In addition, General Zia showed reluctance to decide upon 
fundamental options in a period during which he considered his government as 
a caretaker one . 

4. Meanwhile, the Pakistan People's Party (PPP) under the leadership 
of Bhutto's widow Begum Nusrat, and his daughte r Benazir, continued to muster 
some popular support. At the local elections held in September 1979, by 
President Zia against the opposition of most political parties, candidates 
associated with the PPP were favored by a majority of voters, although the 
elections were held on a non-party basis and candidates did not formally 
represent the political parties. The results of these l ocal elections induced 
President Zia to cancel national elections indefinitely , which he stated 
would now take p lace only after his Governrnen t, --within the framework of 
Islamic principles-- , has ameliorated the law and order situation, strengthened 
the national economy and eliminated corruption. The cancellation of elections 
was accompanied by a tightening of the martial law: political parties were 
banned, strikes and lockouts declared illegal and censorship imposed on the 
press . 

5. The tension between Iran and the U.S. after the fall of the Shah 
p rovoked an ambivalent reaction in Pakistan. After all, Pakistan had maintained 
very cordial relations with Iran during the Shah's reign. Pakistan condemned 
the holding of hostages, yet maintained a sympathetic attitude towards Iran's 
Islamic Government . On November 21, after rumors started implicating the U.S . 
in the takeover of the Grand Mosque in t1ecca, a crowd of mostly PPP supporters 
and students sacked and burned the U. S . Embassy in Islamabad killing two 
American and two Pakistani employees. 

6. After this incident, the US - Pakistan relations, already strained by 
Pakistan's refusal to curtail its nuclear program, reached their lowest point. 
However, geopolitical developments in Afghanistan brought a new dimension to 
the relations of Pakistan with the Western Powers, including the U.S. Following 
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late December 1979, Afghan refugees 
streamed into Pakistan, creating new demands on Pakistan's scarce resources 
and testing its neutrality in the face of some border violations by the Soviet 
army . More than 1,300,000 refugees had been registered in Pakis tan upto the 
end of December 1980, while the total number of Afghans fled to Pakistan is 
likely to be much higher . The Government's open sympathy for the Afghan 
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rebels, the "mujahideen", tolerated supply 
areas through a porous border and the ever 
Pathan secessionist movements, which could 
created a delicate situation for Pakistan. 

of arms from Pakistan's tribal 
p resent threat of Baluchi and 
be exploited by the USSR, have 

An American offer of $400 million 
in military and economic aid was rejected by President Zia on the grounds that 
this relatively small amount did not represent a sufficiently strong American 
commitment to Pakistan's security, and did not compensate fo r obvious Russian 
antagonism nor for the possible loss of support from the Non - Aligned Group or 
from the rich Gulf States. With the latter Pakistan has carefully fostered 
its poli tical, economic, social and religious ties. It also maintains its lons 
standing close military alliance with the People's Republic of China. 

7.. Since under Martial Law pol itical activities are banned , it is 
difficult to assess the strength of the po litical opposition to the Military 
Government . Pres i dent Zia appears to be in control of the ~xmy and the 
Government , as evidenced by his willingness and ability to adopt and carry out 
hard decisions. He has successfully enhanced his international stature as 
Head of the Conference of Islamic States . The survival o f his reg ime hinses 
partly on the absence of a strong and widely respected civilian leadership 
capable of challenging the military by presenting a v iable alternative . Some 
of his actions and statements can be interpreted as an attempt to move towards 
a more civilian type of government but basic issues such as the role of the 
political parties including the PPP, the role of the Armed Forces in the 
Government and the depth and scope of islamization have yet to be resolved. 
President Zia repeatedly stressed that the unsettled domestic environment does 
not yet permit national elections . But he promised a broaden ing of his Cabinet 
to include civilians and representatives from local institutions . Meanwhile, 
the local bodies that emerged from the September 1979 election are taking 
roots in urban and rural areas . They have, at this stage a limited role but 
are expected to contribute eventually at the grass - root level to economic 
planning and development. Together with Federal grants, some provincial and 
municipal resources are now diverted towards their budgets . Their chairmen 
and vice chairmen participate in the newly established Provincial Advisory 
Councils . 

8 . The decision to cancel the November 1979 national election has 
enhanced the gove rnment's capability to take decisions, including unpopular 
ones in the economic field. Bureaucrats now freed from the uncertainty of 
the ele ctoral process show greater decisiveness in implementing economic 
policy measures . 
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9. The Government's main objectives are to stabilize the economy and 
accelerate growth. Being without a strong political base, the government 
hopes to gain wider acceptance through improving economic and social conditions. 
The imperatives of a growth strategy are thus mitigated by a concern for the 
living condition of the urban and rural masses, which is reflected in a 
public subsidy bill representing about 11 percent of total budgetary revenue 
mostly on food, and agricultural inputs. More than his advisers, General Zia 
appears concerned by social issues related to basic needs , that he proclaims 
could best be alleviated within the framework of an islamic society . A staunch 
Muslim himself, he sees Islam as a national rallying point and a p referred 
alternative to a secular political system. Addressing the nation on radio and 
television on November 10 to mark the beginning of the 15th Muslim Century, 
President Zia espoused four priorities for his government: acceleration of 
Islamization in general, Islamization of the judicial process to provide the 
common man rapid and inexpensive access to the judicial system , extension 
of education in particular for adults and women, and eradication of povert y . 

10. First steps have been taken towards some of these aims: an Islami c 
Ideology Council appointed by the government and recently enlarged is reviewing 
the lffivs of the country to assess their compatibility with Islamic princ i ple s. 
Early last year, Islamic courts, called Shariat benches, were introduced in 
parallel with the traditional British inspired legal system. These courts can 
challenge existing laws as non-Islamic and can use speedier procedures for 
civil cases . Urdu, the vernacular language,is given greater emphasis in 
schools, and textbooks are rewritten wi th a stronger Islamic commitment. 
As of January l, Pakistan has introduced interest-free banking . According to 
official interpretation, interest falls within the definition of usury and is 
forbidden by Islam . Instead of earning fixed interest, deposits and savings 
will be risk- capital invested by banks in industry and trade. Through loans, 
banks will take an equity holding and share profits or losses with depositors. 
The system is still to be tested, and the government is moving with caution 
towards its implementation. 

11. In June 1980, Zakat, a 2~ percent Islamic wealth tax was levied 
compulsorily on savings for the first time. Zakat proceeds were redistributed 
throughout the country to needy persons and so far 600,000 have reportedly 
benefitted from it. But the compulsory introduction of Zakat caused the first 
serious crisis in Islamization. While this was compatible with the teachings 
of the Sunni sect which represents about 70 percent of the Muslim population 
it contradicted traditions of the minority Shia sect for which Zakat is a 
voluntary alm. Furious, the Shia demonstrated in force in Islamabad on 
July 5, the third anniversary of Bhutto's ousting. President Zia had to give 
ground by conceding, that Shia traditions should in future be respected in the 
enactment of Zakat and other measures. He called a convention of ulema 
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(Islamic scholars ) to define a common basis between Sunnis and Shias for 
the p romotion of Islamic order . By giving the ulema a role, Zia has made 
them bear some of the burden of Islamization and face some of the criticisms 
too. The incident clearly challenged Zia's assumption that there is unity of 
belief among Muslims and instead suggested that religion may t urn out to be 
a more divisive than unifying factor. 

12 . Pakist an calls itself an Islamic Republic. The proclamation of 
the martial law on July 5 , 1977 =ormally suspended the 1973 Constitution and 
dissolved the National Assembly , the Senate, the Provincial As semblies and 
the elected Government . General Zia was sworn in as the sixth President of 
Pakistan on September 16, 1978 when the p revious President, Fazle Elahi Chaudhry 
resigned , who had remained in office after Bhutto's ousting . Under the martial 
law regime the President is assisted by a four - merober Military Council comprising 
the Chairman of the Joi nt Chiefs of Staff Committee and the Chiefs of Staff 
of the Army , Navy and Air Force . As Chief Martial Law Administrator he heads 
the Fede r al Executive Branch , while the four Provincial Governors as Provi ncial 
Martial Law Administrators head the provincia l administration . The Chief 
Justi ce of the High Court in every p rovince is Acting Provi ncial C~vernor 
while Provi ncial Secretaries remaln in c~arge of the Provincial Departments . 

13. The scope of Federal and Provincial legislative autho rities determi ned 
b y the 1972 Constitution is still in force . While the Federal Government ha s 
sole power to legislate in ma tters of national interest like fore i gn po licy , 
defense, domes tic and external finance and nationa l planning , the Provinces 
are responsible for social sectors like education, health and we lfare, in 
which the Federal Government limits itself t o funding and coordination . 
A third tier of government, the locally elected bodies, was resuscitated in 
September 1979, and are to pe rmit grassroot participation in decision making . 
As stated earlier, their effectiveness remains yet to be demonstrated. 
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Main Elements of the EFF Arrangement 

1. General Objectives 

The Three-Year Program seeks to attain the following macro
economic objectives: 

(a) Annual average growth rate in real GDP of 5-6%; 

(b) Raise the Investment/GNP ratio from 16.5% in FY80 
to about 17.3% by FY83; 

(c) Increase the National Savings/GNP ratio from 12% 
in FY80 to 14% in FY83; 

(d) Limit domestic inflation to an average annual rate 
of about 10%; 

(e) Reduce the ratio of the current account deficit to 
G1T from 5.0% in FY79-80 to below 4.0% by FY83. 

2. To achieve these objectives, the EFF Program includes the 
following fiscal monetary, external sector and "supply side" measures: 

(a) Fiscal Policy 

(i) The primary fiscal objective is to limit the 
overall budget deficit and recourse to bank 
financing; net bank credit to government for 
both budgetary support and commodity operations 
set at 2.2% of GDP for FY81, and at about 2% 
on an annual average basis for the three-year 
period FY81-FY83. 

(ii) In order to improve revenues, strengthen tax 
administration, reform the tax system especially 
with regard to indirect taxes to improve its 
elasticity; and set prices and financial charges 
for services rendered by the Government at levels 
sufficient to at least cover their costs. 

(iii) Limit expenditure growth, especially by reducing 
subsidies; and re-order expenditure priorities to 
ensure adequate funding of recurrent outlays on 
essential economic and social services and to 
support productive investments. Subsidies on con
sumer goods and inputs will be limited to Rs 5.9 
billion or 9.2% of total expenditures in FY81 
compared with 12.6% in FY80. Over the program 
period subsidies will be maintained at this level. 
or progressively reduced in nominal terms. 

I 
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(b) Monetary Policy 

( i ) Restrict annual average growth rate of domestic 
liquidity to 14-15 % over program period, or 
below the expected rate of increase in nominal 
GDP, at market prices. 

(ii ) The limit on bank borrowing by the Government will 
be a sub-ceiling within t he overall liquidity 
ceiling. 

(c) External Policies 

(i) To encourage exborts, maintain and / or re-establish 
financial incentives by extending rebates of customs 
dut i es , excise and sales taxes and compensat ory rebates, 
where necessary , on a temporary basis. 

(ii ) Import Liberalization - Main ob j ective is to gradually 
liberalize the import regime by making all items 
freely importable except those which will remain 
explicitly prohibited; and by shifting from present 
system of import bans and quantitative restrictions 
to tariff protection. 

In the first year, remove licensing ceilings on 
currently permitted goods other than consumer 
goods and synthetic yarn; 

In thesecond year, by January 1, 1982, allow 
50% of presently banned raw materi al s, inter
mediate and capital goods (other t han those which 
will remain banned for various reasons) to be 
freely imported ; 

In the third year, by January 1, 1983, add the 
remaining 50% of presently banned raw materials, 
intermediate and capital goods to the free list. 

Gradually open up items which are now reserved for 
the Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP) for 
import by the private sector, and reduce the scope 
and extent of the Tied List. 

At the start of FY84, the Government will continue to maintain 
import bans on: 

(a) imports prohibited for religious or security reasons, 
and of luxury consumer goods banned for socio-economic 
reasons; and 
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(b) a second list of specified consumer and capital goods 
banned temporarily for protective reasons. In the case 
of capital goods, the banned items will be relatively 
small. 

(d) Supply Policies 

(i) Re-orient the public sector investment program 
away from capital-intensive long gestation pro-
jects towards more quick-yielding investments 
designed to improve productivity and capacity 
utilization; giving priority to agriculture, energy, 
social sectors and the development of backward areas. 
A first draft of a three-year public investment 
program covering the period FY82-FY84 will be prepared 
by end-March 1981; the program will provide the basis 
for the FY82 Annual Development Program (ADP). 

(ii) Revised agricultural sector strategy to promote 
agricultural production and remove major constraints. 
This will include 

restructuring agriculture and water sector 
investment programs and projects; 

appropriate price adjustments designed to in- · 
crease farm incomes in real terms; and reduce 
input subsidies ; 

setting up of an Agricultural Prices Commission 
not later than March 31, 1981, to formulate and 
recommend agricultural pricing decisions in a 
consistent way; 

phased increases in water charges over the next 
few years and stepped-up maintenance of irrigation 
facilities. 

(iii) Improve management, capacity utilization and financial 
performance of public enterprises by: 

further disinvestment of additional public sector 
units to appropriate private sector buyers; 

assure operational autonomy for individual units 
in production, planning, maintenance, procurement, 
marketing and pricing decisions; 

renovation and modernization of plants, improved 
availability of inputs, closer monitoring and 
evaluation of performance by and technical assistance 
through the Experts Advisory Cell of the Ministry of 
Production, and strengthened training programs for 
workers and managers; 
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(iv) Encourage private investment and industrial 
production by: 

streamlining and simplifying investment 
approval procedures; 

rationalizing tariff structure and commercial 
policy; 

monitoring performance of individual export 
industries and developing policies to deal 
with specific problems; 

drawing up a program of support for small-scale 
industry sector; 

setting up special authority to deal with closed 
or ailing textile mills; 

improving the application of labor laws in order 
to improve labor-management relations and efficiency. 

(v) Increase domestic production and conservation of energy 
by: 

( enhancing national energy planning capability 
with technical assistance from IDA; 

frequent review of the level and structure of 
energy prices to provide adequate incentives to 
producers for developing domestic energy resources; 

accelerating petroleum exploration and development 
effort with a view to at least doubling domestic 
production during the program period; 

improving domestic refinery output mix, natural 
gas distribution system and domestic production 
of LPG; 

developing experimental programs in bio-gas and 
other forms of renewable energy; 

conserving energy by reducing consumption of 
petroleum products by passing on increased import 
costs fully to domestic consumers . 



Letter from Minister of Finance, Pakistan 
to the Managing Director, International Monetary Fund 

Islamabad, Pakistan 

November 3, 1980 

Dear Mr. de Larosiere: 

1. The attached memorandum outlines Pakistan's broad economic and 
financial objectives and policies for the three fiscal years 1980/81-
1982/83 and within this framework the measures the Government intends to 
implement in the first programme year (fiscal year ending June 30, 1981). 
For the second and third years of the programme, we intend to formulate 
detailed economic policies in a flexible manner in the light of the domes
tic and international circumstances which prevail at the time. 

2. In recent years the Government has implemented a number of 
policies to rectify structural imbalances in production, trade, and prices. 
As a result, economic growth has accelerated, export performance has 
improved significantly, and financial imbalances have been reduced. Over 
the last three years, growth rates of 6 per cent per annum have been 
sustained, export volume has expanded by 50 per cent, and the proportion 
of government expenditures financed from bank borrowing has dropped from 
17.1 per cent to 10.7 per cent. Nevertheless, the balance of payments 
situation continues to be difficult and much remains ~o be done in the 
area of structural reform. The problems being faced in this area by 
Pakistan and most other developing countries are primarily induced by 
external factors and there appears to be small likelihood of an abatement 
in the international economic pressures within the next several years. If 
Pakistan is to pursue its development goals and simultaneously manage the 
balance of payments and moderate inflation, stress will have to be laid on 
supply aspects which, of course, will have to be complemented by appropriate 
demand management policies. The policies and measures outlined in the 
attached memorandum are expected to help consolidate our recent gains and 
make a substantial contribution towards realizing our economic objectives. 
In support of these policies, Pakistan requests a three-year extended 
arrangement for an amount equivalent to SDR 1,268 million. In addition, 
the Government would like to purchase the balance of the first credit 
tranche which remains at present. 

3. The Government believes that the policies set forth in the 
attached memorandum are adequate to meet the objectives of its first-year 
programme, but it will take any further measures that may become appropriate 
for this purpose and will consult with the Fund on the adoption of such 
measures. Because of substantial uncertaintie~ concerning future develop
ments during the programme period, the Pakistan authorities will initiate 
consultations with the Fund during April/May 1981. At that time, the 
Government's macroeconomic policies, including policies to strengthen the 
balance of payments, as well as policies to implement the import liberali
zation programme referred to in paragraphs 14c and 14d of the attached 
memorandum, will be reviewed. The Pakistan authorities will, at that 
time, also initiate consultations with the Fund in order to establish 
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suitable quantitative targets for 1981/82. Before July 1, 1982, which 
constitutes the beginning of the 1982/83 fiscal year, the authorities will 
consult with the Fund on policies for the third year of the extended 
arrangement. As stated above, we are confident that our policies over the 
next three years will go a long way towards achieving our objectives. 
Nevertheless, we recognize that to completely implement our programme of 
structural reform and fully achieve external equilibrium in the prevailing 
international environment will be a lengthy process and therefore we expect 
to continue our adjustment efforts beyond the current three-year period. 

Attachment 

Mr. Jacques de Larosiere 
Managing Director 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Yours sincerely, 

Is/ 

Ghulam Ishaq Khan 
Minister of Finance 
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Attachment 
Page 1 of 17 pages 

Memorandum of the Government of Pakistan on Its Economic 
and Financial Policies 

1. Over the past three years, the Pakistan Government has been concerned 
with bringing about a reorientation of economic policies aimed at correcting 
the imbalances that had resulted from the policies of the early and mid-
1970s. During that period far-reaching nationalization measures had eroded 
private sector confidence, and excessive credit expansion resulted in strong 
inflationary pressures. As a consequence, the growth of the commodity
producing sectors had slumped, export competitiveness suffered, and imports 
grew sharply. Since 1977/78 the Government has pursued the objective of 
accelerating the rate of economic expansion while at the same time reducing 
financial imbalances. To this end, the Government has striven to restore a 
responsible and realistic attitude toward economic and financial management 
and to improve efficiency in the use of resources in the productive sectors. 
Even though Pakistan has been confronted with adverse external developments-
such as protectionism in the developed economies, a declining real flow of 
concessional aid, sharp increases in import prices, in particular for energy 
and related products, and unanticipated political developments in the region-
a good beginning has been made towards realizing our objectives. The impact 
of the measures we have taken has already become manifest in a much improved 
rate of economic growth as well as in other economic indicators • 

• 
2. In the agricultural sector, which has a decisive influence on economic 
prosperity, the Government's approach has been to ensure an ample supply of 
all inputs necessary for the adoption of modern farming practices at prices 
which encourage their widespread use, even though this has entailed a 
significant subsidy cost to the budget. More recently, however, there has 
been a shift of policies from increasing the quantity of inputs alone in 
favour of more efficient utilization of resources. In addition, over the 
past two years substantial upward adjustments were made in government floor 
prices for major crops. These factors have contributed to a significant 
acceleration in the growth of agricultural output, which recently has 
increased at about double the rate of population increase. In the manu
facturing sector, the thrust of the Government's policies has been 
essentially two-pronged: first, to assign high priority to the early 
completion of ongoing capital-intensive development projects in the public 
sector and, second, to encourage the private sector to make a larger 
contribution to the country's economic growth. To achieve the latter, the 
Government has denationalized agro-based industries, opened most major 
industries to private investment, streamlined the procedures for approval 
of investment applications, and introduced numerous incentives. In the 
energy sector, the Government has sought to reduce dependence on imported 
petroleum by accelerating the development of domestic oil, gas, and other 
energy resources. 



Attachment 
Page 2 of 17 pages 

3. With respect to the budget, strong fiscal measures and controls were 
introduced in 1979/80 in order to avert a reoccurrence of the substantial 
departures from budget policy and the consequent excessive reliance on bank 
financing which took place in 1978/79. These measures included large price 
increases for subsidized wheat flour and petroleum products, sharply higher 
excise and import duties, greatly improved tax administration, strong 
restraint in most categories of nondevelopment spending, and a reduction 
in real terms in spending on development projects. These measures yielded 
positive results as the ratios of the overall budget deficit and bank 
financing to GDP declined substantially, compared with the levels of 
1978/79. However, the final budgetary outcome was not as favourable as 
projected, indicating several areas in which improved fiscal performance 
will be required. 

4. A major element of our external sector policies has been to revive 
export growth. In this area, the Government's initiatives have included 
the extension of export rebates to important categories of manufactures, 
the enhancement of preferential interest rates on export credits, and 
reduced tax rates on income derived from export activities, as well as 
administrative improvements. As a result of these policies and generally 
good crops in 1979/80, Pakistan's exports more than doubled OYer the past 
three years, with half of the increase attributable to expanded volume. 

5. Despite these encouraging results, serious difficulties remain·. 
Structural imbalances ~ontinue to constrain overall economic performance; 
the productivity and efficiency gains in agriculture and manufacturing have 
been uneven; savings and investment continue to be low; and the balance of 
payments remains subject to strong pressures. The solution of these prob
lems is all the more difficult as Pakistan, like most non-oil developing 
countries, is confronted with an unfavourable world economic situation. · 
Prices for our import goods are projected to rise faster than those for · our 
exports; the expansion of our exports is hampered by the poor growth pros
pects of the world economy; we are facing protectionist tendencies in some 
of our major markets; and interest rates in international markets are now 
much higher than they were a few years ago. These factors notwithstanding, 
the Government is fully cognizant that the main responsibility to cope with 
Pakistan"s economic problems rests with the country itself. Thus, an 
interrelated set of effectively managed policies will continue to be 
required to further alleviate structural imbalances, so as to secure the 
sustained growth of the productive sectors in a context of internal and · 
external financial stability and to provide enhanced basic economic and 
social benefits to the population. However, we want to emphasize that our 

.. ~es qeed to be implemented flexibly, taking into account, inter alia, 
recent developments in the economy, changes in the international economic 
situation, and the effects on Pakistan of developments in the region. · ·. -, 
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The Three-Year Programme 

6. During the three fiscal years ending mid-1983, we will aim for an 
average annual growth rate in real GDP of 5-6 per cent. Achievement of 
this target will require considerable efforts to boost production. We are 
conscious of the need to raise significantly the share of resources devoted 
to investment which recently has averaged about 16.5 per cent of GNP, a 
ratio lower than that of most developing countries in our situation; 
tentatively, by 1982/83, it is hoped to increase the investment/GNP ratio 
to about 17.3 per cent. Concomitantly, a major objective will be to 
increase the ratio of gross national savings to GNP from 12 per cent to 
about 14 per cent by 1982/83 in order to contain domestic and external 
financial pressures. Thus, during the programme period, domestic inflation 
is intended to be kept to an average annual rate of about 10 per cent, a 
slightly lower rate than in 1979/80. In the external sector, the current 
account deficit as a proportion of GNP will rise during the first year of 
the programme, owing largely to the impact of import liberalization 
measures to be introduced. However, by 1982/83 the ratio of the current 
account deficit to GNP should be reduced to below 4 per cent, compared with 
the average of 5.0 per cent in the past two years. A further reduction can 
be expected in subsequent years once the impact of the structural adjust
ment measures is fully felt. It is our objective to finance the current 
account deficit exclusively through long-term loans on concessional terms 
and direct investment inflows by the end of a five- to six-year period. 

' 7. To achieve the above objectives, we have adopted a comprehensive 
economic policy programme for the three fiscal years 1980/81-1982/83. On 
the supply side, policies include a major review of the public investment 
programme, adjustments of prices so as to further reduce cost-price distor
tions and enhance incentives, the expansion of energy production, 
improvements in the operation and financial performance of the nonfinancial 
public enterprises, a liberalization of the import system, an expansion of 
the incentives for exports, and improvements in labour-management relations 
with the object of enhancing productivity. In the area of demand manage
ment, we intend to strengthen fiscal and monetary policies so as to ensure 
that the above structural measures can be implemented in an environment of 
domestic and external financial stability. Our policies in these areas are 
outlined below. 

a. Supply policies 

8a. The far-reaching structural adjustments to be made in the economy will 
necessitate the preparation of thorough studies and action plans in a 
number of interrelated areas. In the area of investment, the Government is 
presently endeavouring to improve the climate for private investment and to 
reorient the structure of public investment under its Annual Development 
Programme (ADP) away from capital-intensive, long-gestation projects towards 
more quick-yielding investments designed to improve productivity and capacity 
utilization in key sectors. Our ability to achieve this reorientation, up 
to now, has been hampered by the need to complete ongoing large projects and 
by overall financial constraints. However, with the expected improvement in 
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external resource availability during 1980/81 and the next two years and 
our recent and expected future resource mobilization efforts, it should be 
possible to complete these ongoing projects and initiate new programmes 
giving priority to agriculture, energy, social sectors, and the development 
of backward areas. The choice of individual projects will be guided by the 
framework articulated in the Government's Fifth Five-Year Plan; but, due to 
shortfalls in resources in the first three years of the Plan, cost overruns 
on several projects, and unforeseen additional outlays, the Plan programmes 
and projects cannot be fully implemented and it is necessary to alter and 
recast its content and phasing. 

8b. We believe that such a reordering of investment priorities should take 
place within the framework of a medium-term economic programme to ensure 
consistency among public sector investment decisions. Consequently, we 
intend to prepare by end-March 1981 a first draft of a three-year public 
investment programme for the period 1981/82-1983/84 covering the investment 
plans of the federal and provincial governments, as well as of the public 
sector enterprises, while taking into account larger assistance expected 
from the World Bank and other external donors. This draft programme will 
reflect the national objectives and policies of the Fifth Five-Year Plan. 
We intend to discuss the main aspect of this programme with the staff of 
the World Bank. The programme will form the basis for the preparation of 
the ADP for 1981/82. The medium-term investment programme would be 
reviewed again before the preparation of the 1982/83 ADP so that any needed 
adjustments could be made in light of changed circumstances. 

8c. While we have recently taken several measures to promote agricultural 
production, a number of fundamental constraints continue to limit output 
growth. The need for a revision of agricultural strategy in order to 
remove these constraints has been receiving special attention in recent 
months. Therefore, within the context of the medium-term pub~ic investment 
programme, we intend to give priority to programmes and projects in the 
agriculture and water sectors, in particular to agricultural research; 
extension services; quality seed production; credit arrangements and other 
essential complementary activities; rehabilitation of the existing irriga
tion and drainage system, accompanied by improved overall management; 
watercourse and on-farm improvements; and necessary drainage to complement 
the existing surface distribution and tubewell system where inadequate 
drainage or salinity are the key constraints. These policies will be 
reinforced by moves to transfer increasing responsibility to the private 
sector for various operations now in the public sector's domain, such as 
sweet water tubewells and distribution of fertilizer and seed, in order to 
release public resources for other purposes. Wherever conditions permit, 
ground-water exploitation will be left increasingly to the p~ivate sector, 
supported by appropriate supervised credit schemes and the expansion of 
rural electrification. Furthermore, the Government is committed to a major 
sustained increase in maintenance outlays on the irrigation system. 
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Bd. These changes in investment priorities and programmes in the 
agriculture and water sectors will be complemented by appropriate price 
adjustments designed to provide adequate incentives for increasing produc
tion. We intend to continue with price adjustments aimed at eliminating 
fertilizer subsidies by June 30, 1985, so long as this does not render 
Pakistan's exports uncompetitive in world markets, seriously disrupt 
cropping patterns, or impose socially unacceptable cost increases. We also 
recognize that it is essential to ensure that coordinated pricing decisions 
are made for agriculture inputs and crops in order to offset any adverse 
effects of input price adjustments on producer incentives. To this end, 
the Government will establish an Agricultural Prices Commission as early as 
possible but not later than March 1981. In establishing terms of reference 
and guidelines for this Commission, we plan to seek the advice of the World 
Bank. A major objective of the Government will be to ensure through price 
and other policy measures that the real net incomes of agricultural 
producers are increased. 

Be. Aside from the programmes mentioned above aimed at increasing produc
tion, the Government has already decided to prepare and introduce by 
December 1981 a special programme of action for . expanding cultivation of 
oilseeds aimed at curtailing edible oil imports and subsidies over the next 
few years and eliminating imports altogether by the end of the decade. 

8f. The Government believes that partic~lar attention~needs to be given to 
improve the management and capacity utilization in the public enterprise 
sector in order to achieve improved financial performance. This improve
ment would contribute, inter alia, to greater internal financing of 
investment, mobilizing more revenue for the budget, and an expansion in 
exports. In addition, it is the aim of the Government to further 
rationalize the division of responsibilities between the public and 
private sector and to rehabilitate chronically sick units or divest them 
from the public sector. To achieve this goal, four units have already been 
closed down and two have been transferred to the private sector. The 
Government is now actively considering divesting an additional six or seven 
units to appropriate private sector buyers. For those units which are to 
remain in the public sector, emphasis will be placed on improving financial 
performance through better capacity utilization and management. Among. 
general measures which the Government is implementing to increase capacity 
utilization in industrial enterprises are: extensive renovation of plants 
and replacement of outlived equipment; establishing of detailed preventa
tive maintenance schedules in all factories; expansion, modernization, and 
balancing in existing plants; and assuring the timely availability of raw 
materials. The liberalization of the Government's import policy will also 
ease production bottlenecks in several sectors. In order to improve 
management, several decisions have been recently taken which will bear 
fruit during the programme period. Boards of directors have been 
established in each unit to assure operational autonomy in the areas of 
production planning, maintenance, procurement and purchase of raw 
materials, and marketing. Subject to overall government pricing policies, 
which are applicable to both public and private sectors, full decision-making 
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autonomy in pr1c1ng decisions has also been given for all products. 
Support for management will be provided by the recently organized Experts 
Advisory Cell which will examine units on an individual basis, will provide 
technical assistance for the introduction of the latest management tech
niques, and will monitor and evaluate the operational results of all units 
by instituting a system of monthly and quarterly reporting by all units on 
standardized forms. The information thus obtained will allow the Govern
ment to more quickly identify poor performance by comparing actual results 
with norms established for each enterprise. The Government also proposes 
to intensify and strengthen training programmes for public sector managers 
and workers and has drawn up a project in collaboration with ILO, which 
will be approved and implemented during the first year of the programme. 
Furthermore, during the first year of the programme the Government, in 
collaboration with the World Bank, will undertake a study of the objectives 
and policies of the state manufacturing enterprises. A specific study of 
the organization and management of the main subsidiaries of the National 
Fertilizer Corporation will also be undertaken during 1980/81. 

8g. In the case of the Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA), the 
country's major utility, there has been a steady improvement in operating 
performance. We intend to take further steps to consolidate and build on 
this improvement during the next three years. In addition to a tariff 
increase of about 10 per cent, which will be introduced later this year, 
a further tariff increase of at least 10 per cent will be made by July 1, 
1981. A programme to improve WAPDA's accounting and ~nagement systems and 
procedures in accordance with a management consultants' study concluded in 
1978 is now under imp!ementation. These measures are expected to enable 
WAPDA, beginning in 1982/83, to finance at least 40 per cent of average 
capital expenditures on electricity operations made during the preceding 
three fiscal years, in accordance with a covenant with the International 
Development Association, representing a substantial improvement over the 
average performance in recent years. 

8h. The Government places high reliance on the private sector for the 
development of industrial capacity and production, and in recent years has 
taken a number of steps to restore confidence and encourage initiative, 
investment, competitiveness, productivity, and profitability in this sector. 
However, the process of recovery is far from complete and it is necessary 
to reinforce the measures taken so far. Therefore, we will further stream
line and simplify the procedures for approving private sector investment 
projects. In this connection, we are considering a reduction in the number 
of levels of administration involved in the clearance process and a limita
tion and redefinition of the scope of examination by the principal 
administrative body concerned (the Central Investment Promotion and 
Coordination Committee). We have also initiated a study of effective 
~rotection rates in the manuf~~turing sector, to be conducted by the 
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics in collaboration with the World 
Bank. Another study is proposed to be conducted which will directly focus 
on the tariff structure and the conversion of protection from import bans 
to reliance on tariffs. In the light of these studies, it is proposed to 
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bring about rationalization of the tariff structure and the commercial 
policy. In addition, we will monitor the performance of individual export 
industries and conduct studies to identify specific problems which could be 
solved by pol~cy action. Given the importance of small-scale enterprises 
in the export sector, we intend to prepare during 1980/81 and implement by 
the beginning of 1981/82 a programme of support for the small-scale 
industrial sector. We also intend to examine the possibility of 
establishing large export houses to provide marketing, credit, design, and 
quality control support to small-scale producers on a competitive basis. 
In the industrial sector there are a number of closed and ailing textile 
mills which will either need a change in ownership or management, financial 
restructuring, or liquidation; during the current fiscal year we will estab
lish a special authority to recommend suitable action in these cases. 
Finally, in addition to these measures, an important impetus to both 
production and investment in the industrial sector is expected from the 
liberalization of imports described in paragraph 14. 

8i. The Government recognizes that poor labour-management relations, 
particularly in the industrial sector, have constrained productivity gains 
in the past. Steps will be taken to improve application of labour laws in 
order to improve labour-management relations and to promote efficiency. 

8j. In view of the growing burden of financing oil~imports, the Government 
attaches particular importance to increasing domestic energy production and 
reducing the consumption of petroleum-based energy. We intend to substan
tially enhance our national energy planning capability. In this connection, 
we will shortly be requesting an IDA credit from the World Bank to provide 
technical and financial assistance for national energy planning. We also 
recognize the importance of pricing energy products to reflect their 
economic cost. We will therefore continue to review frequently both the 
level and structure of energy prices to ensure that producer prices provide 
an adequate incentive for the development of indigenous energy resources, 
particularly in the petroleum sector, and that the prices of various energy 
products are adjusted to ensure an appropriate balance between supply and 
demand for different fuels. In addition, we will pass through to consumers 
all increases in the costs of petroleum and petroleum products. With regard 
to domestic energy production, we will accelerate our petroleum exploration 
and development effort with a view to at least doubling domestic production 
during the programme period. We will also expand natural gas production, 
and expect to increase connections of households to the distribution system 
by one half during the three years of the programme. In electricity 
generation and distribution, our immediate priority is to increase the 
generating capacity at the Tarbela Dam and to improve the efficiency of the 
transmission system by installing high voltage lines in the national grid 
and by making other related investments. We are also proceeding with the 
development of liquified petroleum gas (LPG) as well as an experimental 
programme of biogas and other alternative renewable energy sources, with a 
view to reducing the consumption by the household sector of both kerosene 
and our limited forest resources. Finally, we are changing the output mix 
from our refineries by adding new capacity with a view to meeting a larger 
share of the demand for deficit products from these sources, permitting a 
reduction in the requirements for product imports. 
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b. Fiscal policy 

9. Our primary fiscal policy objective for the programme period is to 
improve further the structure of government revenues and expenditures and 
thereby move towards a more appropriate balance in order to contain the size 
of the overall budget deficit and recourse to domestic bank financing. On 
the expenditure side, while our goal is to match outlays with available 
resources, we shall also seek to shift expenditures away from the subsidi
zation of both consumer and producer goods and towards productive 
investments, adequate funding of recurrent outlays to promote capacity 
utilization,_ and the provision of essential social and economic services. 
Apart from their substantial magnitude, subsidies have had a negative 
impact on the economy by giving rise to price distortions and have had a 
destabilizing influence on fiscal policy, as they have often exceeded 
budgeted amounts. Therefore, as stated in the Budget Speech last June, it 
is our intention that, except for those subsidies directly focused -on 
ameliorating the lot of the very poor, budgetary subsidization will be 
substantially eliminated over the next few years. It has already been 
decided to eliminate the subsidy on fertilizer over a five-year period, and 
the subsidies on wheat and edible oils, which are oriented towards 
the poor and which comprise the bulk of consumer subsidies, will be held 
constant or reduced in nominal terms during the programme period. The 
recent institution of the Zakat Fund, which will provide assistance to the 
poor, will in any event reduce the need for broadly based consumer subsidi
zation through the budget. In each year of the programme period, it has 
been decided that the level of subsidies permitted within the limit of 
overall budgetary resources will be specified and, if necessary, measures 
will be taken to prevent an increase in the aggregate subsidy bill beyond 
the level provided in the budget. 

10. On the revenue side, significant improvements have recently been 
achieved in the field of tax administration and we intend to further 
strengthen our efforts in this area. The relative inelasticity of the tax 
system, particularly with respect to indirect taxes, has required frequent 
discretionary measures to maintain revenue growth at pace with that of 
expenditure. Therefore, one of our principal goals will be to restructure 
the revenue system in order to make it more responsive to increases in the 
level of economic activity. This will necessitate a comprehensive review 
of the tax system, with special emphasis on customs and excise duties and 
sales taxes, during the first year of the programme with the objective of 
implementing appropriately phas.ed tax reforms in the years 1981/82 and 
1982/83. It is our intention to request assistance from the IHF to carry 
out the necessary tax analysis. In setting fees and charges for services 
provided by the Government, the guiding principle will be to progressively 
raise them to levels that at least cover costs in order to reduce cost-price 
distortions and add to budgetary resources. Through these measures we 
believe that the Government, while increasing public sector savings and 
investment in real terms, will also be able to contain the gap between 
expenditures and revenues and hold recourse to financing from the domestic 
banking system to about 2 per cent of GDP on an average annual basis 
over the programme period. 
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c. Monetary policy 

11. During the programme period, monetary arid credit policies will be an 
important component of our strengthened demand management effort. To this 
end, the Government intends to restrict the average annual growth rate of 
domestic liquidity to 14-15 per cent. This monetary expansion is less than 
the expected increase in nominal gross domestic product (at market prices) 
and thus will provide for some abatement of excess demand pressures in the 
economy. The containment of overall budget deficits and recourse by the 
Government to domestic bank financing will contribute substantially to 
achieving these goals, while at the same time allowing scope for the 
banking system to meet the expanded credit requirements of the nongovern
ment and particularly the private sectors, which are expected to result 
from our policies directed at restructuring the economy. 

12. Over the past two years, the Government has introduced a number of 
measures to move the economy towards a system in harmony with Islamic prin
ciples, of which interest-free banking is a major element. In 1979/80 we 
have taken several important steps in this direction, and we plan to 
introduce gradually additional components of an interest-free banking 
system in the coming years. In implementing the new system, we will make 
every effort to ensure that it does not adversely affect the growth of 
domestic savings or our investment objectives, both of which are essential 
to our plans for sound and sustainable economic growth. 

l 

d. External policies 

13. As previously mentioned, the Government has undertaken major efforts 
in recent years to stimulate exports. During the programme period, the 
policy measures to be taken in the areas of investment and pricing 
structure are expected to contribute further to export growth. Particular 
attention is already being given to providing remedies for those manufac
tures. which have experienced difficulties in recent years. The provision 
of required imported inputs will be facilitated by the intended reform and 
liberalization of the import system described below. In addition, the 
Government will maintain or re-establish, if necessary, adequate financial 
incentives for attracting resources to the export sector. For this purpose, 
the Government will extend the standardization of drawbacks of customs and 
excise duties and sales taxes to other commodities. As indicated in para
graph 23, compensatory rebates will also be given in 1980/81 and 
subsequently, as necessary, on the basis of case-by-case studies. Thes e 
rebates are essentially and largely intended to offset the cost effect of 
the indirect taxes on the products and profitability of these industries 
which under a set of policies pursued in the past (and which the present 
Government has since phased out) have suffered serious decline in capacity 
utilization and productivity and therefore of cash flows precluding neces
sary investment in balancing and modernization. These are not intended as 
permanent features of the export regime and are intended to be phased out 
as soon as the process of restructuring and modernization which is now 
under way enables them to regain fuller capacity utilization and achieve 
reasonable levels of productivity. In line with our policy of facilitating 
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restructuring and modernization, import duty exemptions were extended on 
July 1, 1980 for the balancing, modernization, and replacement requirements 
of the tanning, cutlery, surgical goods, sports goods, and leather garments 
and leather gloves industries. 

14a. In recent years the Government has sought to preserve the nation's 
scarce foreign exchange resources by pursuing a commercial policy which has 
closely regulated the number and amount of permitted imports. All items 
which are not explicitly listed on either the Free List or the Tied List 
cannot be imported, except by special authorization in certain cases; at 
present a large number of items are implicitly banned. In addition, since 
October 1979, quantitative restrictions have been placed on licensing of 
permitted imports. The automatic banning of all items not explicitly 
permitted may have impeded innovation and cost reductions in the 
productive sectors with a concomitant adverse effect on overall economic 
performance as well as export competitiveness. In particular, the granting 
of absolute protection to many domestic industries has led to the emergence 
of inefficiencies in some sectors. The Government recognizes that, in 
order to achieve a principal structural objective of the programme, namely, 
an improvement in resource allocation, steps need to be taken to remove 
these inefficiencies. We have therefore decided to undertake a gradual but 
fundamental reform of our 1mport policy. 

14b. The objectives 9f the reform are the following: (i) to raise the 
level of industrial production and exports by removing constraints on the 
availability of genuine needs of raw materials and intermediate and capital 
goods; (ii) to promote a pattern of industrial output and growth which is 
best suited to attaining the growth and welfare objectives of the country 
including the gradual lessening of dependence on foreign assistance; (iii) 
to introduce a policy which can be sustained for a number of years in a 
hl·~ly uncertain global environment and which does not need frequent 
revisions or reversal in subsequent years; (iv) to prevent disruptive and 
speculative hoarding, as experience with abrupt liberalization has 
demonstrated in the past; (v) to restrict the imports of such items which 
do not contribute to output and which lead to socially undesirable and 
economically unsustainable levels and forms of consumption; and (vi) to 
cushion the adverse impact that the change may have on the profitable 
operations of existing and planned industrial units. In pursuance of the 
above objectives, it is our intention to move towards greater equilibrium 
between exports and imports over the medium to long run. For this purpose, 
determined efforts will continue to be made to expand exports, as mentioned 
in paragraph 13. At the same time, considerable scope exists for efficient 
import substitution in many sectors (such as energy, edible oils, 
fertilizer, and food) for which appropriate domestic incentives and 
protection policies will remain necessary. It is only through these 
policies of export expansion and import substitution that a relative 
balance will be restored over time in the external accounts. In the short 
run, however, the basic disequilibrium between exports and imports is 
likely to continue--and may become wider as a programme of import liberali
zation is pursued. The overall size of this disequilibrium has to be managed 
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within the external resources of the country. For this purpose, we intend 
to use changes in import tariffs in preference to outright bans or quanti
tative restrictions on imports so that the efficiency of resource 
allocation is improved while keeping the size of the external gap in check. 

14c. We intend to gradually liberalize and reform the import system so 
that by the start of 1983/84 all commodities not explicitly prohibited will 
be freely importable. In the first year of the programme, as described in 
paragraph 24 below, we will remove the existing licensing ceilings on all 
currently permitted commodities other than consumer goods and certain 
synthetic yarn and will also add many basic raw materials to the Free List. 
By January 1, 1982 we will add more than 50 per cent of all currently 
banned capital goods, raw materials, and intermediate goods items (other 
than those defined in the following subparagraph) to the importable list 
(Free List and Tied List) without ceiling restrictions. To the extent 
possible, these items will be placed on Part A of the Free List. By 
January 1, 1983 we will, subject to the provisions of the following 
subparagraph, add the remaining banned items in the above categories to the 
importable list. We are currently undertaking a detailed study of our 
tariff structure with a view to introducing suitable revisions where 
appropriate. However, we intend to ensure that the protective tariffs to 
be applied would not be so excessive as to vitiate the stated objective of 
reducing inefficiencies. 't 

14d. Although bans on consumer imports, which constitute absolute 
protection for a large part of our domestic manufacturing sector, may have 
contributed to inefficiencies, balance of payments constraints as well as 
social values and the dictates of orderly adjustment require us to proceed 
with caution as regards the liberalization of imported consumer goods. 
Some of the above considerations also apply to a restricted number of raw 
materials, intermediate goods, and capital goods. Accordingly, at the 
start of 1983/84 we will continue to maintain certain import bans which 
will be enumerated in (a) a list of imports prohibited for religious or 
security reasons and of luxury consumer goods banned for socio-economic 
reasons, and (b) a second list of specified consumer and capital goods 
banned temporarily for protective reasons. In the case of capital goods, 
the economic importance of the items banned at the end of the programme 
period will be small relative to total domestic production of capital goods 
for the domestic market. It is also our intention to have achieved by the 
start of 1983/84 a significant liberalization of items presently banned for 
protective reasons. Based on the studies referred to in paragraph 24, by 
the start of 1981/82 we will have drawn up, in consultation with the Fund, 
a broad programme of action to achieve this obj~ctive. This programme of 
action will provide for significant progress towards this objective by 
adding items to the present Free List by January 1, 1982, with further 
additions to be made by January 1, 1983. The addition of consumer goods 
may be accompanied by the imposition of quotas, as well as increased 
protective tariffs and temporary surcharges; the combined effect of the 
latter, however, should not be such as to restrain unduly the actual volume 
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of imports belcw the levels of the quotas. In addition, a list (c) may be 
maintained to ban temporarily raw materials and intermediate goods used 
exclusively or almost exclusively in the production of those goods in list 
(b) which are produced mainly for the domestic market. 

14e. During the programme period we will progressively reduce the size 
and scope of existing Part C items, so that private importers may compete 
with public sector agencies in the import of items currently reserved for 
the latter. Also, during the transition period, we will refrain from 
transferring items from the Free to the Tied List and, to the extent 
permitted by untying of aid by donor countries, will endeavour to reduce 
both the scope and amount of imports under the Tied List. Furthermore, 
when utilization of licenses issued for new items on the Tied List appear 
to exhaust the available funds, the import of such items will be allowed 
under the Free List. 

14f. By the start of 1983/84 we will convert to an import system· 
relying on explicit bans. The import regime will consist of the lists (a), 
(b), and (c) of explicitly prohibited items referred to above. All other 
commodities will be freely importable except for Part C of the present Free 
List, a Tied List (to the extent necessary), and a list of consumer goods 
subject to quantitative ceilings. 

15. The Government believes that the broad objectives of the three-year 
programme and the specific measures taken in the first year will provide 
the basis for an ag~eement with the Consortium on substantial debt relief. 
However, even with such relief, debt service payments will remain sizeable. 
The Government will therefore continue its policy of limiting the incur
rence of external debt on nonconcessional terms so as to avoid the 
emergence of debt servicing difficulties. To this effect, annual ceilings 
and subceilings will be placed on the contracting and guaranteeing of 
medium-term external debt in the 1-12 year maturity range and 1-5 year 
maturity range, respectively. In addition, external short-term credits to 
the public sector will be limited to the amount projected to be outstanding 
on June 30, 1981. 

The 1980/81 Programme 

16. The economic and financial programme for 1980/81 is based on a GDP 
growth target (at factor cost) of 5.5 per cent and a slight reduction in 
the domestic inflation rate to 10 per cent. Our external objective is to 
limit the current account deficit to $1,607 million, equivalent to 5.5 per 
cent of GNP, which we trust will be largely financed by external assistance 
including prospective financing from the Fund, deb.t relief, and additional 
assistance from the Consortium and others; there would thus be only a 
moderate reduction in our gross external reserves. The measures to be 
taken during the first year are described below. 
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a. Supply policies 

17. As a first step in implementing a far-reaching programme of structural 
reform, the Government has already taken a number of important measures in 
the area of pricing policies. In February 1980 fertilizer prices were 
raised by 50 per cent. The procurement price for wheat, our single most 
important agricultural commodity, was raised by 16 per cent on October 28, 
1980 in addition to the increase of 3.7 per cent in April 1980. In the case 
of other agricultural products, increases in procurement prices of 28-30 per 
cent for sugarcane, 17-20 per cent for rice, and 9 per cent for cotton were 
announced in April 1980. In September 1980 the procurement price for 
cottonseed oil was raised by 25 per cent in order to encourage domestic 
production of edible oils. Other appropriate price adjustments will be 
announced in 1981 prior to the planting of the crops. In line with our 
overall policy of eliminating producer subsidies and the distortions they 
create, a decision has been taken to introduce a phased increase in water 
charges in order, within the next few years, to cover the costs of 
operating and the stepped-up maintenance of the irrigation facilities; 
water charges were raised on average by about 25 per cent in three 
provinces in the 1980/81 budget. As indicated in paragraph 8d above, the 
Government has decided to establish an Agricultural Prices Commission, 
which will commence operations as early as possible but not later than 
March 1981, so that its recommendations can form the basis for agricultural 
pricing decisions during the second year o~. ~he programme. 

18. Apart from the area of agricultural input and procurement prices, a 
continuing need exists for frequent review and prompt action on other 
prices with a view to gradually eliminating subsidies. In line with this 
objective, a decision was announced in the Budget Speech to permit public 
utilities and enterprises to raise their prices as and when necessary to 
cover their cost increases in addition to generating some funds for finan
cing their future growth. However, such adjustments will be made after a 
scientific analysis of costs so that the consumer is not burdened with 
increases in tariffs and prices in excess of what externally induced rising 
costs require. Thus, on July 1, 1980 the television license fee was raised 
by 33 per cent and television adv~rtising charges by 25 per cent. Also, 
electricity charges will be raised by about 10 per cent by the end of 1980. 
As mentioned earlier, it is our intention to pass on fully to domestic 
users all increases in the cost of imported and domestic petroleum 

. products during the remainder of 1980/81. 

19. The 1980/81 public investment programme continues to reflect the 
r eorientation of priorities towards the completion of on-going projects and 
towards quick-yielding investments in the agriculture and energy sectors. 
In line with our objective of providing for substantial real increases in 
public investment, the programme for 1980/81 represents a 9 per cent 
increase over 1979/80 in real terms if extraordinary purchases of commercial 
aircraft and ships are excluded. In the 1980/81 development programme the 
allocation for the fuel sector has been doubled and that for nonsubsidy 
agricultural programmes has been raised by 77 per cent. In the petroleum 
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sector we hope to increase domestic production during 1980/81 from 10,000 
barrels per day to at least 15,000 barrels per day; to increase the number 
of households supplied by natural gas from 634,000 to 734,000; and to 
initiate construction of an LPG plant with a capacity of 70,000 tons to 
begin production by December 1981. 

b. Demand management policies 

20. The 1980/81 budget was formulated with the objective of further 
improving fiscal performance and of limiting further the amount of domestic 
bank financing. On the revenue side, new tax measures with a total expected 
yield of PRs 1.4 billion were introduced. The most important measures are 
increases in excise duties, particularly on cigarettes (PRs 610 million); 
customs duties (PRs 200 million); sales taxes (PRs 88 million) due primarily 
to an increase in the rate on imported motor cars; and income taxes (PRs 500 
million). In addition to these tax measures, price increases for sugar, 
wheat, and telephone services are expected to have a positive impact. on the 
budget of PRs 1.1 billion. Since the introduction of the budget, based on 
recent fiscal performance, contingency has been made for possible shortfalls 
in revenue and supplementary outlays particularly for defe~ce and refugee 
assistance, and this will have an expected negative impact on the budget of 
PRs 2.5 billion. On the other hand, the import liberalization measures, 
described in paragrap·h 23 below, will lead to an -increase in import duties 
and sales taxes estimated at about PRs 1.7 billion during the fiscal year. 
In order to reinforce our supply objectives, a number of tax incentives have 
been introduced to encourage industrial development, promote development of 
backward areas, and increase savings and investment. As mentioned above, 
during 1980/81 the Government will conduct a comprehensive review of the tax 
system, concentrating on customs and excise duties and sales taxes, the 
principal objective of which will be to design structural improvements which 
will make revenue yields more r.P.~poo1sive to changes in economic activity. 
As a result of the above measures and a further strengthening of tax admin
istration, total revenues for 1980/81 are projected to increase by 23 per 
cent. The increase in total expenditures will be limited to 17 per cent; 
the rise in nondevelopment expenditures for 1980/81 is to be kept to less 
than 15 per cent, while development expenditures are budgeted to rise by 21 
per cent. In view of their distorting resource allocative effects as well 
as the associated financial burden on the budget, the Government has placed 
a ceiling on expenditures for direct subsidies by federal and provincial 
governments of consumer goods and producer inputs (excluding refunds on 
petroleum and fertilizer products and export rebates) of PRs 5.9 billion, 
or 9.2 per cent of total expenditure, compared with 12.6 per cent in 
1979/80. 

21. As a result of the above-mentioned measures, we are establishing a 
ceiling on the increase in net credit to Government for both budgetary 
support and commodity operations of PRs 6,028 million, equal to 2.2 per 
cent of expected GDP, compared with 3.1 per cent in 1979/80 and 4.9 per 
cent in 1978/79. However, if foreign cash loans or grants credited to the 
budget and foreign loans for commodity imports (other than normal trade 
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credits), which benefit budgetary and/or commodity operations, exceed 
PRs 5,414 million, the excess will he subtracted from the ceilings on net 
credit to Government and net domestic assets. No additional budgetary 
measures apptar to be required at this time to remain within the ceiling 
on net credit to the Government. However, as part of our continuing 
programme to improve control and monitoring of government financial activi
ties, we will conduct a comprehensive review of the budgetary position in 
January 1981 to assess, inter alia: the increase in import duties expected 
to result from liberalization; the financial position of public enterprises 
in order to evaluate their ability to meet debt servicing obligations to 
Government; the rate of drawings on expected foreign assistance including 
project and cash loans; and flows of nonbank domestic financing. If this 
review indicates that the ceiling for net credit to Government from 
the banking system is not likely to be achieved, sufficient corrective 
measures will be taken at that time. 

22. The monetary and credit programme for 1980/81 is designed with the 
objective of containing balance of payments pressures and reducing the rate 
of domestic inflation, while at the same time ensuring that the legitimate 
credit needs of the productive sectors are adequately met. To this end, we 
will limit the increase in net domestic assets of the domestic banking 
system during 1980/81 to PRs 16,428 million in accordance with the ceilings 
set forth in the attached Table 1. These ceilings will be reduced by the 
amount of net disbursements of foreign cash loans other than those referred 
to in paragraph 21, received by any government-owned corporation, to the 
extent that such borrowings and the loans and grants referred to in para
graph 21 exceed PRs 5,414 million. Also in accordance with Table 1, the 
increase in net claims on Government (defined to include financing for 
both budgetar-y support and commodity operations) will be limited during the 
same period to PRs 6,028 million. Given the expected reduction in net 
foreign assets, the above expansion in creuit implies an increase of 
slightly more than 14 per cent in domestic liquidity, which will be below 
the anticipated rate of growth of GOP in nominal terms but necessary to 
reducing the domestic inflation rate to 10 per cent. 

c. External policies 

23. Despite the impressive overall growth of exports in recent years, the 
performance of manufactured exports has been short of expectations. To 
further improve financial incentives for such exports, the Government will 
extend the availability of standardized rebates of customs and excise 
duties and sales taxes to cover almost all manufactured exports by the end 
of 1980/81. In addition, compensatory rebates will be introduced by 
January 1, 1981 at the rate of 10 per cent of the f.o.b. value of exports 
of cutlery, surgical goods, and sports goods. In order to streamline 
export procedures, we also have abolished the export price checks carried 
out formerly by the Export Promotion Bureau and the minimum export prices 
enforced formerly by the Customs Department (except in the case of woollen 
carpets and onyx blocks). We are currently undertaking studies of the 
latter two commodities with a view to also removing minimum export price 
requirements for these products in the near future. 
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24. As a first step towards a substantially liberalized import system, as 
described in paragraph 14 above, the Government intends, no later than 
January l, 1981, to change the present import system in the following 
respects: (a) the ceilings on the value of licensing of items on the Free 
List and the Tied List, which were introduced in October 1979 and increased 
under the 1980/81 Import .Policy Order, will be removed except for consumer 
goods and synthetic yarn used in the production of cloth for the domestic 
market; (b) the ceiling on the import of machinery for which no permission 
from any government agency is required will be raised from PRs 2.5 million 
to PRs 10.0 million, while the limit on the value of total new investment 
eligible for this facility will be raised from PRs 5 million to PRs 20 
million; and (c) the scope of the Free List will be expanded by permitting 
the import of more than 120 raw material items under Part A or Part B, 
subject to the duty rates in the Pakistan Customs Tariff and temporary 
surcharges where necessary, and by allowing the private sector to import 
specified nonferrous metals and mercury in competition with the Trading 
Corporation of Pakistan (TCP). In addition, the Government is examining 
the possibility of allowing imports by the private sector of other items 
on Part C of the Free List. To prepare for the subsequent steps towards 
liberalization and reform of the import system, two studies will be 
initiated in 1980/81 and sufficiently completed by July 1, 1981 to permit 
the adoption of further liberalization measures. The first study will 
identify additional items which can be permitted subject to appropriate 
tariff protection. The second study will aim at deriving a comprehensive 
tariff structure satisfying the needs for fiscal revenues, price stability, 
protection of domestic production, and containment of consumption of luxury 
items. 

25. In pursuance of the objective of avoiding debt serv1c1ng difficulties, 
the Government will limit its contracting or guaranteeing of external debt 
in the 1-12 year maturity range to $300 million during 1980/81. Since 
borrowing at the shorter end of this range would particularly worsen the 
debt servicing profile, the Government will limit the contracting or 
guaranteeing of loans in the 1-5 year maturity range (including deferred 
payments arrangements) in 1980/81 to $70 million. Exempt from these 
ceilings are concessional loans and refinancing loans obtained from 
existing creditors within the framework of bilateral or multilateral 
rescheduling arrangements. 
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Table 1. Pakistan: Ceilings on Domestic Assets (Net) of the 
Banking System and Claims on the Government (Net) 

(In millions of Pakistan rupees) 

Stock on Ceilings for 
June 30, Dec. 31, March 31, June 30, 

1980 1980 1981 1981 

Domestic assets (net) l/ 89 '612 100,687 104,349 106,040 

Claims on the Government 
(net) ll'!:../ 53,130 56,405 57,499 59' 158 

1/ The ceilings will be reduced as provided in the second sentence of 
paragraph 21 and the third sentence of paragraph 22 as applicable. The 
stock data and the ceilings exclude Zakat Fund deposits at the State 
Bank of Pakistan. 

2/ Budgetary support and commodity financing. 
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SPECIAL MEETING OF THE PAKISTAN CONSORTIUM 

Paris, January 13 and 14, 1981 

Report of Proceedings 

1. A special meeting of the Pakistan Consortium was held in Paris 
on January 13 and 14, 1981, to consider a request by the Pakistan Government 
to Consortium creditor countries for rescheduling of Pakistan ' s external 
debt service obligations. The meeting was attended by representatives of 
the Governments of Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States. Representatives of 
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund and observers of the 
Governments of Sweden and Switzerland, the Secretariat of UNCTAD and DAC/OECD 
also attended the meeting. The Pakistan Government delegation was led by 
Mr. Ejaz Ahmad Naik, Secretary, Economic Affairs Division. The meeting, 
convened by the World Bank in its capacity as Chairman of the Pakistan 
Consortium, was chaired by Mr. Michel Camdessus of the French Ministry of 
Economy. A list of delegates is attached as Annex I. 

2. Opening the meeting, the Head of the Bank delegation described 
the background to Pakistan's request for debt rescheduling and concluded 
that (i) debt relief would be an invaluable interim measure to support 
Pakistan's economic reform efforts until commitments and disbursements of 
long-term concessional assistance by Consortium members had been increased 
to more adequate levels; (ii) to achieve this objective and to help provide 
Pakistan with the assurance of sufficient capital inflows to sustain its 
reform measures during the critical period ahead, debt relief should ideally 
be extended on a multi-year basis. In the event that creditors did not find 
this feasible, Pakistan should, if possible, be assured of an extension of 
debt relief subject to the fulfillment of clearly specified and appropriate 
criteria; and (iii) debt relief should be on a scale which was significant 
in relation to Pakistan's needs and on terms which would not simply shift 
the debt burden forward for a short period before the Government's structural 
reform program had had reasonable time to bring about major lasting improve
ments in the balance of payments. The aim in the Bank ' s judgment should be 
to achieve an overall grant element comparable to the 62% extended under the 
1974-78 debt rescheduling agreement. If there were difficulties in provid
ing debt relief on such soft terms, this could be taken into account in 
determining the amount of gross relief which Pakistan should receive. The 
Bank's statement is attached as Annex II. 
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3. Th~ representative of the IMF and the observer of UNCTAD 
described recent economic developments in Pakistan, including the improve
ments in economic policies, the continued financial difficulties faced by 
the Government and the need for additional external assistance. Their 
statements are attached as Annexes III and IV, respectively. 

4. In his formal statement to the meeting requesting debt relief 
from Consortium countries (Annex V), the Head of the Pakistan delegation 
referred to the economic reform program adopted by Pakistan in the con
text of its recently concluded Extended Fund Facility Agreement with the 
IMF and outlined the case for debt rescheduling to support the implemen
tation of this program. He requested that, in order to take account of 
Pakistan's special circumstances, debt relief from Consortium countries 
should amount to about $280 million per year, be extended over the three
year period covered by the IMF agreement, and be provided on highly con
cessional terms. He confirmed that the Pakistan Government intended also 
to request debt rescheduling from those non-Consortium countries which had not 
already provided relief. 

5. In response to questions about the balance of payments pro-
jections contained in the Government's recent "Memorandum on Pakistan's 
Debt Problem," the Head of the Pakistan delegation explained that the 
estimates assumed that inflows of long-term development assistance would 
generally increase by 10% per year, or in other words be approximately 
maintained in real terms. However, a gradual reduction in food aid was 
assumed in line with the expected increasing domestic self-sufficiency 
in wheat requirements. In addition, the projections did not include any 
bilateral assistance from the United States other than food aid, in view 
of the present legislative prohibitions in the US on development assistance 
to Pakistan. 

6. On the question of assistance to Pakistan from non-Consortium 
donors, the Head of the Pakistan delegation explained that the Govern
ment's projections of long-term capital inflows for the next three years 
included about $200 million a year in long-term assistance from OPEC 
sources. Further special OPEC contributions such as had been made to 
the Zakat Fund in FY81 were not anticipated. Allowing for debt service 
payments, the projected net annual inflow from OPEC countries, excluding 
Iran, would amount to about $150 million. This figure might increase, 
since (as he had already stated) the Government intended to approach 
these countries for debt relief once an agreement was reached with Con
sortium creditors. Debt relief, equivalent to $93 million in FY81, had 
already been obtained, mainly from Iran and USSR; in addition, Pakistan 
hoped to negotiate a further $60 million of relief with other non
Consortium creditors. 
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7. Elaborating on the Government's agreement with the IMF, the 
Head of the Pakistan delegation stated that three major structural 
changes were envisaged over the next three years. These related to 
import liberalization; the structure of tariffs and other taxes; and 
the composition of the public investment program. He noted that Pakistan 
continued to face severe constraints which limited its ability to under
take major new projects. The Government's medium-term development plan 
was being reformulated in order to shift the emphasis towards quick
yielding projects and essential support services in agriculture. 
Increased attention would also be given to the social sectors. Dependence 
on imported oil was expected to be reduced through the development of 
domestic energy resources. Steps would be taken to alleviate the adverse 
impact of the Government's financial stabilization measures on the poorer 
sections of society. 

8. Clarifying Pakistan's request for debt relief, the Head of the 
Pakistan delegation reiterated that his Government desired debt relief 
over a three-year period to cover service payments on official (concessional 
and non-concessional) credits as well as on creditor country guaranteed 
private credits in an amount of $280 million a year. He stressed that this 
volume of relief could only be reached if all three categories of debt 
mentioned above were included. 

9. Following these explanations by the Pakistan delegation, rep
resentatives of the creditor countries met in private session, together 
with representatives of the Bank and IMF, to discuss possible arrangements 
for debt relief from Consortium creditors. The delegates considered 
whether only official concessional (ODA) loans should be covered, or 
whether official non-concessional and creditor-country guaranteed private 
credits should also be included, at least for purposes of calculating the 
burden sharing, leaving it to each creditor country whether it would 
reschedule any of those latter credits or instead would offer refinancing 
of equivalent amounts. They discussed the time period of debt service 
obligations to be covered by the relief, with positions ranging between 
one year and the three years requested by Pakistan. They considered 
whether the grant element provided in the 1974 agreement (62%) would be 
appropriate again, or whether, in light of changed circumstances, a grant 
element higher or lower than 62% would be desirable. Finally, they 
discussed the statement made by one creditor country representative that 
a small amount of debt service due to his Government on a particular ODA 
operation should be excluded from the rescheduling due to its original 
highly concessional character, and urged all representatives that if, for 
any statutory reasons, actual rescheduling of any amount should be pre
cluded, equivalent assistance to offset those payments should be provided. 
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10. On resumption of the plenary session, the Chairman presented a 
proposal to the Pakistan delegation which the creditor country representa
tives were prepared to recommend to their authorities and outlined its 
principal features. These were that debt rescheduling would apply to debt 
service on official concessional loans (i.e., those having a grant element 
of 25% or more) due over the 18-month period from January 15, 1981 through 
July 14, 1982; that 90% of the principal and interest payments due on these 
loans during this period would be rescheduled or refinanced; and that the 
repayment terms (grace period, amortization period and interest rate) on 
the rescheduled debt would be structured so as to provide a grant element 
of 55%. In 18 months the participating countries would be willing to 
consider, in light of the prevailing circumstances, a request by Pakistan 
to meet again on the issue. The Chairman added that, in line with 
established practice, the two benchmarks of 90% of debt service and 55% 
grant element were to be interpreted as minimum levels. Creditor countries 
were free to reschedule more than 90% of the debt service due, and to 
offer terms with a grant element above 55%. 

11. In response to comments by two creditor country representatives, 
the Chairman stated that those creditor countries which for administrative 
reasons would prefer to provide relief over the 18-month period January 1, 
1981 to June 30, 1982, could do so in agreement with the Government of 
Pakistan, provided the amount of relief extended to Pakistan was not 
thereby reduced. Debt service payments covered by the proposed relief 
could be suspended pending the signing of bilateral agreements. Where 
such a moratorium created technical difficulties for creditors, the 
matter could be dealt with bilaterally between Pakistan and the countries 
concerned. 

12. The Head of the Pakistan delegation, whose response to the 
creditor countries' proposal is attached as Annex VI, expressed dis
appointment with the proposed relief. He noted that the duration and 
terms of the relief fell short of the Government's request and considered 
that they were inadequate to meet Pakistan's needs and circumstances. 
While the terms of the proposed relief were better than could have been 
expected under Paris Club negotiations, this benefit appeared to be more 
than offset by a reduction in the amount of relief. He stressed the 
difficulties that this reduction could create for Pakistan in implementing 
the structural adjustments and stabilization program agreed with the IMF. 
Nevertheless, he accepted the creditors' proposal though with the following 
qualifications. Firstly, since the relief offered was confined to 
official concessional (ODA) debt, the Government intended to request the 
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Paris Club to convene a meeting as soon as possible to consider re
scheduling official non-concessional and officially guaranteed private 
debts. Secondly, before the expiry of the 18-month period for which 
relief was being offered, Pakistan would request an extension of debt 
relief for another period of 18 months. Thirdly, Pakistan would approach 
countries bilaterally to provide relief in addition to that agreed at 
the meeting. 

13. The text of a Memorandum of Understanding stipulating the 
proposal for debt relief agreed between creditor country representatives 
and the Pakistan delegation was approved by all participants. This 
Memorandum was subsequently signed by the Chairman of the meeting on 
behalf of the participating creditor countries, by the Head of the Pakistan 
delegation on behalf of his Government, and by the Head of the World Bank 
delegation on behalf of the Bank in its capacity as Chairman of the 
Pakistan Consortium. A copy of the Memorandum is attached as Annex VII. 
The news release on the meeting is attached as Annex VIII. 
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I welcome you to this Special Meeting of the Pakistan Consortium 
on Debt. I would like to extend a particularly warm word of welcome to 
Mr. Ejaz Naik who, in addition to his responsibilities as Secretary, 
Planning and Development, also has taken over from Mr. Aftab Ahmad Khan 
as Secretary, Economic Affairs of the Government of Pakistan. He 
heads Pakistan's delegation for the first time. I would further like 
to welcome Mr. Michel Camdessus, Assistant Secretary, International 
Relations, of the French Treasury. Mr. Camdessus was requested by the 
Heads of Delegation of this Consortium, when they met informally on 
the occasion of the Burma Aid Group meeting on December 11, to take 
the Chair at this meeting, and he has very kindly agreed to do so. I will 
ask him to assume the Chair as soon as the opening statements have been 
delivered by myself for the Bank, by Mr. Shaalan for the IMF, by Mr. Arsenis 
for UNCTAD and finally, by Mr. Naik on behalf of the Government of 
Pakistan. 

Pakistan's request for further debt relief was first submitted by 
the Government to creditor countries about three years ago. In our various 
presentations on the subject since that time we have assessed the case for 
debt relief in the context of the structural problems facing the economy. 
The essence of our analysis has been that the scale of the country's medium
term external debt obligations is a structural problem in its own right. 
We have accordingly argued that action by creditor countries to alleviate 
the burden of debt on Pakistan's balance of payments appeared to be a 
necessary complement to strong efforts by the Pakistan Government itself 
to bring about structural adjustments in the economy. There has been no 
change in our judgment on the basic need for debt relief in this respect. 

Deficiencies in economic management in the first half of the 1970s, 
together with adverse world developments, have left Pakistan with a legacy 
of crippling economic problems, of which the heavy external debt burden is 
a prime manifestation. Pakistan's total external debt amounts to about 40% 
of its annual gross national product, one of the highest debt ratios in the 
world. Rising service payments on this debt have eaten increasingly into 
aid flows, and net transfers of long-term economic assistance have diminished 
to relatively modest levels. 
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In FY78, the last year of debt relief prcvided to Pakistan under 
the earlier rescheduling agreement among member countries of the Pakistan 
Consortium, total payments of interest and principal by Pakistan on its 
external debt /l amounted to $350 million. Although additional relief has 
been provided by some countries since that time, total debt service 
obligations this year are estimated at about $770 million. Next year they 
will rise further to an estimated $890 million; and in FY83 to about $980 
million. rnless further relief is forth~omiug, debt service payments this 
year will absorb 28% of Pakistan's expected earnings from merc~andise 
exports. Allowing for the expe~ted substantial but uncertain inflow of 
workers' remittances, the service payments tmuld represent 15 % 0f estimated 
total foreign exchange income from all sources. 

There is evidence that aia levels to Pakistan are now beginning 
to respond to the recent improvement ir. the country's economic performanc e . 
At the Pakistan Consortium meeting last June, indications of assistance 
by Consortium members for FY81 were encouragingly higher than in the past 
few years. The upturn in assistance, however, will not result in signifi
cantly higher gross capital flows to Pakistan for some time, since most aid 
continues to be project assistance which is relatively slow disbursing. 
A correctlon of the present low lev~l of net trar.sfc=rs frcm Consortium 
countries will, therefore, requirR 1 ebt resch~d~ling o~ a substantial scale. 

Although the case foe debt relief is strong, ~e have shared the 
view of major creditors .t~at debt resc hed uling woulq only be justified if 
the Government already had in place, and was implementing with determination, 
a broad-based program of reforms which held ou t the ho p ~ of sign~ficant 

improvements in Pakistan's external account within a reasonable period of 
time. Our economic reports of 1978 and 1979 noted thar, while a number of 
encouraging reforms to economic policies had been introduced· since mid- 1977, 
rnajor internal and external difficulties remained \Ihlen •:1culd require 
further sustained policy changes. 

Since that time, and as discussed at the Cons ortium maeting last 
June, Pakistan's efforts to deal with its economic problems have been 
broadened and intensified. At the June discussions members noted that 
some of the actions taken by the Government had required considerable 
political courage and that the Government had not allowed the disturbing 
political developments on its borders to distract its attention from the 
pressing needs of the economy. Nonetheless, it was the consensus of that 
meeting that, to ensure continued economic progress, Pakistan's reform 
efforts needed to be further strengthened and placed within a medium-term 
framework, such as would be represented by an agreement on an Extended 
Fund Facility with the IMF. 

/! Including interest charges on official short-term borrowing and 
IMF resources. 
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It is to the considerable credit of both the Government and 
the Fund that an agreement on an EFF - which creditor countries specified 
as a pre-requisite for debt relief - has now been concluded. We should 
not underestimate the difficult issues which the Government has been 
prepared to face in the context of its negotiations with the Fund, or the 
significance of the reform program on which it has now embarked. The 
successful implementation of this reform package will place considerable 
demands on the Pakistan Government and its people. They deserve full 
support from the donor co~unity. 

The conclusion of an agreement between the Government of Pakistan 
and the IMF for an EFF represents an important further step in the reform 
process and reinforces the structural case for debt rescheduling. The 
Bank has worked closely with the Fund in regard to the EFF arrangements. 
In addition, in the context of our own lending operations, we ourselves 
have been engaged over the past several months in an intensive dialogue 
with the Government on a number of key policy issues, particularly in 
relation to agriculture. These discussions culminated in agreement on 
a package of agricultural policy reforms which provided the basis for a 
program loan by the Bank to Pakistan last October. Discussions on further 
policy adjustments are taking place, both in relation to agriculture and other 
sectors, which we hope will enable us to extend further substantial program-type 
assistance to Pakistan in due course. 

The availability of the EFF will relieve the immediate acute 
pressures on Pakistan's balance of payments and will provide the Government 
with the opportunity to pursue the reform process on a sustained basis, 
with somewhat less need for concern about its short-term external financial 
position. For all practical purposes, however, the EFF resources are 
likely to be largely absorbed in financing the higher import bill which will 
result from the liberalization of the import regime which the Government has 
agreed to implement. Balance of payments estimates drawn up by the Government 
and the IMF indicate that, because of substantially higher imports, the 
current account deficit will increase sharply to about $1.6 billion this year 
and decrease only slowly thereafter to about $1.4 billion by FY83. The 
estimates consequently show that, even with substantial assistance from the 
L~F, ther~ remains at present an annual financing gap on the balance of payments 
in the range of $200 million to $400 million during the next three years. The 
estimates assume continued good export performance and further growth in 
remittances. 

While these projections must (as always) be treated with caution, 
and while in particular the precise speed with which the liberalization 
measures will increase the import bill is uncertain, it is evident that 
Pakistan's external financial position will remain tight. Foreign exchange 
reserves currently amount to only about $450 million, equivalent to just over 
one month's imports, and contain a substantial element of short-term deposits. 
The situation provides little room for maneuver or cushion against further 
adverse developments which could endanger the Government's adjustment efforts. 
Debt rescheduling therefore continues to have a central role to play in 
relieving the immediate pressure on resources and in assistang the reform 
process. 
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A Bank economic mission has recently returned from Pakistan after 
making an assessment of the current state of the economy qnd of Government 
policies. Data obtained by our mission point to a continuation of the 
economic recovery in Pakistan for a fourth consecutive year. Information 
on this year's main crops is so far generally encouraging. Both the cotton 
and rice crops, though apparently below last year's levels in some areas, 
again appear to be relatively good; and the sugar crop, which last year was 
disappointing, is likely to be an all- time record. The size of the wheat 
crop will not be known for some months, and this, as usual, will be a 
crucial factor. A major uncertainty about the wheat crop this year relates 
to the level of fertilizer usage. Although the Government has raised the 
support price for wheat to compensate for the reduced subsidy on fertilizer, 
the higher crop prices were announced relatively late in the season. The 
Government has increased the supply of credit to farmers and taken other 
measures to promote the use of fertilizer. Nonetheless, the impact of these 
diverse influences on the level of wheat production remains to be seen. 

In the industrial sector, the willingness of private businessmen 
to undertake new investment has understandably continued to be restrained 
by the unsettled political situation in South- West Asia. Even so, there 
are signs that private expenditures on new plant and equipment are now 
beginning to respond more affirmatively to the various incentives extended 
by the Government to the private sector. The Government's efforts to 
improve production and capacity utilization of public industry also appear 
to be gradually producing results. 

An especially encouraging aspect of recent developments in 
Pakistan concerns the Government's efforts in the area of population 
planning. The Government is now giving increased attention to the urgent 
need to slow down the present fast rate of population growth and a com
prehensive new plan has recently been adopted by the Cabinet which attempts 
to address this difficult issue in its broad social context. President 
Zia has indicated his firm backing of this important initiative. While 
the formulation of the plan is itself a commendable achievement, the 
critical question now is the effectiveness with which it is implemented. 
We ourselves are evaluating the plan and shall extend all possible 
assistance to it. 

There _are several other areas in which Pakistan's endeavors to 
revitalize the economy and to lay firm foundations for future development 
remain at an early stage. The process of establishing strong agricultural 
extension and research organizations to serve the farmer is in this 
category. So, too, is the task of rehabilitating the irrigation system 
and of improving the management of the country's valuable water resources, 
especially at the farm level. The performance of both public and private 
industry leaves considerable room for further improvement; in addition, 
the exploitation of Pakistan's domestic energy potential has been slower 
than expected. The efficiency of resource use generally remains low, and 
planning and control of Government spending programs need to be strengthened. 
As part of the policy reform program to be undertaken in connection with 
the EFF agreement, GOP is currently preparing a revised three-year develop
ment program to cover all public investment for FY82 to FY84. This review 
is intended to promote a shift in emphasis toward more short-Feetation and 
high-yielding projects, particularly in the agriculture, water and ener~y 
sectors. 
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Our economic mission has reported that, although the Government has 
persisted in its endeavors to contain the hudget deficit, the budgetary 
position remains difficult and will demand close attention on both the 
revenue and expenditure sides. The budgetary position unfortunately is 
being adversely affected by factors outside the· Government's control such 
as developments in Afghanistan. The FY81 budget contained an estimated 
expenditure by the Government of about $50 million on Afghan refugees this 
fiscal year, based on an estimated 800,000 refugees in Pakistan. The number 
of registered refugees was recently assessed at 1.3 million; it may have risen 
even further since that time. The refugee situation is presenting increasing 
financial as well as social and political problems for Pakistan. Although the 
international community is providing generous aid to Pakistan for the support of 
the refugees, further help appears to be clearly warranted. 

The fact remains that, despite acute difficulties, the Government's 
achievements in the economic sphere over the past three years have been 
impressive, and the findings of our economic mission confirm that the 
general direction of policy remains sound. The reform process, however, is 
still at a crucial juncture. Increased assistance by the donor community 
through such action as debt rescheduling would make an important contribution 
to help sustain the momentum of Pakistan 1 s adjustment efforts. 

This meeting has been called to dlscuss debt relief and 
not regular development assistance; the next appropriate occasion 
to discuss the latter subject will be the meeting of the Consortium 
scheduled to be held next June. Nonetheless, I believe that it is 
important to emphasize that, wha~ever the outcome of the discussion 
this week, debt relief should not be regarded in any way as a 
substitute for an increase in normal aid programs. On the contrary, 
as a separate additional rr~tter, there is a pressing need to con
tinue tae encouraging upturn in development assistance to Pakistan 
indicated at last June's Consortium meeting, in order to carry 
assistance to steadily higher levels over the next several years. 
The debt relief exercise should be seen as an interim measure to 
provide support while increased flews of more sustainable forms of 
assistance are built up. 

We are in the process of making a derailed assessment of 
Pakistan's long-term balance of payments prospects and aid requirements. 
Preliminary results of our analysis indicate that, even with further 
growth in exports and remittances and development of domestic energy 
resources and other import substitution, the deficit on Pakistan's 
external account will remain substantial and an increasing inflow of 
concessionary assistance will be required on a sustained basis through 
much of the 1980s. The analysis shows that additional commitments of 
long-term aid will need to be put in place during the coming 2-3 years 
to provide for the necessary increase in capital flows beyond the period 
of the IMF agreement. We plan to circulate our assessment of Pakistan's 
long-term aid requirements to Consortium members and will revert to this 
subject at the Consortium meeting next June. 
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In summary, our analysis of Pakistan's financial situation 
and economic prospects points to the following principal conclusions: 

First, debt relief would be an invaluable interim measure 
to support Pakistan's reform efforts until commitments and 
disbursements of long-term concessional assistance by 
Consortium members have been increased to more adequate levels. 

Secondly, to achieve this objective and to help provide 
Pakistan with the assurance of sufficient capital inflows 
to sustain its reform measures during the critical period 
ahead, debt relief should ideally be extended on a multi
year basis. In the event that creditors do not find this 
feasible, Pakistan should if possible be assured of an 
extension of debt relief subject to the fulfillment of 
clearly specified and appropriate criteria. 

Thirdly, debt relief should be on a scale which is 
significant in relation to Pakistan's needs and on 
terms which would not simply shift the debt burden 
forward for a short period and before the Government's 
structural reform program has had reasonable time to 
bring about major lasting improvements in the balance 
of payments. The aim in our judgement should be . to 
achieve an overall grant element comparable to the 
62% extended under the 1974-78 debt rescheduling 
agreement. If there are difficulties in providing 
debt relief on such soft terms, this may be taken 
into account in determining the amount of gross 
relief which Pakistan should receive. 
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PAKISTAN CONSORTIUM 

SPECIAL MEETING ON DEBT 

Par i s , January 13 and 14, 1981 

Statement by Representa tive of Interna tional Monetary Fund, 
Mr. A. S. Shaalan 

The Pakistan authorities have recognized for a number of years that 

the country's overall economic performance has been impaired by structural 

imbalances and that the alleviation of these difficulties would further 

their objectives of promoting economic growth 1n a context of relative 

financial stability and improving the balance of payments position. To 

this end, they began in 1977/78 to introduce corrective policies, and as 

a result considerable progress was made toward enhancing the economy's 

growth, export, and fiscal performances. The authorities realize, however, 

that much remains to be done, and consequently they have decided to con-

tinue their reform efforts over the three years ending 1982/83 within 

the context of an economic and financial program supported by an extended 

Fund arrangement. The focus of the program is on new supply policies, an 

increased domestic resource mobilization effort, and a substantial strength-

ening of public finance and demand management policies. 

The program's supply policies are directed at expanding the economy's 

productive capacity through improvements in resource and investment allo-

cation, better capacity utilization, and reduced cost-price distortions. 

The public sector investment program is to be revised to facilitate these 

objectives. In agriculture, the basic strategy is to shift development 

spending away from the subsidi z ation of inputs toward efficiency- inducing 

programs and projects, as we ll as to restructure domestic prices in order 

to bring them into line with those prevailing in world markets and to 
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increase the real net income of farmers. A strong start was made in the 

area of pricing for the first year of the program: prices for major crops 

were raised by 9-30 per cent and fertilizer prices by about SO per cent. 

In the manufacturing sector, the authorities plan to continue their ongoing 

evaluation of the appropriate scope of public ownership and to divest or close 

firms when this serves the public interest. For the enterprises retained, 

they plan to introduce corrective programs aimed at increasing productivity 

and profitability. While continuing existing incentive policies directed 

at reviving private sector confidence and investment 1n manufacturing, 

they expect to institute new programs to improve the competitive position 

of small-scale producers, particularly in the export sector, and to deal 

i • . . 

with problem textile factories. They also intend to improve the applies-

tion of the labor code in order to enhance the performance of both the pur 

and private manufacturing sectors . The authorities are committed to reducing 

the economy's dependence on imported petroleum through conservation and the 

development of domestic energy ~sources. To this end, they intend to 

implement appropriate pricing and investment po l icies and expect to 

reduce net petroleum imports on average by about 1 per cent per annum 

over the three-y ear period. In a number of the above areas, such as the 

investment program and public enterprise and labor reform, studies are 

to be undertaken or evaluated during the remainder of 1980 / 81 to provide 

the basis for new policy initiatives. Thus, in these areas the pro-

gram for 1980/81 essentially carries forward the corrective policies 

of recent years, and the important structural changes are to be intra-

duced in the second and third years. 
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Potentially the most important and far-reaching of the program's 

policy changes is a phased liberalization of the import system. Implemen-

tation of this reform will require the preparation of relevant studies, 

and consequently it 1s not possible at present to evaluate the prec1se 

extent to which some domestic industries will co'ntinue to receive protec-

tion {n the form of bans at the end of the program period. However, 

the authorities have indicated their commitment to achieve by end-1982/83 

a significant liberalization covering both economic inputs and consumer 

goods. In the first year, virtually all ceiling restrictions on currently 

permitted nonconsumer good imports and prohibitions on basic raw materials 

will be lifted. It is anticipated that the increased and timely availability 

of imported economic inputs resulting from these measures and the gradual 

addition of new items to the import list will contribute substantially 

to productivity ga1ns over time by improving capacity utilization and 

encourag1ng technological innovation. Moreover, private sector investment 

lS expected to respond positively. 

The program envisages an average annual growth rate of real GDP of 

5-6 per cent, but only a moderate rise in the investment ratio. Never-

theless, the latter will require a strong domestic resource mobilization 

effort as reliance on foreign resources in relative terms is expected to 

decline. Public sector savings, in particular, is expected to rise sub-

stantially; thus, the structural reforms envisaged for public finances are 

critical to the realization of the investment program. Although the 

authorities intend to gradually expand during the program period the 

interest-free financial system and therefore do not believe that it would 

be appropriate to alter the present interest rate structure; they intend 

to make every effort to ensure that the growth of domestic savings and 

their investment objectives are not adversely affected. 
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The fiscal policy goal of the program lS to improve the structure 

of public finances by limiting and restructuring expenditures and 

carrying out tax reforms. Within the constrained level of expenditure, 

outlays are to be reoriented away from consumer and producer subsidies 

toward fast-yielding investments and increased recurrent outlays on 

maintenance and repair of existing capital stock as well as essential 

economic and social services. To support this objective, the authori-

ties intend to specify annual targets for the total subsidy bill and to 

take measures to ensure that these are not exceeded. On the revenue 

side, the budget will benefit from import liberalization so that the new 

tax measures required early in the program period will be small. Sig-

nificant steps have been taken in recent years to strengthen tax 

administration, resulting in particular in an improved income tax revenue 

performance. Nevertheless, tax reforms will be essential for the 

substantial fiscal effort envisaged in the third year of the program. 

Thus, a comprehensive review of the tax system is now under way with 

Fund assistance. Public finances are also expected to benefit from an 

improved financial performance by the public enterprise sector, in 

particular as the authorities have decided to allow these enterprises 

increased pricing autonomy. The Government expects to reduce its total 

domestic bank borrowing to 2.0 per cent of GDP on average during the 

program period from 3.6 per cent over the three preceding years. This 

tightened fiscal policy stance will contribute substantial!~ to the 

strengthening of demand management and is to be supported by strict 

credit policies for the nongovernment sector. The authorities expect to 

limit the average growth rate of domestic liquidity to about 2-3 percentage 
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points below the projected average increase in nominal GDP in order to 

provide for an abatement of excess demand pressures and to contain the 

rate of inflation to about 10 per cent. 

In the external sector, the central objective is to strengthen 

the structure of the current account. The supply elements of the 

program are expected to expand considerably export availabilities and 

import substitution for important commodities, while financial incen-

tives for exporters are to be enhanced with the objective of sustaining 

directly the good export performance of recent years. Exchange rate 

policy is to be kept under close review. The current account deficit 

despite import liberalization is projected to decline to below 4 per 

cent of GNP by 1982/83 from an average of 5 per cent during 1978/79-

1979/80. The authorities anticipate that, taken together, the elements 

of the program will establish the basis for a durable improvement in the 

balance of payments. 

The Fund believes that Pakistan has adopted a meaningful structural 

reform program, and the Executive Board has approved the authorities' 

request for the use of Fund resources equivalent to nearly SDR 1.3 billion 

under the extended arrangement. The authorities hope that their program 

will also attract expanded external assistance from sources other than 

the Fund. 
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-701 -815 -888 
-ill -4~8 -Til 
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1,900 2' 109 2,).40 
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22 

39 
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11 
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36 
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93 80 -112 
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(9) (9) {ll) 
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16 . 0 16 . 4 16.4 
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official financing _ 
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This is the first time that the UNCTAD secretariat participates in a 
Consortium meeting in pursuance of resolution 222 (XXI) of the Trade and 
Development Board which was adopted in September last year. According to 
this resolution the UNCTAD secretariat has a particular interest in the 
application of the features which were agreed in UNCTAD with a view to 
providing a basis for individual debt reorganization operations. As you 
all know these features place emphasis on the need to seek solutions that 
will enhance the development prospects of the debtor country, bearing in 
mind its socio- economic priorities and the internationally agreed objectives 
for the development of developing countries. 

We in the UNCTAD secretariat are happy that our first occasion to 
participate in a Consortium meeting coincides with the cas e of Pakistan, 
a case which is of particular significance . In the first place, Pakistan, 
as many other low income developing countries, belongs to the category 
of Most Seriously Affected developing countries (MSAs ) for which the United 
Nations bodies and in particular the General Assembly have repeatedly stressed 
the need for special measures to help them overcome the adverse effects on 
their economies of world recession, inflation , protectionism and stagnation 
in the real transfer of concessional assistance. I am sure that the outcome 
of the deliberations of this meeting will be of interest to t he General 
Assembly. 

Apart from tbe genera l interest that we, in the United Nations have in 
relation to measures in favour of the MSA countries, we are more directly 
concerned with the meeting on account of the resolution adopted in 1978 
with regard to the debt and development problems of the "poorer" developing 
countries. According to that resolution ( 165 (S- IX)) developed donor countries 
are expected to seek to adopt measures to adjust the terms of past ODA loans 
or to take equivalent measures. Several developed donor countries, Belgium, 
Denmark, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom 
have t aken measures in favour of Pakistan in pursuance of that resolution. 
In the case of the United Kngdom a substantial amount was involved. However, 
several major donor countries members of the Consortium have not so far 
included Pakistan in their list of beneficiary countries. It is hoped 
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that the present meeting will provide an opportunity for these countries 
to take such measures in favour of Pakistan in the spirit of this 
resolution. In this connexion we have estimated that a full implementation 
of the resolution by all Consortium countries would result in a decrease 
of the debt service payments arising from official bilateral debt to 
Consortium countries by 75 per cent in 1980. 

Mr. Chairman, 

In a note entitled "Hypothetical projections of external capital 
requirements 1980-1990" (UNCTAD/FIN/21) we have set forth our own reflections 
concerning the debt reorganization of the official debt of Pakistan. 
Since this note has been circulated to the members of the meeting I do 
not wish to cover the same ground but I should like to stress its main 
conclusion, namely , that the debt servicing problem of Pakistan is a 
structural one and should be dealt with in the context of long-term 
measures which inter-alia would require above all a long consolidation 
period. The note clearly indicates that the ratio of outstanding debt 
to GNP or to potential exports is rather unfavourable. Thus, consolidation 
of debt repayments falling due in the next three years on account of public 
and publicly guaranteed loans, with average terms of 10 year grace period, 
maturity 30 years and interest rate of 2.5% will have a significant and 
favourable impact on the economy during the period of the stabilization 
programme but it cannot solve the problem. A long-run solution calls for 
considerably longer consolidation periods on very soft terms. 

To be sure the reorganization of the debt is one of the conditions 
for tackling successfully the development problems of Pakistan. I should 
like to touch briefly upon three other development aspects, namely, prospects 
for exports, new capital flows and domestic policies. 

With regard to export prospects, I should like to stress that the 
international environment has been particularly unfavourable to Pakistan. 
During the seventies, Pakistan's terms of trade declined by about 16 per 
cent and this in itself has · had adverse effects on the balance of payments 
and on the domestic economy. Its significance may be illustrated by the 
fact that had Pakistan's terms of trade remained uncha~ged during the decade, 
its trade deficit in 1980 would have been smaller by about $ 400 million 
and perhaps the country might not have been compelled to seek debt re
organization today. 

In addition to the adverse effect of relative prices, the growth of 
exports has been significantly and adversely affected by the resurgence of 
protectionism in developed countries. In particular the MFA which held 
considerable promise for sustained growth of textile exports has not been 
adhered to by developed countries either in letter or in spirit. Recent 
experience suggests that the possibility of a return to the original intention 
of the MFA is now remote. Since developed countries have effectively denied 
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developing countries the possibility to realize their export potential, it 
follows that the developed countries should be prepared at the least to 
agree to a reorganization of the stream of repayments from developing 
to developed countries over the very long run. 

Another aspect of the export performance of Pakistan worth emphasizing 
is the extreme sensitivity of export earnings to unforeseen circumstances 
beyond the control of the exporting country. There are indeed indications 
that the instability in the export earnings of developing countries has 
increased and this in itself points to the need for considering the 
inclusion of a "bisque-clause" in the official loan and refinancing 
agreements. 

With regard to the net transfer of development assistance, our note 
clearly shows that even the most generous debt re-scheduling cannot 
solve the debt servicing problem in the long run without significant increase 
and improvements in the quality of financial flows to Pakistan, involving, 
in particular, a substantial increase in the share of ODA to the total net 
capital flows. For example, even if generous debt refinancing is assumed, 
the debt service ratio in 1990 will still be relatively high (24 per cent) as 
long as the composition of capital flows continues to be similar to the 
present one. On the other hand, if aid flows become an increasingly important 
component of total flows, the debt service ratio may be reduced to the 
tolerable - but by no means comfortable - level of 19 per cent in 1990. 

These considerations serve to illustrate the need for a reversal of 
the relatively unfavourable treatment that Pakistan has received in 
external assistance. Not only has it been adversely affected by the general 
stagnation of aid, but it has also experienced considerable shortfall in aid 
flows from certain developed countries. As a result Pakistan's receipts of 
DAC bilateral ODA have declined in real terms by as much as 56 per cent 
during the last decade. Today its per capita aid receipts compare unfavourably 
with the average for developing countries as a whole, and are significantly 
below the average for the low income developing countries. Certain donors 
as well as the IBRD are now net recipients of funds from Pakistan. In addition 
to unfavourable developments with regard to the volume of assistance, the 
terms of aid have also shown a tendency to harden with the share of grants 
in total DAC ODA commitments declining from 28 per cent in 1970 to 21 per 
cent in 1977. 

Finally, since the speakers who preceded me dwelt upon the question of 
domestic policies I need not go into the matter myself. We are happy to note 
that the various economic measures adopted by ·the Government of Pakistan have 
been well received by the creditor countries. More recently, the Government 
of Pakistan has agreed to conform to the stringent requirements of the IMF 
stabilization programme. We feel that Pakistan has thus demonstrated the 
willingness to undertake measures to strengthen its domestic economy. It is 
to be hoped that these measures would bring about an improvement in the short
term economic situation without jeopardizing growth which after all is targeted 
at the moderate level of 5.2 per cent in the next three years. 



Creditor 
country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Japan 

Netherlands 

Sweden 

Pakistan 

Action taken by creditor countries pursuant to 
resolution 165 (S-IX) on retroactive 

terms adjustment 11 

Type of 
action 

Refinancing of 75 % 2; 
of debt due 1979-198~ 

Conversion of one loan 
to grant. Softening of 
another loan 

To accord "amount needed 
to adjust terms of loans " 

Softening terms of past 
loans 

Conversion of loan to 
grants 

Switzerland Conversion of loan to 
grants 

United Kingdom Conversion of loan to 
grants 
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Nominal value 
S m 

About S 12 m. including 
principal and interest 

Not knovn 

Not knovn 

1.0 

140.2 

11 As conveyed to the UNCTAD secretariat in response to questionnaires. 

1/ On following terms: 30 years, no interes t , repayment in 20 equal annual 
instalments after a grace per i od of ten years. 

Note: The total outstanding disbursed official debt owed to ·consortium 
countries as at June 1979 vas S 41 402 million. Debt service due to 
these countries i n 1979/80 vas S 229.9 million. 
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Pakistan's debt servicing problem emanates from a sharp reduction in 
net aid flows during a period of harshly adverse international economic 
developments. A sharp increase in debt service payments began in fiscal 
year 1979 upon the expiry of the previous debt relief agreement. As gross aid 
inflows did not show any increase, at least not an appreciable and sustained 
one, the net aid flows from Consortium countries considerably diminished. For 
the Consortium group as a whole net bilateral official development assistance 
fell from $236 million in fiscal year 1976 to $128 million in fiscal year 1980; 
the level of net inflow was nominal or negative in the case of several countries. 

A full measure of the repercussions of this trend must also make 
allowance for two other factors. First, the real decline was much more severe 
when adjusted for inflation; the net flows record a decline of 64 per cent 
between 1976 and 1980 when deflated by the export price index of developed 
countries. In other words, net aid flows in the last fiscal year had dropped in 
real terms to about a third of the level obtaining four years ago. Second, the 
impact of declining net aid flows was compounded by an increasing propensity to 
provide assistance in the form of project aid, the proportion of which rose from 
36 per cent to 80 per cent of total assistance between fiscal year 1976 and 
fiscal year 1980. Such assistance has not only constrained flexibility in the 
use of resources but it has forced the Government to start new projects in 
order to absorb aid at a time when consolidation rather than expansion was 
needed. 

Besides, the decline in net aid inflows took place in an international 
environment rendered inhospitable by inflation, recession and deteriorating 
terms of trade. For a while, a surge in remittances from expatriate workers 
suppressed Pakistan's balance-of-payments deficit to a level which could be 
financed by some commercial borrowings and other makeshift capital inflows. 
The second wave of inflation, protectionism and worsening terms of trade which 
commenced in 1979 was not so easy to surmount. Thus in fiscal year 1980, 
Pakistan faced an exceedingly difficult balance of payments situation despite 
the fact that export surpluses rose strongly while import demand was severely 
restrained. In the end, temporary and extraordinary capital inflows brought 
relief but not before a perilous situation earlier in the year had forced the 
Government to adopt harsh, ad hoc measures to stem a rapid depletion in 
reserves. 
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Foreseeing the emerging difficulties, which later ended in a crisis, 
the Government approached the Consortium for a rescheduling of its debt service 
obligations in June 1978. The request was repeated in 1979 and again in 1980. 
The Government maintained that the declining net aid inflows would jeopardize and 
disrupt an orderly transition to a new policy, one that took the deterioration 
in the international climate as a shock to be absorbed by internal adjustment. 
The response of the Consortium countries was not very positive on the first two 
occasions, but in the June 1980 Consortium meeting they agreed in principle to 
reschedule debts on condition that Pakistan reached an agreement with the IMF 
on a medium term stabilization programme. 

To put matters in perspective while the adverse repercussions of global 
economic trends were not in dispute, there appeared to be a widespread concern 
amongst the Consortium group that misdirected domestic policies had aggravated 
the situation. It was alleged that inefficiencies and distortions had been 
built into the economic policy framework in various places; for instance, in 
the public-private sector mix, the pattern of public investment, the programmes 
and priorities pursued in different sectors, pricing policies and management 
practices. These developments, combined with a consumption bias in policy 
and tradition bound rigidities in the fiscal and commercial systems, were said 
to be responsible for much of the past difficulty and to form a major impediment 
to a financially viable path of sustained growth in future years. 

Though not in full agreement with this analysis, the Government has 
been keen to strenghthen policies for seeking a smooth adjustment to new 
realities. Many corrective measures have been taken by Pakistan in the last 
three years to restrain, consolidate and redirect public sector presence; to 
encourage and revive private investment; to aim sectoral policies at increasing 
productivity and efficiency; to pursue pricing and fiscal policies which reduce 
distortions, promote investment and exports and dampen consumption and imports; 
to restructure and improve managment efficiency. On previous occasions and in 
the Memorandum we have presented this year, most salient steps taken in these 
spheres and I will not repeat them. It is sufficient here to mention that the 
accomplishments - the gains in output and productivity and in the real 
indicators relating to international trade and public finance - offer ample 
proof of progress. 

Indeed, the strong and compelling evidence of the Government's 
determination to pursue sound economic policies has led to a marked change in 
the Consortium's appreciation of Pakistan's economic performance which clearly 
emerged in the last World Bank Report on Pakistan as well as the views expressed 
by various country delegates at the meeting last June. This shift in perception 
contributed in turn to a more accommodating stance on the issue of debt relief. 
Still the Consortium mai~tained that the rescheduling exercise be undertaken in 
the context of, and be made conditional upon, Pakistan formulating a medium
term stabilization programme prepared in consultation with the IMF. 
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Pakistan has contracted an Extended Fund Facility with the IMF which 
envisages, with the collaboration of the World Bank and IMF, the implementation 
of a comprehensive structural adjustment and stabilization programme. Production 
and pricing policies, the investment programme, fiscal and monetary instruments, 
trade regimes and organizational systems will be extensively reviewed, closely 
examined and significantly modified to raise savings, promote a more 
advantageous allocation of resources and foster greater efficiency. Success 
in this endeavour requires commitment from the Government to mount a large and 
sustained resource mobilization effort and to make major departures from the 
known and traditional to new forms of economic management. It requires, equally, 
a reversal of the declining trendin net aid flows to Pakistan and a substantial 
restoration of the real net transfers obtaining in the mid-seventies. 

Mr. Chairman, the Extended Fund Facility agreement between the Fund and 
the Government of Pakistan having laid the ground for debt rescheduling, we are 
now gathered together to discuss and formalize the all important guidelines for 
the scope and terms on which the relief will be bilaterally concluded. I think 
that we must all agree that the scope and terms must be formulated with 
reference to the cause of the problem and the need that debt relief is to fulfil. 
I will, therefore, briefly restate two aspects of the issue. 

Firstly, the problem Pakistan is faced with has arisen from a steep 
decline in real net aid inflows and a falling share of non-project aid in 
gross disbursements of foreign economic assistance. Debt rescheduling is 
needed to reverse this trend and to quickly enhance the levels of non-project 
aid. Secondly, debt rescheduling is being considered in the context of and as 
an important input into the medium-term stabilization and structural 
adjustment package. It was for this reason that a medium-term agreement with 
IMF was made a condition for relief. Pakistan has reached such an agreement, 
one that calls for major reforms and decontrols which would expose economic · 
management in general and the balance of payments in particular to unpredictably 
severe pressures in the medium term. 

These considerations have a bearing upon the nature of debt rescheduling. · 
In so far as the relief constitutes a means of restoring net aid flows, its 
terms should bear the concessionality expected of aid flows. And if relief is 
linked to a medium-term stabilization effort, especially one that calls for 
structural adjustment and major departures from current positions and practices, 
it should be assured for a medium-term period. This is an opportune moment 
for me to refer, Mr. Chairman, to our position, one that was finally accepted 
by our creditors, that the forum for this meeting should be the Consortium and 
not the Paris Club. In our view, this change signifies a willingness to furnish 
relief for a medium-term period and at high concessionality. 

To conclude, Mr. Chairman, Pakistan hopes that the level, period and 
terms of relief accorded to Pakistan will bear the special circumstances in view. 
In this respect I wish to make three requests to the Consortium. I may state 
beforehand that we expect to approach those non-consortium countries which have 
not already provided relief, for similar treatment. 
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Firstly, we would request the Consortium countries and other creditors 
to provide relief of an order which would significantly cover the balance-of
payments gap that is left as a residual after a realistic forecast of future 
levels of normal aid flows. Balance-of-payments projections for fiscal year 1981 
to 1983 have been recently worked out in association with the IMF. As pointed 
out in our Memorandum, a gap of roughly $400 million each year, for the 
three-year period - fiscal years 1981 to 1983 - remains to be covered allowing 
for a modest build-up in reserves in FY 1983. Most of this will need to be 
filled by way of debt relief from those Consortium and non-Consortium sources 
as have not already given relief. We hope that the value of debt relief from 
Consortium countries would amount to roughly $280 million each year. 

Secondly, relief should be extended over the three-year span covered 
by IMF adjustment package. If Pakistan is to embark upon this programme in a firm 
and determined manner, it must have the secure backing of external funds 
necessary to sustain such a programme. Needless to say, a restrained and 
hesitant approach will undermine the stabilization programme while a brake in, 
or worse, a reversal of the direction of change will not only amount to a 
major setback but may well make the whole exercise counter-productive. I would, 
therefore, urge upon you the advisability of entering into a medium-term 
arrangement. 

Finally, the terms of rescheduling should contain high concessionality. 
As I have mentioned earlier, this is merited because debt relief, being 
necessary to restore net aid flows, should bear the concessionality of aid 
commitments. Furthermore, the rescheduling terms should take into account the 
large claims that servicing and retirement of the IMF Extended Fund Facility 
will place on Pakistan for several years beyond fiscal year 1983. We have, 
therefore, requested a write off or IDA terms for the rescheduled debt. 

Mr. Chairman, let me repeat once again that the adjustment and 
stabilization measures envisaged in the Extended Fund Facility arrangement depend 
crucially on the level, duration and terms of debt relief. If the package 
offered by the creditor countries does not offer hope of Pakistan being able to 
sustain the adjustment programme then it may become unavoidable to abandon it 
altogether. I would press, consequently, the Consortium countries to give 
our request earnest and careful consideration. 
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PAKISTAN CONSORTIUM 

SPECIAL MEETING ON DEBT 

Paris, January 13 and 14, 1981 

Response to Creditor Countries' Proposal 
by Head of Pakistan Delegation, Mr. Ejaz Ahmad Naik 

1. I must thank you for the patience and seriousness with 
which you deliberated at such length our request for debt relief 
yesterday afternoon. However, I cannot but express serious dis
appointment and misgivings about the proposal conveyed to us by 
the Chairman on your behalf last evening. In our view the magnitude, 
duration and terms of the proposed relief are quite inadequate to 
Pakistan's needs and circumstances. 

2. We had requested the Consortium for relief of $280 million 
each year for a three-year period, the relief to be provided at 
IDA terms. This would have amounted to a total relief of $840 million 
over three years which at IDA terms wou·ld· have implied a net relief 
of about $740 million. We have been offered instead a total relief 
of $233 million over an 18-month period at a grant element of 55% 
which means a net relief of less than $130 million or so. 

3. The magnitude of relief that is being offered seems to be 
considerably below what we would have received had the deliberations 
taken place under the Paris Club. The switch-over from the Paris Club 
to the forum of the Consortium was not designed to reduce in any way 
the extent of relief that Pakistan was to receive. While it is true 
that the terms of relief that have now been offered are an improve
ment over what we could have expected under the Paris Club negotiations, 
this benefit seems to have been more than offset by the sharp reduction 
in the amount of relief. 

4. The relief we have been offered is also significantly lower 
than the conservative estimates we had made in agreeing upon an EFF 
program with the IMF. More importantly, the period for which relief 
is being offered is much shorter than the spread of the IMF stabiliza
tion program which suggests that the Consortium is reluctant to 
provide the sustained support that Pakistan expected of it in the 
medium-term adjustment endeavors. Clearly, Pakistan's ability to 
carry out import liberalization to the degree envisaged in the EFF 
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will be jeopardized. Similarly, the budget relief foreseen will not 
materialize which will undermine the Government's efforts to adhere 
to the deficit financing targets stipulated in our agreements with 
IMF, especially as this shortfall in resources has emerged too late 
in the fiscal year for the Government to take counter-acting measures. 

5. These repercussions are serious but we are given to under-
stand that it was not possible for the Consortium, for various reasons, 
to offer a better package at this stage. We, therefore, accept the 
proposal that has been made but with the following qualifications. 
Firstly, Pakistan had requested a rescheduling of non-concessional 
official and officially guaranteed private debt as well as concessional 
official debt. Since the relief being offered is confined to ODA, 
the GOP intends to request the Paris Club to convene as soon as possible 
to consider rescheduling of official and officially guaranteed non-ODA 
debts. Secondly, on or before the expiry of the 18-month period for 
which the relief is being offered, Pakistan will request a further 
extension of the debt relief for another period of 18-months. Thirdly, 
Pakistan will approach countries bilaterally to provide relief in 
addition to that agreed to at this meeting. 

6. . In conclusion, let me reiterate that unless the scope and 
duration of the relief is extended, Pakistan is likely to encounter 
serious difficulties in implementing the structural adjustments and 
stabilization program drawn up in consultation with the IMF and the 
World Bank. 
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PAKISTAN CONSORTIUM 

SPECIAL MEETING ON DEBT 

Paris, January 13 and 14, 1981 

Memorandum of Understanding on Debt Relief for Pakistan 

I PREAMBLE 

1. Representatives of the Governments of Belgium, Canada, France, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and United 
States of America, hereinafter referred to as "Participating Creditor 
Countries", met in Paris on January 13 and 14, 1981, with representatives 
of the Government of Pakistan in a special meeting of the Pakistan Consortium 
to examine the question of debt relief for Pakistan. Representatives of 
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, and observers of the 
Governments of Sweden and Switzerland, the Secretariat of the UNCTAD, and 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, also attended 
the meeting. The meeting, convened by the World Bank in its capacity as 
Chairman of the Pakistan Consortium, was chaired by Mr. Michel Camdessus 
of the French Ministry of the Economy. 

2. The Pakistan Delegation outlined the reform program adopted by 
Pakistan, in the context of its recently-concluded Extended Fund Facility 
Agreement with the IMF, to address the structural problems' of the economy 
and the case for debt rescheduling to support the implemen~ation of this 
program. Statements by the representatives of the World Bank and IMF 
and by the observer of UNCTAD also drew attention to recent improvements 
in Pakistan's economic policies, the continued financial difficulties 
faced by the Government and the requirement for additional external financial 
assistance. 

3. The representati ves of the Governments of the participating creditor 
countries expressed their satisfaction with the economic reform program 
adopted by the Government of Pakistan and stressed the importance which 
they attach to the continuing and full implementation of the program. 

II RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Mindful of the economic difficulties faced by Pakistan, the representati ves 
of the participating creditor countr ies agreed to recommend to their Governments 
or app ropriate governmental institutions that they provide, through 
rescheduling or refinancing, or any equivalent measures acceptahle to the 
wvernment of Pakistan, debt relief for Pakistan's debt on the following terms: 
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Debts concerned 

2. The debt service ("the debts") to which this reorganization will apply 
is that resulting from concessional loans - that is, loans having a grant 
element of 257. or more - from Governments or agencies of the participating 
creditor countries to the Gover~ment of Pakistan which loans had original 
maturities of more than one year and which were extended pursuant to an 
agreement concluded before July 1, 1980, excluding debt service resulting 
from previous consolidation agreements. 

Terms of the consolidation 

~ 

3.a) 907. of the principal and interest of payments originally due from 
January 15, 1981 through July 14, 1982 Cthe "reorganization period") on the 
debts will be rescheduled or refinanced. 

b) The repayment schedule (grace period and duration) and interest rate to be 
paid in respect of this reorganization will be determined bilaterally between 
the Government of Pakistan and the Government of each participating creditor 
country so as to reach in each case an overall grant element of 557.. 

General Terms 

4.a) The Government of Pakistan will promptly approach all other creditor countries 
with a view to negotiating rescneduling or refinancing arrangements or equivalent 
measures acceptable to the Government of Pakistan on comparable obligations 
and will accord to each of the participating countries treatment no less 
favourable than that which it may accord to any other cre~itor country for the 
consolidation of such debts. ~ 

b) The participating creditor countries will deposit with the World Bank 
and will make available, upon the request of another participating creditor 
country, a copy of its bilateral agreement with the Government of Pakistan 
which implements this Memorandum of Understanding. The Government of 
Pakistan achnowledges this arrangement. 

c) Each of the participating creditor countries will promptly indicate 
to the World Bank the date of the signature of its bilateral agreement, 
the interest rates and repayment terms and the amounts of debts involved, 
and the Bank will circulate to the participating creditor countries the 
information so received. The Government of Pakistan acknowledges this 
arrangement. 

d) The Government of Pakistan accepts the arrangements for debt relief 
described above and,subject to that relief, will ensure continuing payments 
upon all debt due to the participating creditor countries. 

e) In eighteen months the participating creditor countries would be willing 
to consider, in the light of the prevailing circumstances, a request by the 
Government of Pakistan to meet again on the issue. 
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Implementation 

5. The detailed arrangements for the rescheduling or refinancing of 
the debts will be determined by bilateral agreements to be concluded 
by the Government of each participating creditor country with the Government 
of Pakistan on the basis of the-following principles : 

a) The Government of each participating creditor country will 

reschedule the payments on the debts due under existing 
payment schedules during the reorganization period with 

.~he above mentioned grant element, or 

refinance the debts due under existing payment schedules 
during the reorganization period by placing new funds at 
the disposal of Pakistan at the same time and to reach 
the above mentioned grant elenent, or 

adopt equivalent measures acceptable to the Government of 
Paki$tan. 

b) All other matters involving the rescheduling or the refinancing 
of the debts will be set forth in the bilateral agreements . . 

' 
c) The Governments of each of the participating countries and of the 

Government of Pakistan will initiate bilateral negotiations at the 
earliest opportunity and conduct them on the basis of the principles 
set forth herein. 
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Done in Paris this 14th day 
of January, 1981 

On behalf of Participating 
Creditor Countries 

Mr. Michel Camdessus, 
Chairman of the Special Meeting 

,. As Chairman of the Consortium 

On behalf of the Government 
of Pakistan 

Mr. Ejaz Ahmad Naik, 
Secretary, Economic Affairs 

The Representative of the World Bank 

Mr. Michael H. Wiehen, 
Director, 
South Asia Regional Office 

' . 
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PAKISTAN CONSORTIUM 

SPECIAL MEETING ON DEBT 

Paris, January 13 and 14, 1981 

January 14, 1981 News Release 

A special meeting of the Pakistan Consortium was held in Paris on 

January 13 and 14, 1981, to consider a request by the Pakistan Government to 

Consortium creditor countries for rescheduling of Pakistan's external debt 

service obligations. The meeting was attended by representatives of the 

Governments of Belgiu , Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, 

the ited Kingdom and the United States. Repres.entatives of the World Bank 

and the International Monetary Fund and observers of the Governments of 

Sweden and Switzerland, the Secretariat of UNCTAD and the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development al o attended the meeting. 

The Pakistan Government delegation was led by Mr. Ejaz Ahmad Naik, 

Secretary, Economic Affairs. The meeting, convened by the World Bank in 

its capacity as Chairman of the Pakistan Consortium, was chaired by 

Mr. Michel Camdessus of the French Ministry of Economy . 

The Head of the Pakistan Delegation outlined the reform program 

adopted by Pakistan, in the context of its recently-concluded Extended Fund 

Facility Agreement with the IMF, to address the structural problems of 

the economy and the case for debt rescheduling to support the implementation 

of this program. Statements by the representatives of the World Bank and 

IMF and by the observer of UNCTAD also drew attention to recent improvements 

in Pakistan's economic policies, the continued financial difficulties faced 

by the Government and the requirement for additional external financial 

assistance. 

Representatives of participating creditor countries welcomed the 

Pakistan Government ' s economic reform program and underlined the importance 

of its successful implementation by the Government. Reaffirming their 

Government's support of Pakistan's structural adjustment efforts, participating 

country representatives agreed to recommend to their authorities a significant 

rescheduling of Pakistan's debt service obligations on long-term concessional 

official loans. 



PAKISTAN: PROPOSED DEBT RELIEF 

Main Issues and Alternative Approaches 

Four matters arise for consideration in connection with the 

proposed debt rescheduling for Pakistan. These are: 

(i) the amount of debt relief to be provided; 

(ii) the time period of the relief; 

(iii) the debts to be included in the rescheduling exercise; and 

(iv) the repayment terms (interest and principal) to be charged 

on the rescheduled debt. 

Amount of Relief 

Debt service due by Pakistan to Consortium countries and Switzerland 

on official credits and officially (creditor) guaranteed private credits 

amounts to $303 million in calendar 1981, $290 million in 1982 and $286 

million in 1983. In part because of these large payments, Pakistan's 

external financial position will remain tight, despite substantial assistance 

from the IMF under the EFF arrangements. The basic purpose of the proposed 

debt rescheduling is to help relieve the immediate pressure on Pakistan's 

foreign resource position, to provide an additional cushion against adverse 

developments, and to assist the Government to sustain its reform program. 

To make a meaningful contribution towards these objectives, the debt 

rescheduling should be as large as possible. As an indication of orders 

of magnitude, it may be noted that debt relief of $200 million would be 

equivalent to only 2.8% of Pakistan's expected import bill in FY81, and 

to 3.6% of its expected income from exports and services, including remittances. 

Gross relief much below $200 million would therefore be relatively insignificant 

compared to the overall dimensions of Pakistan's economic situation and needs. 
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Time Period of Relief 

The same general considerations apply to the time period of 

relief as were discussed above in re gard to the amount. Even on relatively 

favorable assumptions and without any further unforeseen setbacks, Pakistan's 

efforts to achieve structural re forms in the economy will take several 

years to produce majo r improvements in the balance of payments . During 

this period, the deficit on its external current account will remain 

substantial and an increasing inflow of assistance will be required on 

a sustained basis through much of the 1980s . The next three year s will be 

particularly crucial in ensuring that the reform process is firmly 

launched and established. Additional support from the donor community will 

be essential during these years to avoid the possibility that the adjust

ment process will be undermined by constraints of foreign exchange . wnile 

commitments of long-term assistance need to be increased over the next 

two to three years to provide for the necessary capital inflows to Pakistan 

beyond the debt relief period, disbursements from such commitments will 

take place only gradually; thus, debt relief remains a major way of 

providing the required external assistance to Pakistan during t his period. 

Debt Coverage 

Agreement was reached last June to base the debt rescheduling 

exercise on data supplied by creditor countries; however, the question of 

what type or types of debt ought to be included in t he exercise remains to 

be resolved, Three different suggestions have been made regarding the 

types of debts to be considered under the proposed rescheduling exercise. 
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These suggestions are that consideration should (i) be confined to official 

concessional credits only; (ii) include official non-concessional as well as 

concessional credits; and (iii) include all official credits and officially 

creditor guaranteed private credits. The debt service due on these three 

types of debt over the next three years to bilateral members of the 

Consortium is shown in Table 1. The choice of the type of debt to be 

included in, or excluded from, the exercise will, as shown below, have 

important implications for the amount of gross and net debt relief provided 

to Pakistan and the terms of such relief, as well as for burden-sharing 

among creditors. 

Terms of Debt Relief 

Concerns have been expressed both by Pakistan and by some of the 

major donors regarding the probable terms of debt relief to Pakistan; these 

were a major reason for the postponement of the debt meeting scheduled for 

mid- December and the change from Paris Club to Consortium auspices. 

Typical Paris Club terms, including relatively short grace and final 

maturity periods and high interest rates, appear to be inappropriate for 

dealing with Pakistan's debt problem, since the repayments on debt rescheduled 

on such terms would coincide with the expiration of the EFF agreement with 

the IMF in FY84, when the need for sustaining net external resource inflows 

would again become urgent. In order to sustain net external resource inflows 

to support structural changes and to enable Pakistan to avoid further debt 

servicing problems during the present decade, relatively softer terms for 

the repayment of rescheduled debt, including longer grace and final maturity 

periods and lower interest rates, than would be available under Paris Club 

rules are called for. While these terms could be made to vary according 
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to the type of debt included and the amount of gross debt relief provided, 

they would mainly depend on the degree of concessionality or net relief that 

creditors seek to provide to Pakistan (see below). 

Alternative Scenarios 

Possible alternative scenarios for gross debt relief, based on 

differing assumptions about the types of debt to be included in the exercise 

and the percentage relief to be provided, are presented in Table 2. Each 

of these scenarios is related in Table 3 to an amount of net relief (or 

net present value) - namely, the equivalent of $200 million gross relief with 

an average grant element of 62% l/ - that appears to be desirable to weet 

Pakistan's needs, in order to illustrate the implications for the terms 

on which debt relief may be provided and for the coverage of debt. Table 4 

shows the burden-sharing among creditors of these different alternative 

approaches. 

In order to provide net relief equivalent of $200 million gross 

relief with a grant element of 62%, it would not be sufficient to include 

only official concessional debt in the exercise, even if relief was provided 

on 100% of such debt (see Table 3); the resulting benefits stream would 

fall somewhat short of the above objective. If 100% of official non-

concessional debt was also included in the exercise, it would be possible 

to attain the required net benefits, provided that a somewhat higher grant 

element (of around 27%) than is typical for official non-concessional debt 

l/ The 1974-1978 arrangement provided Pakistan debt relief to the extent of 
$650 million with an average grant element of 62%. Newly contracted 
official concessional debt also carry, on average, a grant element of 
about 62%. 
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was allowed. Both alternatives, however, would suffer from a major 

shortcoming. If the coverage was limited to official debt alone, the 

burden of providing debt relief would be borne almost entirely by four 

donors - Germany, Japan, the Netherlands and the US; other donors who 

would receive 28% of the debt service due by Pakistan to Consortium countries 

and Switzerland in 1981, would bear only 5% of the relief provided. While 

the US, among the countries which would be called upon to bear the brunt 

of such an arrangement, has indicated its willingness to limit the coverage 

of the exercise to official debt only, the others have not done so yet. 

Moreover , whethe r all the affected parties would agree to a 100% coverage 

of their official debt is also as yet unclear. 

On t he other hand, if the coverage was widened to include all 

official and creditor-guaranteed private debt, bur den-sharing would becoree 

much more equitable, irrespective of the percentage of total debt consolidated. 

Such an arrangement implicitly recognizes that, whether or not any particular 

country has already written off the whole or part of t he debt owed to it 

by Pakistan, the latter still faces a major debt problem. 

However, since different types of debt carry different original 

terms and the composition of debt varies between countries, a different 

sort of burden-sharing problem would arise if all countries were required 

to provide relief purely on the basis of their share of overall debt 

service. This problem could be resolved by extending different terms on 

different types of debt that were to be rescheduled. For example, the 

proportion of official concessional debt that was to be consolidated could 

carry a grant element of 62%, while official non-concessional and private 
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debt could carry less favorable terms. This would enable burden-sharing 

between countries to be more or less equalized according to the composition 

of their debt weighted by the particular teriD$ that were chosen for each 

type of debt, while net relief provi?ed to Pakistan could be protected by 

varying the proportion of total debt consolidated (i.e., the amount of 

gross relief) and the terms of non-concessional and private debt. 

The illustrative scenarios in Table 3 demonstrate these alternatives. 

For instance, if the debt relief exercise were to cover 90% of total debt 

service due, as requested by Pakistan, and official concessional debt were 

to be rescheduled to yield an average grant element of 62% on such debt, 

then the non-concessional and private debt could be rescheduled on harder 

terms and yet provide Pakistan the net relief equivalent of $200 million 

gross relief carrying an average grant element of 62%. This objective 

could also be achieved if the coverage was 80-85% of total debt service, 

provided that somewhat softer terms were allowed on non-concessional and 

private debt. On the other hand, if the coverage were to be reduced to 

70-75% of total debt (and this would reduce the amount of gross relief 

compared to the above variants), the same amount of net relief could be 

provided only if much softer terms were granted on non-concessional and 

private debt. The latter would create obvious difficulties since it 

would defeat the objective of providing substantially different terms on 

major types of debt. 

The burden-sharing impact of alternative scenarios is indicated 

in Table 4. All creditors would share the relief burden if the exercise 

were to include all types of debt, and this clearly would be more equitable 
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than if the exercise was confined to official concessional debt only. 

If, however, the terms were varied according to type of debt, as some 

creditors may insist, creditors having proportionately higher shares of 

non-concessional and private debt would bear a smaller share of the relief 

burden than if the burden were distributed strictly in proportion to each 

creditor's share in the overall debt service due. 

Conclusion 

It is evident that there are clear trade-of fs between the 

various approaches to debt relief discussed above. If debt rescheduling 

were to be limited to official debt only, the amount of net (and gross) 

relief provided would be lower, while burden-sharing would be unequally 

divided. If private debt was also included in the exercise, burden

sharing becomes more equitable; but unless the coverage was extended to 

80-90% of total debt, repayment terms could not be differentiated according 

to the types of debt being rescheduled, and to reflect the composition of 

debt service due to each creditor, while at the same time providing net 

relief of a desirable amount. If, for example, coverage was limited to 

75% of total debt, and the official non-concessional and private debt 

was rescheduled on typical Paris Club terms (e.g., 7% interest, 3 years' 

grace and 7 years' repayment), net relief provided would be less than 

$100 million. Clearly, the coverage of debt, terms of repayment and gross 

and net relief provided are closely related; and the choice of a particular 

set of arrangements with regard to debt coverage and terms must take into 

account the cumulative impact on the amount of relief provided to Pakistan, 

as well as the burden-sharing impact on different creditors. 
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It may not be necessary to strictly aim at providing net relief 

of the equivalent of $200 million gross relief with a grant element of 62%. 

However, while it is important to provide substantial gross relief in order 

to make a meaningful impact on the short-term balance of payments situation, 

it is also important to ensure generally favorable terms for rescheduling, 

so that repayment of rescheduled debt would not begin during the next 5- 6 

years. Finally, it may be noted that once agree~ent is reached to provide 

total relief correspo~ding to an agreed percentage of total debt, i t is not 

necessary to require that every creditor reschedules each of its consolidated 

deb ts by that percentage. The US, for example, could provide the relief 

equivalent of 80-90% total debt simply by rescheduling up to 100% of its 

official concessional debt. 

December 18, 1980. 



Table 1: 

BELGil:JM - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concess ional 

Private Long- Term Loans 

CANADA - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessiona1 
Non- Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

FRANCE - TOT.a 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Tern Loans 

GERMANY - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

I TAL"! - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long- Term Loans 

JAPAN - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

NETHERLANDS - TOTAL 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concess ional 

Private Lons;- Term Loans 
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AGGREGATE DATA ON DEBT SERVICE DUE FROM PAKISTAN TO CONSORTIUM COUNTRIES 
AND SWITZERLAND ON OFFICIAL AND OFFICIALLY INSURED LONG- TERM LOANS 

(US$ million) 

1981 1982 1983 
Jan-June July-Dec Jan- June July-Dec Jan- June July-Dec 

0.7 0.9 0.7 0.9 0 .7 1.0 
D.2 D.2 D.3 
D.2 D.2 0.3 

0 . 7 0 . 7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 
2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2 .6 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 
1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 

29.6 27.8 23.9 23.4 23.4 22.9 
2:9 3.0 3 . 0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

26.7 24 . 8 20.9 20.4 ~ 19. 9 

29.5 29.4 29.3 28.8 25.8 24.9 
24.1 24 . 2 24.3 23.9 : 21.3 20.5 
24 . 1 24.2 24.3 23.9 21.3 20.5 

5 . 4 5.2 5 . 0 4.9 4.5 4.4 

4 .2 2.:..2. 7.2 6.7 6 .5 3.8 

4.2 6.9 7.2 6.7 6 . 5 3.8 

23.6 26.5 22.8 25.6 22.4 25.4 
20.1 23 . 1 19.5 22.4 19.5 22.6 
20.1 23.1 19.5 22 . 4 19.5 22 . 6 

3.5 3.4 3.3 3.2 2.9 2.8 

4.0 2.8 4.0 2.4 4.1 3.1 
3.5 2.4 TI 2.4 4.1 3.1 
3.5 2.4 3.9 2.4 4.1 3.1 

0.5 0.4 0.1 

i 
I 
~ 
! 
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Table 1: AGGREGATE DATA ON DEBT SERVICE DUE FROM PAKISTAN TO CO~SORTIUM COUNTRIES 
AND SWIIZE~~ ON OFFICIAL AND OFFICIALLY INSURED LONG-TERM LOANS 

(US$ million) 

1981 1982 1983 
Jan-June July-Dec Jan-June July-Dec Jan-Dec July- Dec 

SWITZE~~ - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

UNITED KINGDOM - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concess ional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long- Term loans 

UNITFD STATES - TOTAL 
Official Long-Tern Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

1.1 2.8 
0:0 0":7 
0:0 0":7 

1.1 2.1 

1.2 3.7 

1.2 3.7 

46 .5 56.4 
46 . 5 56.4 
37 . 4 47 . 4 
9.1 9.0 

1.5 2.7 1.3 2.6 
0:0 0":7 0.0 0":7 
0:0 0":7 0:0 0":7 

1.5 2.0 1.3 1.9 

3.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 

3.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 

'.3 . 6 55.6 47.8 59.7 
43.6 55.6 47 . 8 59.7 
37 . .:. 49.5 40.4 52.1 
6.2 6.1 7.4 7.6 

ALL COUNTRIES - TOT..A~ 

Official Long-Term Loans 
Concessional 

142.9 159.6 138.6 151.5 137.3 148.9 
99:6 112.4 ~ 110.6 98.1 112.5 
89.0 102.0 89.1 103 .1 89:3 103.5 

' Non-Concessional 10.6 10.4 7.6 7.5 8.8 

Private Long-Term Loans 43.3 47.2 41.9 40.9 39.2 

Notes 

The data in this table were furnished to the World Bank by the Consortium Countries and Switzerland (s ee 
accompanying individual country tables). Tt.ey refer to loans contracted before Ju~e 1, 1980, and have 
been converted into US dollars by means of market exchange rates for the last business day of October 
1980 ·(the latest available), as reported by the respective central banks to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rates used in units of creditor currency per 
US dollar are: 

Belgiuiir 
Canada 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Switzerland 

30.6025 
1.1756 
4.3510 
1. 9092 

902.50 
211.50 

2. 0625 
0.410122 
1. 7208 

In the table the following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 25% or 
more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private Long-Term Loans" 
means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor country. "Long-term" means 
having an . original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 

9.0 

36.4 

t 
i 

I 
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Table 2: DEDT RELIEf - GROSS RELIEF PROVIDEP UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUHPTIO!IS 

(million OS dollars) 

Debt Debt Percent 
Servl.ce Relief Relief Delgium Canada France Genna ny Italy Japan Nether] ands SW'i tzerland UK USA 

1981 Total Debt Serv ic e 302.5 1.6 4.9 57.4 58.9 ll.l 50 .1 6.8 3.9 4.9 102.9 
Official Concesslonal 191.0 191.0 100 .0 D:2 2.0 5":9 48.3 43.2 5.9 D.7 84.8 l 

Official Conccss tonal ! 
and Non -Conccssl.onal 212.0 212.0 100.0 0. 2 4.9 5.9 48.3 43.2 5.9 0.7 102.9 t 

70~ of Total Official ' 
and Pr i vate 302.5 211.8 70.0 1.1 3.4 40.2 41. 2 7.8 35.1 4.8 2. 7 3.4 72.0 I 

75~ of Tot&1 Offic i a l I and Pri\•a te 302.5 226.9 75.0 1.2 3. 7 43.1 44.2 8.3 37.6 5.1 2.9 3.7 77.2 
I 

80% of Total Officia l 1. 
and Prlvatc 302.5 242.0 80.0 1.3 3.9 45.9 4 7 .l 8.9 40.1 5.4 3.1 3.9 82.3 

85~ of Total Official 
and Pr lvate 302.5 257.1 85.0 1.4 4.2 48.8 50.1 9.1, 42.b 5.8 3.3 4. 2 87.5 

90~ of Total Official 
and Private 302.5 272.3 90.0 1.4 4.4 51.7 53.0 10.0 45.1 6.1 1.5 4.4 92.b 

' December 18, 1980 
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Table 3: DEBT RELIEF - ALTERNATIVE :. _.,ART OS SI!O\-IT NG COVE RA\.E OF DEBT, GROSS RF.LIEF 
AND REPATI1E"lT TERHS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE A GIVEN Al-!OUNT OF NET RELIEF, 1981 

Gr ant Net Relie f Rerayment Terms 
Pe rcent Cross Element-% (Discounted Interest Grace 

Type of Debt Relief Relief (Discounted Benefit ) Rate- Period- + 
$ Hillion Benefit) $ Hillion Percent Years 

Desired Relief 200.0 62 .0 124. 0 2-1/2 10 + 

Official Concessional Debt 100.0 191.0 62.0 118.4 2-1 /2 10 + 

Official Only 100.0 212.0 58.5 124. 0 
Concessional 100.0 191. 0 62.0 118.4 2-1/2 10 + 

-Non- Concessional 100.0 21.0 26 .7 5.6 (4 4 + 
(5 4 + 
(5 6 + 

Total Debt (70% Coverage) 70.0 211.8 58.5 124.0 
Official Concessional 70.0 133.7 62.0 82.9 2-1 /2 10 + 
Non-Concessiona1 + Private 70.0 78.1 52.7 41.1 (2-1/2 10 + 

(3 10 + 

Total Debt (75% Coverage) 75.0 226.9 54.6 124.0 
Official Concessiona1 75 . 0 143.3 62.0 88.8 2-1/2 10 + 
Non-Concessiona1 + Private 75.0 83.6 42.1 35.2 (3 6 + 

(3 5 + 
(4 10 + 

Total Debt (80% Coverage) 80.0 242.0 51.2 124. 0 
Official Concessional 80.0 152.8 62.0 9G 2-1/2 10 + 
Non- Concessional + Private 80.0 89.2 32.8 29.3 (4 4 + 

(4 5 + 
(5 6 + 

Total Debt (85% Coverage ) 85.0 257.1 48.2 124. 0 
Official Concessional 85.0 162.3 62.0 100.7 2-1/2 10 + 
Non- Concessiona1 + Private 85.0 94.8 24.6 23. 3 (5 3 + 

(5 4 + 
(5 5 + 
(6 7 + 

Total Debt (90% Coverage) 90.0 272.3 45.5 124.0 
Official Concessional 90.0 171.9 62.0 106.6 2-1/2 10 + 
Non-Concessional + Private 90.0 100.4 17.3 17.4 (6 3 + 

(6- 1/2 5 + 
(6- 1/2 4 + 

Repayment 
Period-
Years 

20 

20 

20 
6 
8 
4 

20 
5 

10 

20 
8 

10 
6 

20 
9 
7 

11 

20 
7 
6 
5 
7 

20 
6 
5 
7 

December 18, 1980 
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Tabl e 4: DEBT RELIEF - NET RELIEF PROVIDED BY Dl FFERENT CREDlTORS UNDER AI.TERIIATl VE ASSUMPTIONS 

Gross Grant 
Type oi Debt Percent Reli e f Element Net Relief Belg!Uill Canada Frnnce GernHmy Italy Japa n Netherl ands Switzerland UK USA 

Rell ef ($ ttlllion) Percent. ($Million) 

Total Debt Sen lee I a 302.5 1.6 4.9 57 . 4 58.9 11.1 50. 1 6.8 3.9 4.9 102.9 
Share of Debt Ser-;ice - ~ o:s 1.6 19.0 19.5 3.7 16.6 2.2 1.3 1.6 34 .. 0 

Official Concession~! 100.0 191.0 62.0 118.4 0.1 1.2 3.7 29.9 26.8 3. 7 0.4 52.6 
.Sh one of :\et Relief - 7. Q.T 1.T 3.1 25.3 22.6 3.1 Q.3 44.4 

Tot a l Offlc !J! 100.0 212.0 58.5 121 •• 0 0.1 2.0 3. 7 29 .9 26 .8 3.7 0.4 57.~ 

Conces9i onal 100.0 191.0 62.0 118.4 Q.T 1.2 D 29.9 I - 26.8 D Q.4 52.6 
NLin-Concesslonal 100.0 21.0 26.7 5.6 0.8 4.8 
Sl1are of Net Rel i e f - 7. 0.1 1.6 ).0 24. 1 21.6 3.0 0.) 46.3 

707. of Total Debt 70.0 211.8 58.5 12'·· 0 0.6 2.0 21. 6 74.9 4.1 21.2 2.9 1.5 ~ 4).5 
C0ncess i ona l 70.0 1)). 7 62.0 82.9 Q.T D.9 2:6 Eo 18. 7 2.6 Q.3 ) 6. 7 
0 ther 70.0 78.1 52.7 41.1 0.~ 1.1 19. 0 3.9 4.1 2.5 0.3 1.2 1.8 6. 7 
Share of r\et Relief - 7. 0.5 1.6 I 7. 4 20. 1 3.3 I 7. 1 2.3 1.2 1.5 35. I 

7 ~'. of Tot a I Debt 75.0 221·. 9 54.6 124.0 0. 5 1.8 19. 0 25.8 1.:1 22 .3 3.0 1.3 l!1. 45. 1 
Concess1onal 75.0 14J.3 62.0 88.8 Q.T D.9 2:7 n:s 20. 1 2.1 Q.3 39.4 
Other 75.0 83.6 42.1 35.2 O.t, 0.9 16.3 3.3 3.5 2.2 0.3 1.0 1.5 5. 7 
Share of Net Relief - 7. 0.4 1.5 15.3 20.8 2.8 18.0 2.1, 1.0 1.2 36.4 

8 J~ of To tal Debt 80.0 242.0 51.2 124.0 0.5 1.8 ! 6.4 26. 8 .h2_ 23.2 3. 1 1.1 .h.! 46.8 
C.unccss i ona l 80.0 152.8 62.0 94.7 D.T 1.0 2.9 24.0 21.4 2.9 o:3 42. 1 
Other 80.0 89.2 32.8 29.3 o.t. 0.8 IJ. 5 2.8 2.9 l.U 0.2 0.8 1.3 4.7 
Share of Net Re ll ef - 7. 0.1, 1.5 IJ. 2 21.6 2.3 18. 7 2.5 0.9 1.0 )7. 7 

8'>7. of Total Debt 85.0 257.1 48.2 124.0 o.t. 1.7 JJ.9 2 7. 7 ld 2'·· 2 3.3 1.1 .!..,Q 49.5 
Concesslonal 85.0 162.) 62.0 100.7 Q.T 1.T 3:1 25.5 22.8 3.1 Q.4 44.7 
O th ~ r 85.0 91 •• 8 24.6 23.3 0.3 0.6 10.8 2.2 2.3 1.4 0.2 ' 0.7 1.0 3.8 
Share of Net Relief - 7. 0.3 1.4 11. 2 22.3 1.9 19.5 2.7 0.9 0.8 39.1 

9r~ of Total Debt 90.0 2 72.3 45.5 124.0 0.3 1.6 ll. 3 28.7 .!.:1 25.2 3.4 0.9 ~ 50.1 
Concess1onal 90.0 171.9 62.0 106.6 Q.T 1.1 J:J 2 7.0 24.1 D 0.4 4 7. 3 
Other 90.0 100.4 17.3 17.4 0.2 0.~ 8.0 1.7 1.7 1.1 0.1 0.5 0.8 2.8 
Share of Net Reflef - 7. 0.2 1.3 9.1 23.1 1.4 20.3 2.7 0.7 O.b 40.4 

.1!! Debt Service due to each country and total Debt Service in million US dollare • 

December 18, 1980 
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street. N.W., Washmgton. DC. 20433, U.S .. -\ • Telephone: 1202 1 47 - -1234 • Cables : I'ITBAFRAD 

December 18, 1980 

Heads of Delegations, Pakistan Consortium: 

Special Meeting on Debt 

I wish to confirm that a special meeting of the Pakistan Consortium 
on debt will be held in Paris on Tuesday and Wednesday, January 13 and 
14, 1981. The meeting will take place in the Bank's Paris Office and 
will begin on January 13 at 9:30 a.m. 

The attached background material for the meeting provides 
data on debt service payments due by Pakistan to bilateral members of 
the Consortium and Switzerland during 1981-1983. The basis for the 
data, and the definitions and exchange rates used, are indicated in 
the footnotes to the tables. 

A memorandum by the Pakistan Government on its request for 
debt rescheduling is being distributed separately. 

I . ) , 
\ --~'--~ .:{c. ' ---~---;_ .. (-... -._ '-

.f 
~- Michael H. Wiehen 

Attachment 
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Table 1: AGGREGATE DATA ON DEBT SERVICE DUE FROM PAKISTAN TO CONSORTIUM COUNTRIES 
AND SWITZE~ ON OFFICIAL AND OFFICIALLY INSURED LONG-TERM LOANS 

(US$ million) 

1981 1982 1983 
Jan-June July-Dec Jan-June July-Dec Jan-June July-Dec 

BELGIUM - TOTAL Q.:..? 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.0 
Official Long-Term Loans 0.2 0.2 D.3 

Concessional 0.2 0.2 0.3 
Non- Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 Q.:2 0.7 

CANADA - TOTAL 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 
Official Long-Term Loans 2.5 2:4 2:4 2:4 2:4 2.6 

Concessional 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 
Non-Concessional 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 

Private Long-Term Loans 

FRANCE - TOTAL 29.6 27.8 23.9 23.4 23.4 22.9 
Official Long- Term Loans 2.9 3:0 3:0 3:0 3:0 3:0 

Concessional 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Non-Concessional 

Prj -;rate Long-Term Loan'> 26.7 24.8 20.9 20.4 20.4 19.9 

GER}!ANY - TOT.A.L 29.5 29.4 29.3 28.8 25.8 24.9 
Official Long- Term Loans 24.1 24.2 24.3 23.9 ' 21.3 20.5 

Concessional 24.1 24.2 24.3 23.9 21.3 20.5 
Non- Concessi,anal 

Private Long-Term loans 5.4 2.:2 1.:...Q. hl 4.5 4.4 

ITALY - TOTAL hl .2.:.2. 7.2 6.7 6.5 3.8 
Official Long- Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

... Private Long-Term Loans 2..:2 6.9 7.2 6.7 hl 3.8 

::~'..: .. JAPAN - TOTAL 23.6 26.5 22.8 25.6 22 . 4 25.4 
Official Long-Term Loans 20.1 23 .1 19.5 22.4 19.5 22.6 

Concessional 20.1 23.1 19.5 22.4 19.5 22 . 6 
Non- Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 3.5 ~ 3.3 3.2 2.9 2.8 

NETHERLANDS - TOTAL 4.0 2.8 4.0 2.4 4.1 3.1 
Official Long- Term Loans 3.5 2:4 3.9 2:4 4.T 3.1 

C.mcessional 3.5 2:4 3.9 2:4 4.1 IT 
Non-Concessional 

Private Lon!!i- Term Loans 0.5 0.4 0.1 
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Table 1: AGGREGATE DATA Ol'i DEBT SERVICE DUE FROH PAKISTAN TO CO!-:SORTIUM COUNTRIES 
AND SWITZERLAND ON OFFICIAL &~ OFFICIALLY INSURED LONG-TERM LOANS 

(US$ million) 

1981 1982 1983 
Jan-June July-Dec Jan-June July-Dec Jan- Dec July-Dec 

SWITZERLAND - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

UNITED KINGDOM - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

UNITFD STATES - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 
Non-Concessional 

Private Long-Term Loans 

1.1 2.8 
0:0 D:7 
0:0 D:7 

1.1 2.1 

1.2 3.7 

1:.:1. 3.7 

46.5 56.4 
46.5 56.4 
37.4 47.4 
9.1 9.0 

1.5 2.7 1.3 2.6 
0:0 D:7 0:0 D:7 
0:0 D:7 0:0 o:7 

1.5 2.0 1.3 1.9 

3.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 

3.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 

43.6 55.6 47.8 59.7 
43.6 55.6 47.8 59.7 
37.4 49.5 40.4 52.1 
6.2 6.1 7.4 7.6 

ALL COUNTRIES - TOTAL 
Official Long-Term Loans 

Concessional 

142.9 159.6 138.6 151.5 137.3 148.9 
99.6 112.4 96:7 llO. 6 98.1 ll2.5 
89.0 102.0 89.1 103.1 89.3 103.5 

' Non-Concessional 10.6 10.4 7.6 7.5 8.8 

Private Long-Term Loans 43.3 47.2 41.9 40.9 39.2 

Notes 

The data in this table were furnished to the World Bank by the Consortium Countries and Switzerland (see 
accompanying individual country tables). They refP-r to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have 
been converted into US dollars by means of market exchange rates for the last business day of October 
1980 ·(the latest available), as reported by the respective central banks to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rates used in units of creditor currency per 
US dollar are: 

Belgium 
Canada 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Switzerland 

30.6025 
1.1756 
4.3510 
1.9092 

902.50 
211.50 

2.0625 
0.410122 
1. 7208 

In the table the following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 257. or 
lllOre. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 257.. "Private Long-Term Loans" 
means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor country. "Long-term" means 
having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 

9.0 

36.4 



Table 2: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Belgium 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans Service 

Jan-June 1981 
C:-editor Currency 22.7 22.7 
US$ 0.7 0.7 

J ulv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 6.6 6.6 22.2 28.8 
US$ 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.9 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 21.6 21.6 
US$ 0.7 0. 7 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 7.6 7.6 21.0 28.6 
US$ 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.9 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 20.5 20.5 
US$ 0.7 0.7 

Jul:z-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 0.9 8.9 19.9 28.8 
T.:S$ 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.0 

The data in this table were f-..:rnished to the Horld Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was BFrs 30.6025 US $1 . 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant elenent of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Ter~ Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 
country. 'Long ter~ means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 3: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Canada 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

Jan-June 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

(in millions) 

Non
Concessional Concessional Total 

1.23 1.80 3.03 
1.0 1.5 2.5 

1.23 1. 70 2.93 
1.0 1.4 2.4 

1.23 1. 70 2.93 
1.0 1.4 2.4 

1.23 1. 70 2.93 
1.0 1. 4 2.4 

1.22 1. 60 2.82 
1.0 1.4 2.4 

_-

1.36 1.60 2. 96 
1.2 1.4 2.6 

Private 
Long-Term 

Loans 

Total 
Debt 

Service 

3.03 
2.5 

2.93 
2.4 

2.93 
2.4 

2.93 
2.4 

2.82 
2.4 

2.96 
2.6 

The data in this table were furnished to the World Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a ~arket exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the niT and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980, The rate used was Can $1.1756 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant eletr!ent of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 

''C. " country. Long term means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 4: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to France 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans/a Service ---
Jan- June 1981 

Creditor Currency 12.75 12.75 116.26 129.01 
US$ 2.9 2.9 26.7 29.6 

Julv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 12.99 12.99 107.97 120.96 
US$ 3.0 3.0 24.8 27.8 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 13.00 13.00 91.13 104.13 
US$ 3.0 3.0 20.9 23.9 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 12.95 12.95 88.84 101.79 
US$ 3.0 3.0 20.4 23.4 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 12.87 12.87 88.70 101.57 
US$ 3.0 3.0 20.4 23.4 

Julz:-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 13.08 13.08 86.41 99.49 
US$ 3.0 3.0 19.9 22.9 

The data in this table were furnished to the 1-lorld Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the DIT and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was FFrs 4.3510 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant eleoent of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditpr 
country. "Long term''means having an original final maturity of ::~ore than one year. 

~ Private long-term debt service was reported to the World Bank on an annual basis; 
the semi-annual breakdown shown here represents a staff estimate. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 5: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Germany 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans Service ---
Jan- June 1981 

Creditor Currency 46.10 46.10 10.26 56.36 
US$ 24.1 24.1 5.4 29.5 

Julv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 46.20 46.20 9.87 56.07 
US$ 24.2 24.2 5.2 29.4 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 46.40 46.40 9.62 56.02 
US$ 24.3 24.3 5.0 29.3 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 45.70 '45. 70 9.31 55.01 
US$ 23.9 23.9 4 .9 28.8 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 40.60 40.60 8.61 49.21 
US$ 21.3 21.3 4.5 25.8 

Julz:-Dec 1983 
Credi tor Currency 39.10 39.10 8.39 47.49 
US$ 20.5 20.5 4.4 24.9 

The data in this table were furnished to the Horld Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was DM 1.9092 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 

" rt • 
country. Long term means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 6: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Italy 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

Jan- June 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Julv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Julv- Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1983 
Credi tor Currency 
US$ 

Julv-Dec 1983 
Credito r Currency 
US$ 

(in millions) 

Non
Concessional Concessional Total 

Private 
Long-Term 

Loans 

6,804.0 
4.2 

6,216.0 
6.9 

6,468.0 
7.2 

6,048.0 
6.7 

5,880.0 
6.5 

3,444.0 
3.8 

Total 
Debt 

Service 

6,804.0 
4.2 

6,216.0 
6.9 

6,468.0 
7.2 

6,048.0 
6.7 

5,880 .0 
6.5 

3,444.0 
3.8 

The data in this table were furnished to the Horld l:iank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was Lit 902.50 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 
country. "Long ter:rd'means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 7: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to ~ 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

Jan-June 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Ju1v-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Ju1v-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July- Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

(in millions) 

Non
Concessional toncessional Total 

4,249.0 4,249.0 
20.1 20.1 

4,879.0 4,879.0 
23.1 23.1 

4,124.0 4,124.0 
19.5 19.5 

4,733.0 4,733.0 
22.4 22.4 

4 ,121. 0 4,121.0 
19.5 19.5 

4,782.0 4,782.0 
22.6 22.6 

Private 
Long-Term 

Loans 

747.0 
3.5 

710.0 
3.4 

690.0 
3.3 

670.0 
3.2 

603.0 
2.9 

587.0 
2.8 

Total 
Debt 

Service 

4,996.0 
23.6 

5,589.0 
26.5 

4,814.0 
22.8 

5,403.0 
25.6 

4,724.0 
22.4 

5,369.0 
25.4 

The data in this table were furnished to the Hor1d Bank by the c::editor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was ¥ 211.50 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant eleoent of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant eleoent of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 

" " country. Long term means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 8: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Netherlands 
on Official and Officially Insured Long- Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans Service 

Jan-June 1981 
Creditor Currency 7.18 7.18 0.93 8.11 
US$ 3.5 3.5 0.5 4.0 

J ulv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 5.05 5.05 0.91 5.96 
US$ 2.4 2.4 0.4 2.8 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 7.95 7.95 0.17 8.12 
US$ 3.9 3.9 0.1 4.0 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 4 .99 4.99 4.99 
US$ 2.4 2.4 2.4 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 8.43 8.43 8.43 
US$ 4.1 4.1 4.1 

Julv-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 6.35 6.35 6.35 
US$ 3.1 3.1 3.1 

ine data in this table were furn~shed to the World Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a marke t exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IKF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was HFl 2.0625 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25 i: or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 
country. "Long term"means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 9: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to Switzerland 
on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans Service ---
Jan-June 1981 

Creditor Currency 0.02 0.02 1.88 1. 90 
US$ 0.01 0.01 1.09 1.10 

July-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 1.12 1.12 3.64 4.76 
US$ 0.65 0.65 2.12 2. 77 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 0.02 0.02 2.52 2.54 
US$ 0.01 0.01 1.46 1.47 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 1.12 1.12 3.49 4.61 
US$ 0.65 0.65 2.03 2.68 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 0.02 0.02 2.24 2.26 
US$ 0.01 0.01 1.30 1.31 

Jull:-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 1.12 1.12 3.25 4.37 
US$ 0.65 0.65 1.89 2.54 

The data in this table were furnished to the Horld Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMP and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was SFrs 1.7208 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" rr.eans having a grant element of 
25% or n::.ore. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 257.. "Private 
Long-Tern Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditpr 
country. Long term means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 10: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to United 
Kingdom on Official and Officially Insured Long-Term Loans 

Jan-June 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

July-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

Julz:-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 
US$ 

(in millions) 

Non
Concessional Concessional Total 

Private 
Long-Term 

Loans 

0.48 
1.2 

1.51 
3.7 

1.31 
3.2 

1.24 
3.0 

1.20 
2.9 

1.18 
2.9 

Total 
Debt 

Service 

0.48 
1.2 

1.51 
3.7 

1.31 
3.2 

1.24 
3.0 

1.20 
2.9 

1.18 
2.9 

Tne data in this table were furnished to the world Bank by the cred~tor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980, and have been converted into US dollars 
by means of a market exchange rate for the last business day of October 1980 (the 
latest available), as reported by the creditor country to the IMF and published in 
International Financial Statistics, December 1980. The rate used was 5 0.410122 = US$1. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the credit9r 
country. 'rLong term"means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 



Table 11: Aggregate Data on Debt Service Due from Pakistan to United 
States on Official and Officially Insur.ed Long-Term Loans 

(in millions) 

Private Total 
Non- Long-Term Debt 

Concessional Concessional Total Loans Service ---
Jan-June 1981 

Creditor Currency 37.4 9.1 46.5 46.5 
US$ 37.4 9.1 46.5 46.5 

Julv-Dec 1981 
Creditor Currency 47.4 9.0 56.4 56.4 
US$ 47.4 9.0 56.4 56.4 

Jan-June 1982 
Creditor Currency 37.4 6.2 43.6 43.6 
US$ 37.4 6.2 43.6 43.6 

Julv-Dec 1982 
Creditor Currency 49.5 6.1 55.6 55.6 
US$ 49.5 6.1 55.6 55.6 

Jan-June 1983 
Creditor Currency 40.4 7.4 47.8 47.8 
US$ 40 . 4 7.4 47 .8 47.8 

Jul.z-Dec 1983 
Creditor Currency 52.1 7.6 59.7 59.7 
US$ 52.1 7.6 59.7 59.7 

The data in this table were furnished to the \oiorld Bank by the creditor country. They 
refer to loans contracted before June 1, 1980. 

The following definitions apply: "Concessional" means having a grant element of 
25% or more. "Non-Concessional" means having a grant element of less than 25%. "Private 
Long-Term Loans" means credits from private sources officially insured in the creditor 

It " country. Long term means having an original final maturity of more than one year. 

December 16, 1980 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 
·; 

Lt. Gen. Rahim-ud-Din Khan, Governor of Baluchistan. 

He was born in 1926. He graduated from the National Muslim University, 
Delhi and was corr~issioned in 1948. He attended the Staff College, Quetta, 
in 1957 and the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, U.S.A. 
in 1964-65. Besides regimental appointments, he was instructor and later 
Chief Instructor in the School of Infantry and Tactics and later commanded 
a Baluch Battalion. As a Brigade Commander he served as'Chief Instructor, 
War Wing in the National Defence College for three years. He was promoted 
to Lieutenant General in June 1978, and appointed Governor of Baluchistan 
in September 1976. 

Mr. Ata Mohammad Jafar, Secretary, Planning and Development 
Department, Government of Baluchistan. 

He is in charge of the preparation and implementation of Public 
Sector Development Programs. He obtained an M.S. Hydrology and Water 
Resources from the Colorado State University. 

Dr. Abdul Khaliq Khan, Secretary to Government of Baluchistan, 
Health and Social Welfare Department. 

He was born in 1927. He is a specialist in Tuberculosis and 
Chest Diseases. He has attended several International Courses and 

Seminars in Denmark, Switzerland, China, Iran and USSR. He is Vice
President of the Pakistan Family Planning Association, Baluchistan. 

----------~------

Mr. Salim Abbas Jilani, Additional Chief Secretary (Development), 
Planning and Development Department, Government of Baluchistan. 

He is responsible for the preparation of the Provincial Development 
Program and the development budget. Another area of responsibility is 
formulation of strategy to encourage private investment. He has a Masters Degree 
in Public Administration, (Development Economics), University of Harvard 
and a Diploma in Public Administration Cambridge University, U.K.; 
a Certificate-Economic Institute, Boulder, University of Colorado, 
and a Diploma from Institute of Business Administration, Boston. 
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Mr. Afzal Ahmed Naseem, Chairman, Baluchistan Development 
Authority, Quetta. 

Mr. Naseem was born in Gurgaon, Haryana, in 1934. He obtained 
a B.A. from the Pakistan Air Force Academy in 1953 andanM.A. in 
Political Science from the University of Baluchistan, in 1980. He has 
had several courses in management in the United States, Japan and Pakistan. 
After a few years in the Air Force and Navy, he joined the Civil Service 
in 1960. From 1973 to 1974 he served as Chairman of the Lahore Improve
ment Trust. In 1976 he was appointed Secretary, Home and Tribal Affairs 
in Baluchistan. He has held his present position since 1977. 

Mr. Shakeel Ahmad, Secretary of Finance, Government of 
Baluchistan, Quetta. 

He was born in 1941. He has an M.A. in English from the 
University of Indiana and a Masters Degree in Business Administration 
from the same University. He served briefly in East Pakistan (1968-
1969); Secretary, Agricultural Development Corporation (1970-1973); 
Director of Industries, Government of Baluchistan (1973-1974); 
Additional Secretary, Planning and Development, Government of Baluchistan 
(1974-1979) and Secretary of Finance since 1979. 

Mr. S.R. Poonegar, Secretary of Industries, Government of 
Baluchistan, Quetta. 

Mr. Poonegar was born in 1934. He is a Zaroastrian. He is 
an Accountant by training. He joined the Civil Service in 1963, working 
mainly in Budget matters. He was Secretary of Finance of the Baluchistan 
Province from 1970 to 1977. He has held his present position since 1977. 

Brigadier Mohammad Usman Hassan, Secretary Agriculture and 
Cooperatives, Government of Baluchistan, Quetta. 

He was born in Agra in 1929. He has a B.Sc. from the Alighar 
University and a B.A. from the Pakistan }1ilitary Academy. He was commissioned 
in 1950. In the 1971 war with India he was a Brigadier in the Shakargar 
Sector. He was appointed to his present position in 1978. 



BALUCHISTAN 

A special Development Plan for Baluchistan was prepared by 
GOP and submitted to the Bank and other potential donors in late 1980. 
An analysis of the Plan by Bank staff was circulated to members of 
the Pakistan Consortium in December. Their reaction is not yet known. 

The Bank itself has initiated preparation of an Agricultural 
Development Project in Baluchistan which may be ready for financing 
in FY83. Other ongoing and new projects (such as Small Industries 
Project) also include components in Baluchistan. We intend to give 
special consideration to Baluchistan in our prospective operations. 

A major proposal for development of the Saindak copper 
deposit in Baluchistan is under discussion among private interests in 
Canada, France and Yugoslavia. The Bank and IFC have also been involved 
in these discussions, which are at an early stage. Many technical and 
other questions, however, remain to be resolved. 



PAKISTAN 

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR BALUCHISTAN 

1. This paper provides a brief assessment of the Special Development 
Plan for Baluchistan prepared recently b~ the Pakistan Government and 
circulated to donors for their consideration. The paper indicates the 
projects and programs in Baluchistan which, on the basis of the Bank's 
present knowledge of the region, appear to be most promising. 

General 

2. The Special Development Plan for Baluchistan is an expression 
of the Pakistan Government's concern to accelerate development in this 
extremely poor region of the country, and the preparation of the document 
is a welcome initiative. The Plan underlines the daunting development 
problems which exist in Baluchistan. It is evident that, even under the 
best of circumstances, progress will be difficult and will require a 
sustained major effort by the Government. 

3. The Government's ongoing development effort in Baluchistan 
is severely constrained by lack of resources, and the principal purpose 
of the Special Plan is to endeavor to obtain increased foreign assistance 
for the region. The projects in the Plan are either additional to the 
current development program for Baluchistan, or are projects in the 
current program which the Government wishes to accelerate. 

4. The Government is aware that a number of projects in the Plan 
(including some of the largest) require substantial further study to 
establish their feasibility. Linkages between some projects in the 
Plan - for example, between the major industrial/mineral projects and 
some of the transport and energy projects - also require further extensive 
analysis. The Government would welcome external assistance for such 
feasibility studies. 

5. It is evident that improvements in basic infrastructure will 
be required in Baluchistan to stimulate development over the longer 
term. The immediate benefits of such investments, however, may be small 
and careful planning around identified growth points is essential before 
embarking on major expenditures of this kind. 

6. Projects and programs in Baluchistan which appear to offer most 
immediate promise, and which are discussed in more detail below, include 
small-scale irrigation and coastal fisheries; small-scale industry; coal 
mining; power generation and rural electrification; selected transport 
projects and highway maintenance; telecommunications; health services, 
primary education and domestic water supply. 
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Agriculture 

7. Baluchistan is an arid area. Most of its land is hilly and barren. 
Out of a total area of 34 .7 million ha, only 1.4 million ha are cultivated; 
of this, only 0.50 million ha have some irrigation. The average land use 
intensity is about 60%; the average cropping intensity is about 70%. Around 
27% of the farm land is operated by tenaqts, mostly- (94% of the tenant 
operated land) through sharecropping arrangements. Seventy-seven percent 
of the farms are under 10 ha (about twice the national average) and command 
38% of the cultivated land. Average yields are low--about 60% of the 
national average for the staple crops of wheat and rice. The principal 
crops grown are wheat, sorghum, rice, vegetables and fruits. There is a 
substantial livestock population. 

8. The irrigation facilities in Baluchistan are rudimentary--non
perennial canal supplies, and some minor irrigation. The canal irrigated 
(non-perennial) area is about 74% of the total irrigated area; Karezes 
(underground channels for irrigation) account for 16%, and the balance of 
10% is attributable to tubewells and open wells. The principal portion 
(77%) of the canal irrigated area is in the Sibi division (Nasirabad 
district); 50% of the tubewell and 60% of t he Karez irrigated area is in 
the Quetta division (Quetta district). Fertilizer use is negligible. 

9. Provision of additional and conservation of existing water 
supplies constitute the principal instruments for promoting agricultural 
development in the province. Expansion of fertilizer use, streamlining 
marketing channels, and agricultural extension to promote better cultural 
practices (especially water conservation techniques ) would be crucial 
complements to expanded water supplies. 

10. Of the agricultural projects listed in the Plan, small-scale 
irrigation schemes seem to be of most immediate promise and t he Bank is 
following up a potential project in this area. The project would comprise 
four sub-project categories: water spreading/harvesting, groundwater 
development, range development using windmills for extracting water, and 
sailaba (flood) agriculture. A similar but possibly larger follow-up 
project might also be feasible. The rehabilitation of Bolan Dam is 
another project which appears to warrant external support. 

11. Substantial potential exists for developing f isheries, though 
background information on the area and t he sector suggests that execution 
will be difficult. The Fisheries Project in the Plan is based on a 19 78 
UK project identificatio~ report involving three harbors: Somniami, 
Ormara and Pasni. Sonmiani is being reviewed for financing under an 
Asian Development Bank project. In addition, Japanese bilateral assistance 
is presently financing construction of a harbor in Gwadar. The proposed 
project seems interes ting ; development of the middle section of the 
Baluchistan coast has been limited and fish resources are reported to 
have potential to yield catches well in excess of current landings. 
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12. In addition to the above projects in the Plan for agricultural/ 
fisheries development, rural electrification also appears promising as it 
would help to promote private groundwater development. GOP has entrusted 
WAPDA with the task of preparing a regional basin development plan for 
Baluchistan. This activity could be supported through technical assistance. 

Industry 

13. Although a small number of industrial projects have been implemented 
in Baluchistan over the past decade, the Province remains backward in industry, 
as recognized in the Plan document. A few small-scale industrial estates 
have been established which are not functioning properly for lack of adequate 
infrastructure facilities. Two textile mills have also been started which 
are partially in production. An automatic brick-making plant was recently 
inaugurated, financed by suppliers credits from Germany, and a few small 
onyx extraction projects are in operation in quarries south of Quetta. In 
the minerals field, the main projects are still in the initial planning 
stages. 

14. Since Baluchistan is richly endowed in minerals, the planned 
development of mineral-based industry seems a logical strategy. It appears, 
however, that, even if the deposits are of sufficient quality to warrant 
development (which apparently has yet to be established), the feasibility 
of these projects in the context of Baluchistan will depend heavily on the 
development of infrastructure. The question of transport costs will be of 
particular importance as the products of all three projects will be largely 
for export (see below). The Government is seeking private capital for the 
main project in the minerals field, the Saindak Integrated Mineral Proiect. 
A UNDP-financed feasibility study for this project prepared some years ago 
requires updating. 

15. The Plan document does not have any programs for small/medium-
scale industry; and while it has some discussion on potentials of agro
industry, it lists no particular projects. This is an area where the 
Bank hopes to be of assistance. The Bank is currently processing a small
scale industry (SSI) project that has a component for the development of 
SSis in Baluchistan. The development !lnance companies supported by the 
Bank (PICIC, IDBP and NDFC) also have part of their portfolios in 
Baluchistan. 

16. The Plan points to the need to increase the level of private 
investment in Baluchistan. A review of the special incentives given to 
the private sector to invest in the region would be desirable in this 
context. Most of the private development in Baluchistan so far has been 
on the border about 10-30 miles from Karachi; a number of plants have been 
located in this area to take advantage of the special incentives given to 
all Baluchistan projects. 
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Energy 

17. A carefully-planned and systematic improvement of energy supplies 
in Baluchistan will be critical for accelerating development in the region. 
Although the Special Plan places some emphasis on improved supplies of 
natural gas-based energy for Baluchistan (e.g ., through the construction of 
the Quetta natural gas pipeline), the possibility ot developing the coal 
industry appears to warrant greater attention. ----

18. Coal mining is already a major industry in Baluchistan and about 
40 companies, of varying size, are actively engaged in it, including the 
Pakistan Mineral Development Corporation. Output of coal in Baluchistan 
has averaged 700,000 to 1 million tons during the last five years and is 
more than SO% of the country's total production. Coal reserves in Baluchistan 
have been conservatively estimated at about 300 million tons, sufficient 
even at twice the present output for the next 150 years. 

19. A special Government committee set up to review the Baluchistan 
coal mining industry identified transportation as a key bottleneck and 
recommended that improvements in Pakistan Railways' carrying capacity and 
services as well as other measures, including studies to increase the supply 
of domestic coal to the Pakistan Steel Mills, be implemented. The Committee 
also recommended further investigations on the utilization of coal within 
Baluchistan and its conversion into thermal power or gas; and assistance 
to privately-owned mines for their development by the financial institutions 
(PICIC, IDBP and Bankers' Equity). 

20. Of the energy projects in the Plan, the Duki thermal power station 
is likely to cost substantially more than the Plan estimate of Rs 150 million. 
Nonetheless, this project, which would be based on local coal deposits, could 
be suitable for external financing once necessary feasibility studies have 
been completed. 

21. The rural electrification project seems to follow the pattern of 
earlier distribution/sub- transmission projects and, from a technical point 
of view, should not be difficult to implement. As noted above (paragraph 12), 
the project may benefit agricultural development. 

Transportation 

22. Undoubtedly, lack of adequate communications is one of the main 
factors hampering the development of Baluchistan and contributing to the 
general backWardness of its population. Given the topographical and climatic 
conditions of the region, however, the provision of transport facilities is 
both costly and difficult, and -construction is bound to take several 
years given the limited capacity and experience of the country's construction 
industry. Since Baluchistan Province is a large, sparsely populated area, 
and traffic volumes on its main highways are likely to be light (most of 
the Province's roads are probably below 200 motor vehicles per day), it is 
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probable that major transport improvements--with a few exceptions--would 
not be economically justified and only modest and rudimentary transport 
facilitites should be generally considered. It is improbable that, 
apart from the amenities and social services facilitated by transportation 
facilities, a massive transportation investment in the region would 
substantially improve the living conditions of its inhabitants. 

23. On the other hand, the general improvement of existing road 
transport infrastructure coupled with a number of transport investments 
aimed at removing serious bottlenecks along the main inter-provincial 
and regional networks or at supporting specific, economically justified 
investment projects in the productive sectors should have a positive, 
lasting effect on the region. Projects falling into these categories 
(i.e., projects justified on road user cost savings or which are part 
of productive investments) should be identified. Additionally, a road 
maintenance program should be started as soon as possible and an adequate 
plan for air-taxi communications developed. The combination of general 
road maintenance and improvement with the provision of air transport 
services would benefit the existing population in a shorter time than 
that required for the planning, design and construction of the ambitious 
road and rail scheme tentatively proposed in the Plan. 

24. Road Maintenance. Without adequate highway maintenance, any 
investment in new or improved roads in Baluchistan is likely to yield low 
benefits. The main thrust of an effort to improve transport links within 
Baluchistan and with the rest of the country should concentrate on maintaining 
and gradually improving the Province's road network. 

25. The workshops and stores at Quetta, the headquarters for the 
Province's maintenance system, are inadequate. A carefully thought-out 
plan should contemplate the purchase of a sufficient supply of equipment 
and spare parts, as well as the provision of workshops and stores, including 
the activation of the Province's materials laboratory which has been equipped 
for about nine years but has never functioned. The Plan should also include 
a training program for the Province's road maintenance personnel. It should 
additionally incorporate an analysis of the level and frequency of maintenance 
efforts in the entire road network, as well as a detailed assessment of the 
needs in terms of staff, equipment, materials and other resources. The 
ongoing Third IDA Highway Project will make a start towards improving the 
Province's maintenance workshops and stores, but the suggested Plan should 
provide the basis for a comprehensive improvement of the Province's road 
network. 

26. Railway Construction and Improvement. The Special Plan 
contemplates the construction of a new 160 km railway line between Karachi 
and Bela (parallel to an existing road), the conversion of 120 km from 
narrow to broad gauge, and a general rehabilitation and improvement of 
the 370 kms between Bulan - Quetta - Taftan. No rationale is given for 
the construction of the new line and, although Bela is visualized as a 
future industrial growth center, there is no clear justification for it. 
The other improvements (Rs 878 million or about US$89.6 million equivalent) 
are advocated on the possible future movement of copper and iron ore. __ Since 
the Plan also envisages _ the development of these deposits, such ~ail ____ _ 
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improvements should be evaluated in connection with the mln~ng projects. 
The evaluation should also contemplate the possibility of alternative 
transport solutions such as rail/shipping for the mineral ore, particularly 
in the case of copper which is located towards the western side of 
Baluchistan. An overall mining-cum-transport economic and financial 
evaluation, including t he rolling stock and motive power required for the 
transport of minerals, would then establ~sh the advisability of this 
program. Improvements to Pakistan Railways to assist coal mining 
development also appear to be necessary (paragraph 19 above). 

27. Civil Aviation. The civil aviation component includes repair and 
strengthening of the airport at Sibi, and the provision of airport facilities 
for Fokker aircraft at Zhob and Khuzdar. Because Sibi is not far from 
Quetta, which already has an existing adequate airport, and since Sibi's 
investment is apparently needed for military reasons (to accommodate F-27 
and C-130 types of aircraft), this project would probably be better excluded 
from the Plan. The proposed investments for Zhob and Khuzdar seem, prima 
facie, to make sense. In fact, it is sometimes more economical to improve 
communications to a mountainous, inaccessible region with very low population 
density, such as Baluchistan, with local air transport services rather than 
by building roads. Accordingly, it might be possible to consider the 
provision of air taxi infrastructure and services to small communities, 
providing a feeder network to the main regional airport. 

28. Ports and Shipping. The Special Plan contains a proposal to 
build fishing jetties at Sonmiani, Ormara and Pasni; a total of Rs 150 million 
(US$15.3 million equivalent) has been assigned for this purpose within the 
proposed agricultural/fisheries component of the Plan (see also paragraph 11). 
An alternative to the development of a Coastal Road, particularly attractive 
if mineral ore may be produced by the Province in the future, would be the 
provision of simple port facilities geared to coastal shipping, in conjunction 
with the provision of fishing jetties. This point merits further study. The 
provision of modest port facilities in conjunction with the development of 
fishing ports along the Arabian Sea coast would help develop the local 
communities and may provide an outlet for the gradual opening of the Province's 
interior. This rudimentary port development would attain a larger dimension 
should the least-cost transport solution for the possible development of 
mineral ore include ports and coastal shipping. 

Telecommunications 

29. The two proposed new microwave systems included in the Baluchistan 
Plan are also in the Telegraph and Telephone Department (T&T) draft development 
proposals for the period 1980 to 1984 for which an application has been made 
for IDA financing. The T&T proposal also includes under one bulk item, an 
additional system linking Quetta to Peshawar through DI Khan. Total cost of 
this item as estimated by T&T has been given as Rs 178 million with a foreign 
exchange component of $11.4 million. The three systems as a whole appear to 
be fully justified. However, T&T's total development program is presently 
estimated to cost about Rs 2,500 million with a foreign exchange component of 
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US$125 million, and it appears likely at 
exchange will fall short of this figure. 
entire program are being reviewed by GOP 

this stage that available foreign 
The costs and priorities of the 

and the Bank. 

Social Sectors 

30. Health. The information presented in the Plan document would 
seem to indicate that Baluchistan is in a relatively favorable position 
in terms of health resources, as compared to other parts of Pakistan. 
Indeed, health indicators compare favorably even with some other countries 
of Asia (e.g., one doctor per 5,500 population; one basic health unit or 
dispensary per 5,500 population). As indicated in the proposed Plan, the 
problems confronted by the sector are mainly caused by uneven distribution 
of resources and the fact that the population (numbering about 3 million) 
is dispersed in thousands of small, isolated villages. 

31. The proposal for strengthening the health sector consists of 
training community health workers (so that each village would have one 
such worker) and providing them with medicines. However, further analysis 
and refinement would be needed to produce a feasible health program for 
the region. Training of 2,300 additional community health workers and 
replenishment of medicines would not ensure provision of reasonably 
effective health services without the support of appropriate superv~sion
cum-retraining of such workers. It would be necessary to plan for the 
establishment and/or relocation, in strategic points, of intermediate 
health facilities for referral of patients and supervision of village 
health workers. Communications and transportation are bound to be problems 
in making this system operational. 

32. Costing of a supervisory system has not been included in the 
proposal, although it would be the backbone of the system. Another essential 
aspect that should be carefully developed is a realistic calculation of the 
increase in recurrent costs per year, itemizing capital expenditures including 
medical equipment and transportation, and recurrent expenditures for training, 
services (including personnel and drugs) and, most importantly, supervision, 
support and referral. The idea of providing better health services to the 
people of Baluchistan using the "primary health care" approach appears, in 
principle, commendable. However, this approach still has to prove itself 
effective for application on a large scale, even under more favorable 
circumstances than those existing in Baluchistan. 

33. Nonetheless, while viable detailed plans have yet to be developed, 
the scope to improve health services in the region remains substantial. 
Donors could help in this area, possibly in conjunction with support for 
the Govermment's new population planning program which includes a health 
component. 

34. Education. 
engineering college for 
general education, with 
in Pakistan seems to be 
improvement in terms of 
fore have less priority 

In the education sector, the Plan proposes a new 
Baluchistan and a special program for developing 
emphasis on the primary level. Engineering education 
quantitatively adequate but in need of considerable 
quality. Creating additional capacity should there
than qualitative improvements. The program to 
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support the development of general, particularly primary education, is sound 
in terms of provincial needs. Data indicate that Baluchistan lags well 
behind the other provinces in the provision of all levels of schooling and 
the gap is greatest at the primary level. Thus the proposed program for 
expanding general education is amply justified in terms of improving equity 
in the availability of schooling. 

35. Water Supply. There is an urgent need to improve the supply of 
water for domestic use. UNICEF already has an active program in rural areas 
in Baluchistan, and its work deserves full support. The preparation of 
projects to serve Quetta and other urban centers is also required, although 
financial viability and tariffs may be a problem. 

36. Physical Planning and Housing. There is little emphasis on 
urban sector development in the Plan, probably rightly so considering the 
small urban population and priorities in other sectors. The main exception 
is the proposed project to construct office-cum-residential accommodation 
at a cost amounting to 4% of the overall Plan. This may meet the Government's 
objective of providing amenities for staff in the province but is unlikely 
to involve any significant amount of low cost housing for the urban poor. 
Donors may wish to assist in the latter area. 

World Bank 
November 25, 1980 
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PREFACE 

The development of backward regions has always been one of 
the aims of government policy. The pursuit of this objective has 
acquired added significance in so far as the two western and com
paratively backward provinces of Pakistan i.e. Baluchistan and the 
NWFP, are concerned in the wake of recent events in Aig.hanistan. 

2. The Fifth Five Year Plan provides for programmes and 
policies to advance the development of these regions. While the 
Implementation of these programmes would receive priority, at the 
same time it now appears necessar; to reinforce them by formula
ting a Special Development Plan, which will include schemes mak
ing an immediate, visible and direct impact on living conditions 
throughout the provinces of Baluchistan and the Tribal Areas of 
NWFP. Given the special need for Sl!Ch a plan and the special 
financing arrangements ; it is necessary to implement its project 
portfolio in addition to the projects included in the Fifth Five Year 
Plan for these regions. 

3. As outlined in the following pages, the strategy of the Special 
Plan is to execute a blend of projects which will go to confer quick 
economic and social benefits on the inhabitants of these regions and 
at the same time to construct such physical infrastructure facilities 
as are found to be essential for the development of the natural re
sources of these areas with a view to bringing their socio-economic . 
development to a level comparable with the more developed parts 
of the country in as short a time as possible. The construction cf 
some of these facilities will also serve the incidental purpc•3e of 
strengthening the defence of the western border of Pak istan. 

Islamabad, 
August 27. 1980. 

(i) 

GHULAM ISHAQ ~~' 
Deputy Chainnan. 

Planning Commission. 
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CHAPTER I 

1. DEMOGRAPHIC AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Baluchistan is the largest province of Pakistan in tenns of area 
and the smallest population-wise. It spreads, virtually as a pla
teau, over 347,188 sq. kms about 44 per cent of the total _area of 
the country. By contrast, the population of the province, curren
tly estimated at 3 million, forms only 3.7 per cent of the total 
population of the country. The resulting density of population is 
very low, around 9 persons per sq. km. Besides, the population 
is spread out in scattered pocket~. Since the province provid-:s 
meagre means of economic support, more than 25 per cent of its 
population is conc~ntrated in urban areas mainly Quetta, the f.;::tpital 
ot' the province and the only urban centre worth the name. The 
remaining 75 per cent are dispersed all over the province, Ji•.' ided 
into numerous small towns and villages separated by long anci diffi
cult to travrese distances. 

2. The Province has an· extremely arid climate and the :1rea is 
mostly hilly and barren. According. to geo-physical characterisncs. 
1t can be divided into upper highlands, lower highlands, plains and 
deserts.There· is very little rain in the province, the annual average 
rainfall varying from 5 to- 20 ems. This. average 1s too little to 

support profitable cultivatien of agricultural crops. There is hardly 
any perennial river to attract cultivation and permanent settl~ment 
except. of course. for occasionaL oasis and sporadic fertile va~ 1 :: vc; 

watered by mountain springs and underground channels called 
Karez. 



3. T.ne province ts siruated at the <::l.Stern t1ank o( middle east 
and is suateg:iC2lly located close tu the sea lanes leading into the 
Persian Gulf." Tne province has a very long border in the north 
with Afghanistan and in the west ·,vith Iran and to the south a sea
coast of more than 6J4 kros. While settlements of ilshermen in
habit a part of the sea coast, the areas on the land borders with Iran 
and Afghanistan are particularly s-parsely populated for want oi road 
and rail infrastruc::ure as weil as the harsh environment. 

4. T.ne peculiar geo-political situation oi the province mal\:es ic 
extremely vulnerab le to external pressures. The recent develop
mentS in the region has enhanced. the strategic impon:ance of the 
area.. Economic neglect of the province provides a ready cause for 
exploitation of the population by vested interests within and without. 

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

5. T.ne province of Baluchistan was ruled by the British through 
a highly centralized but small administration. Tne defence orien
tation of the administration preciuded developmental and educa
t1onal. outiays. Tnus. the province remained deprived or educational, 
political, social and economic development. However, some stn.te 
gically important railway lines and roads were constructed. T.r.ese 
inciuded a railway line and a road brancr...ing orr from Suk..'<.ur in 
the adjacent ,?rovince of Sind. and passing through Quetta to 
Nokknnd.i on the Iranian border. Tnere was another road and rail 
link between Quetta and Chaman, a small town on the A.fghanistan 
border: T.nese links had been developed pr...marily to facilitate the 
movement of troops in times of emergency. Other transpon: and 
communication requirement<; needed for the socio-economic deveiup
ment of the p-rovinc:: had been totally ignored. Tne road and .-ail 
link between Quetta and Nokkundi was also designed r'or a very 
!ow density or traffic. Tne rail link was designed for one week ly 
train from Quetta to Nok!<undi and the road. more or less. as a 
desert trade. 

6. Ourside the area. directLy administe~d by the British, rlle 
rest of the provinc:: consisted of a. large number of ~n'incely States 
ruled in a traditional manner and the Stare ha:ving no imerest m 

·~ man . ac ;1age 68 
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development. This area was at one time called the Balu-::histan 
States Union. In this Union, there were a number of tribes who 
for lack of communications had little intercourse with each othet. 

7. The administration of the province was also designed by the 
British with a political angle . All efforts were made to keep alive 
the tribal system. This aim was achieved by giving stipends, pre
vileges, pensions and grants to tribal chiefs and making them direc
tly responsible for the maintenance of law and order in their respec
tive areas of influence. 

8. This was the state of affairs in Baluchistan when Pakistan 
came into being in 1947. The administrative structure remained 
the same upto 1955 when the region was merged into one integrated 
province, the former Province of West Pakistan. No significant 
development took place between the period 1955-70 for a variety 
of reasons, inspite of the fact that the region had received special 
attention in both the Second and tne Third Five Year Developruent 
Plans. The lack of infra-structure and institutional arrangemenLs 
hindered the development effort. The size of development outlay 
increased from Rs. 22 million in 1960-61 to Rs. 66 million in 1964-65-
and around Rs. 80 million in 1969-70. In the absence, however, of 
any private investment, these outlays were too meagre to generate 
any growth momentum. 

3. SOCIO-ECONOi\'llC DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1970 

9. Baluchistan was given the status of a full-fledged province 
after the dissolution of the single mtegrated province of West Pak
istan (the one unit, as it was then called) in 1970 and has since 
been receiving special attention. fhe initial period of 2-3 years '.vas 
devoted to the establishment of proper administrative machinery 
in the Province.· Since 1973-74, the Province has witnessed some 
fundamental changes, the spectmm ranging from improving drmk
able water availability to the abolition of the Sardari (Tribal) sys
tem. The objective has been to bring the people of Baluchistan in 
the socio-economic mainstream of the country. 

10. The size of provincial development outfays during this period 
increased from Rs. _140 miHion in 1971-72 to Rs. 360 million 
in 1979-80. Similarly federal development expenditure in Baluch
istan also increased substantially. Several projects which ba~icu.lly 



lie in che provincial sphere have been caken up by che Federal 
Government for financing. to accelerate the pace of deveiopm~m in 
the provi..nce. Besides, the federal government helped che Provi n~ 
cial Government in meeting the deficit in its non--<ievelopmen,ai 
budget which has gone up from Rs. 194 million co Rs. 85i million 
during 1979-80. The incremental expenditure aros~. noc only out 
of the expanding administrative machinery, but also due to the ·3er
ting up of health and education facilities. 

L l. The foi!ow :ag par:1graphs summarise the set:roral :erfor
mance in seventies, bot!l m physical and financial terms. 

Agricuiture and Water· · 

12. A number of schemes in agricuirure sector have been ini
tiated o.nd allocations in this respect increased from Rs. 9 in.ill.i.on 
in 1970-71 to R.s. 5i million in l9i9-80. T.o.ere was a substamral 
rise in the use or fen:ilizer and the· area under aerial spray (or che 
plant protet:tion was doubled in a ten years period to around 38.9~0 
s~ay hectares in 1979-80. 

13. Similarly effarts were inrensi..ied in the water resources 
s-ector where development C'Utiays increased seven~fold in a f.1Cr1cd 
of ten years. Eight small dams were constr'lC!ed and around 200 
rubewells were . installed. A suhstantial e:q:endirure wa.::; al~o 

inct:rred on extension. re-modelLing and :nlarge.:nenr of canals. As 
a result of land deveiopmem and irrigation pro~ammes. the cultivated 
J.rea increased. fro m 1.17 million hectares in 1970-71 co l..38 m!!l :on 
hectares in 1977-78. 

14. A general [.mprovcmenc .. ~ agricdtura l production was 
· experienceQ Wheat production ro:se from about 77 thousand tvnnes 

in \970-71 co about 23-+ Lhousand tonnes in 1979-80 and rice pre
duction increased from 28 thousand tonnes to 101 thousand ca nnes 
over this per.od. In order ro ensure· regular sup-plies or foodg!"ai11s 
to the population. (the province still being- de!lcient in foodgrains. 
particularly wheat) the storage capacity wc>.s increased fro m 5.6 
thoPsand tonnes m 1970:.71 to about 62 thousand· cannes 1n June. 
1980. 

15. Soecial efforts were made- to develop fm it and vegerab le 
production in the province. A number of projects r"or. vegerab ie 
and potato seeds production were launched. T.o.e Provincia! Go
vernment also initiated. programmes on. r:he distribution of seed! ing~ 
of lffiT'"fOVed nrieties or f-:-Jits. Consequently, the ;lTi::ductiOi1 ,,[ 
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vegetables has increased from 59 thousand tonnes in 1970-71 to 
about 108 thousand tonnes in 1977-78. Production of fruits has 
increased from 191 thousand tonnes in 1970-71 to about 255 
·thousand tonnes in 1977-78. 

16. To encourage the production of fish, work has been started 
on the construction of a fish harbour at Gawadar and one at Son
miani. Landing jetties are being constructed along the Mekran 
coast. This has resulted in increru~ing the production of fish from 
40 thousand tonnes in 1971 to about 70 thousand tonnes in 1978. 

Industry 

17. During seventies, attention was also given to the -industrial 
development of Baluchistan. The Federal Government bas so far 
invested Rs. 973 million in Lasbella Textile Mill, Bolan Textile Mill, 
Harnai Woollen Mill and Darwaza Cement Plant. The Lasbella 
and Bolan Textile Mills are partially in production and Harnai 
Woollen Mill has been completed. As regards Darwaza Cement 
Project, sub-soil investigations have been completed. 

18. The Provincial Government is also implementing a num:. 
ber of promotional, research and training schemes. Tne Baluch
istan Development Authority, a semi-autonomous Government . 
agency, has completed a vegetable ghee factory in Quetta and an 
automatic brick-making plant. The Provincial Government is also 
implementing the installation of a ferro-chrome manufacturing plant 
and engaged in the setting up of industrial estates at Uthal, Hub and 
Sariab Road, Quetta. 

Minerals 

19. The province is endowed with a large variety of minerals, 
many of them occuring in commercial quantities. For want of re
levant infrastructure facilities, however, only a fraction of this paten~ 
tial is being exploited at present. The 1970s saw the intensification 
of the Geological Survey of Pakistan to evaluate the known minerals, 
such as, iron ore in Nokkundi area, copper in Saindak, barytes lead 
and zinc in Khuzdar and antimoney and mercury in Pishin. The 
Pakistan Industrial -Development Corporation (PIDC) also made 
plans for development of the Degari coal mines and increasing the 
coal production. Recognising the important role which mineral 
development can play in the economic development of the province 
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the. go.vern.ment set up Mineral Development C.:Jrnorauons ooth at 
the Federal and Provincial levels to a~lerate mineral exploration 
and deveiopment along systematic and scientific lines. Yet another 
organization namely the Resource Development Corporation ...,.as 
constituted for the sole purpose ,_,f explonng and deveioping the 
Saindak copper depositS. 

20. Though most of the measures taken were for laying down 
the instirurional and administrative facilities for development of 
minerals~ some physical progress in this respect was also J.ch:ieved. 
Coal production increased from 1345 thousand tonnes in 19i0-i1 to 
around 1890 thousand cannes in 1979-80, marbie from 24 thousand 
to 143 thousand tonnes and gypsum from 170 thousand tonnes to ~25 
thousand tonnes during the same period. Substantial inc:ea.ses also 
oa:ured in the case of limestone and soanstone. 

Power 

21. Development of power which is now a federal re!:)ponsi
bility was accorded a high priority. The installed capacity of Quetta. 
Thermal Power Station the only major source· of power before 
federalisation has bet:n raised from 15 MW co 48 MW . Both the 
number of consumers and el~triciry sold more than doubled during 
this period. Proj~tS for setting up oi diesel stations in 46 towns were 
initiated. T.o.e major portion of work has been compieted. BJ.lu
chi.stan has . also since been linked with the national grid runrung 
from North to South. by 2201132 KV Guddu!SibiiQuetta. trans:illlS
sion line. A project for supply of narural gas to Quetta has also 
bet:n approved and is in the early stages of implementation. 0f{ost 
of the major gas fields of che country lie in Baluc!:listan along its 
eastern border wi.th the provinces of Punjab and Sind. 

Trnnsport and. Communic:1tions 

22. In the communicaricns sec:or. more chan Rs. 500 million. we:-~ 

spent: by the federal and provincial gover::unents in che last ~~n Y"'::!TS 
for. the developrnenr of transport svstem in the province. ..~.round 

2~400 kms of roads . were ronstructed. or improved. These inciude 
575 kms· of road. built by rhe Army in Mari·Bngri area. in less 
than 18 months. Some roads wer.:· 3.lso buiit for oil exploration ir: 
Baluchistan. Li. the civil aviation: sphere, basic aerodrome facilities 
and immovement of existing nmway. was wade for Quetta air:Jort 
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to provide temporary facilities for the handling of modern commer
cial jet aircraits. Likewise some progress has also been made with 
the development of telecommunication, postal, broadcasting and 
television services. 

Physical Planning & Housing 

23. Since 1970-71, for the last ten years, the actual expenditure 
incurred in Baluchistan in the Physical Planning and Housing sector 
was Rs. 234 million. During 1970-75, the progress was slow for 
several reasons but primarily due to absence of proper implementa
tion machinery. However, during 1975-80, an investment of about 
Rs. 160 million was made in the Physical Planning ~nq. 

Housing sector and 6,449 urban residential plots were ·developed, 
mainly in Quetta. During the same period of five years, 0.230 
million additional population was covered with urban water supply 
in Quetta and Sibi and 1.130 million additional population w~ 
supplied with potable wat~r in rural areas. Besides, about 330 
housing units have been completed for the government employees 
and 280 thousand sq. ft. of office space has been constructed through
out the province. 

Social Sectors 

24. Education is another sector which has received a verf high 
priority. A sum of Rs. 936 million has been spent on educational 
programmes in the province in the last ten years of which Rs. 286 
million was that of developmental nature. Around 750 primary 
schools, 110 secondary schools and 21 i.D.termediate and · degree 
colleges were established in the province. The polytechnic institute 
set up in the Second Five Year Plan was brought to a working level 
during this period_ To bring the province at par with other pro
vinces, work was initiated on the setting up of a Medical College in 
Quetta and an Engineering. College at Khuzdar. While the medical 
college is now operational but only preliminary work has been done 
at the Engineering College. A project for the setting up of a Cadet 
College at Mastung is also in the final stages of preparation. · 

25. Health facilities also imnroved in the province. Develop
ment expenditure on health facilities increased at a rapid pace from 
Rs. 3 million only in 1970-71 to Rs . 118 million . in 1978-79. The 
main reason for this abnormal increase was due to e~pendirure on 
the Bolan· Medical College being funded by the :Federal Government. 
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Even other-wise, t.he increase in provincial deveiopment ~x.pe!lc:iiture 
was tenfold. The recurring expenditure increased betwe:n 1970--80 
from Rs. 8 million to Rs. 48 million. As a result of r.hese meabures, 
health facilities have considerably unproved in the Provin~. Balu
chistan, at present, has around 600 health institutions with 2.,.500 
hospital beds. However, me hospital beds are mostly l.n Quetta 
city _ and rural coverage l.n this respect is very poor. The population 
within 3 kms distance of health institutions is 28.5 per cent only. 

PtiYate Inv~ent 

_ 26. While in the sevennes the public sector played a Sl~ifi

eant role in rhe socio-economic development of the . Provine~, the 
p::rlonnanc: of private sec: or was dismal. N a fum est1.mates of 
provincial private investment are availabie. However, it would be 
safe to assume that such l.nvestment would be at best R.S. 250 million 
a.lmually, mostly in agriculture. housing and some l.n scrrice sc~mrs. 
'No large-scale- industrial investment took pla~ in the provinc:. 
!:i:i~ the mineral sector, where 90 per c::nt of coal mines are owr.ed by 
thC' private sector, negligible invesanent is reported co have bee!! 
made. In order to encourage investment in che provin~, it enjoys 
special rax and other fiscal concessions which are available to no 
other province and in the fa~ of these spe~ial concessions and in
_c:!ntives ~he poor performance oi the private sector in the investment 
eeid particularly in indusrry and minerals can be attributed only to 
the lack of tra.n5!Jon, communications and other infrastructure 
fac"Jities in the provin~. 

4. PRESENT ECONOMIC CO~"DITIONS 

2'1. Inspite oi the ac.c=ier:ued development ~ort made for the 
pro.vmce. in thr: seventies as d~bed in the preceding s.e-"'!ion the 
prt:Sent conditions are. s--Lill unsatisfactory. The. nansport and other 
~.lcnue nerwo-rk is stiH defi6ent and there ~ ~ !.inie ew
nomic activity outside the. agr:iciture. sector which itseif is backward .. 
Tnough fum regional 01a i3 not availab.le.. svme esrimau:s $uggest 
that per capita income in the province is still betwe:n one-hall' to 
~hirds of the national ;::verage. 

28. The ag!icuiture sector has made some progress in rhe re!:-o:lt 
past. ~..s ~cribe1:t earner, foocigrain production during !979.80 is 
~mated at "ove-p . 33.5 rholl~and zonnes" ~tabl~ a! 122 ~housand 
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tonnes and fruits at 254 thousand tonnes. The province is well placed 
in fisheries and livestock also but only recently work has been ini
tiated to develop these sub-sectors. 

29. In the industrial field, the province is extremely backward. 
A few small-scale industrial estates have been established which are 
not functioning properly for lack of adequate infrastructure facilities. 
The number of large-scale industrial units is still less than 20, em
ploying about two thousand worker and the value added by these 
units is reported to be less than Rs. 30 million. In seventies. a few 
industrial projects (2 Textile Mills) were started in the province wiJich 
are partially in production. In the minerals field, some progress has 
been made but the main mineral-based industrial projects namely, 
Mini Steel Mills, Saindak Copper and a Cement Plant are stiil in 
the initial stages. 

30. In the social sector, some progress has been made bur the 
province continues to be far behind the rest of the country in several 
respects . The number of children in primary education as a per
centage of the relevant age group is 25 .9 as against a national 
average of over 50. In higher education, this percentage is only 1.7 
as against a national average of 4.1. Similar deficiencies also exist 
m water supply and health sectors. 

31 . Infrastructure deficiencies are more pronounced in the pro
vince due to the large size of its area. Per capita electricity con
sumption is 23.8 Kwh per head as against a national average of 
115 .3 Kwh per head. Population-wise the province may be considered 
relatively well-placed in all-weather roads, but the vast physical ex
panse renders the fact inconsequential. 

32. The only airfield in this vast area of about 347,188 sq. 
kms. is at Quetta. Telecommunication facilities to even important 
towns and cities are not available. 

5. THE FUTURE POTENTIAL 

33 . The resource potential of Baluchistan is known to be enor
mous but has remained unexploited for several reasom. Firstly, as 
stated earlier the province remained a neglected region before in
dependence and even in early years after the establishment of Pak
istan, sufficient attention was not devoted to the development of 
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this area. s~ond.ly, due LO vastness of ir!i area, the prohiomvc:iy 
heavy requirement of investment in infrastructure deterred ac::.eiera,. 
ted development. Thirdly, lack o£ physical, B.nancial and social 
infrastructure acted as a disincentive for the private sector, the pri
mum mobile of development strategy followed in the r.;ountry m tbe 
fifties and the sixties. 

34 . Tne unexpioited economic potential of the province lies both 
in the development of a.gric'Jlture including livestock and d~he!ies 
and in minerals and natural resources such as coal, oil, gas, <.:opper, 
iron ore and related industries. Tne plssibilities of the.develo·pmem 
of these sectors are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Agriculture 

35. With the strucmre ot" production and ~mployn::.em being roo 
heavly agricultl.lral, medium term development plans tor the ;:ro
vince must lay stress on this sector. Such an J.ccount is imrorta..Tlt 
because it would bridge the gap between food requirements and 
availability in not easily accessible areas, inc:e::.se employment :--.nd 
income for the population and help the nomadic group'S seule down. 

36. At present. only i per cent oi the c'..lltivable area ( 3 ~0 of t.Ge 
total are!!.) is under cultivation. TLi.ere is a scarcity of suriace \li<J.Ier 
in the region which has resulted in the practice of primitive ifilga
tion methods. Tne region, on the other hand, has immense resource 
of fertile· land. Tne estimated cultivable area is around 19J lakh 
hectares. Development of water resour:::es by f'TOviding dependable · 
and adequate irrigation is, therefore, of paramount i.mponam:e for 
utilization of land and for improving the standard of living oi the 
.i.nhahi tams. 

37. Recemiy, some expenditure has been made on investigation 
of water resources of the region. The unexploited ;JOtemial ~an be 
harnessed by an all-out development of groundwater, rehawi.litauun 
and e~tension of i ~gation chrough K..arezes (subrerrJ.nean channels) . 
consnuetion. oi dams at Mirani on river Dasht ?..nd at Bolan on 
river -Bolan, im:pr.ovemem and e;q;ansion of existing daod irrigarion 
s.ystem. han:noniz:ing of streams for small. i:rl~ gation schemes and 
remodelling of Pat Feeder wt:ric.b. is che only major c:anal in che pro
vince fed by che Indus river system. 
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Fisheries 

38. There is a considerable potential of good quality off-shore 
fishing in Baluchistan. Studies carried out by various foreign con
sultants including the Japanese indicate that 406 thousand tonnes of 
good quality fish is available for catch on the coast of Balucr....istan. 
Out of this, a very small quantity is being harvested. The reason is 
lack of infrastructure in the shape of fish harbours, proper fish 
trawlers and shore facilities such as cold storage, canning and refri
gerated ships. Development schemes for these facilities have been 
drawn up. A fish harbour at Gawadar is already under constmction. 
Depending upon the availability of funds, it is programmed to 
constmct another harbour at Sonmiani and to provide landing jetties 
at Pasni. Facilities for the on-shore processing of fishing will also 
need to be developed as and when the increase in the size of catch 
justifies the same. 

Livestock 

39. The sole occupation of a substantial portion of the population 
living in the province is cattle-breeding. However, the livestock, 
sheep and goats are maintained in Baluchistan on natural vegetation. 
The quality of breed, food intake, the rearing techmque and pro
cessing of skins offer much scope for improvements. Since the live
stock situation in the country as a whole presents a dismal picture, 
the development of livestock sector in Baluchistan on modern indus
trial lines will benefit not only Baluchistan, but the entire country. 
The large market will also permit realization of economies of scale. 
At present, a pilot project for liveswck development in the districts 
of Loralai and Zhob has been prepared. If the experiment is 
successful, the scope of the project could be expanded on a iarger 
scale. 

Mineral Resources 

40. Baluchistan is rich in mineral resources. However, with the 
exception of coal, chromite, natural gas, gypsum, sulphur, marble and 
onyx, no other minerals have been commercially exploited so far. 
Recent geological surveys carried out by using latest techniques have 
substantially added to the knowledge of occurrence of more valuable 
metallic mineral deposits such as copper, iron, zinc, lead, and precious 
·metals. Further surveys and studies are being carried out to explore 
the possibilities of commercial exploitation of these minerals. 
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41. T..o.e major mineral deposits which should rec~1ve aw:mion 
for development and: commercial exploitation in the short-run are 
copper, iron ore, barytes, marble, dorite, chromite, sulphur and 
gypsum.. 

42. T..o.e projects formulated to exploit these minerals ilave a 
quick pay back period even in t.he case of t.he few that are capital 
intensive. Skilled manpower is available within the country. .flJ.ese 
projects, if implemented, would provide job opporruniries, accelerate 
the industrial development of t.he provinc~ and, after rneeti.ng the 
domestic demand, yieid an exportable surplus. 

43. Some of t.he projectS are already tn a preliminary stage ci 
implementation under- the current Five Year Plan. However, in view 
of the resource constraint, sufficient funds have not been provide:: for 
their exploitation. It would, therefore, be appropriate char f·.Jnds 
required to expedite the implementation of these pro jeers are ~t:;t 

in the Special Development Plan. 

44. T.o.e large capital outlays chat these proJects require are 
mostly in foreign exchange. Tne largest of such projec[S is the Sain
dak. Copper Integrated ;:.tf..i.nenl Project, Chagai. The project is 
estimated to cost Rs. 3000 million with a more chan 7 5 per cem 
foreign exchange component. Reserves or 412 million tonr.es oi 
copper and other associated miner3ls have been proved at Saindak 
the value of ascertained Uietals being S 3 billion. Obviously such a 
project can only be fi.nanc~d through spe~al arrangements. 

45. Other projects which come in che same categorf are those 
pertaining to rhe development of iron ore at ~-okkund.i and coal 
including coal washing plant at Sbarigh. 

Agro and :.vtinerai-baserl Industries 
. 

46. T.a.e industrialization oi BaiucbistaL would have to oe cen-
tred around mineral-based projects and food, fruits and livestock 
proc::ssing and preser;ation projects. Very little has been done in 
this respect in the past. While small-scale projects in this regard 
would be implemented from own resourc~. large projects like 
Darwaza c~ment P1ant could only be implemented through snecial 
arrangements. 
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47. Industrial development m Baluchistan is not necessarily 
rooted in the development of the primary resources-mineral as well as 
non-mineraL Food and fru1ts proj~ts could be immediately started to 
reap quick and visible results. Livestock investment should be 
next, as it takes some time to mature and yield benefits. In .:ase of 
minerals, the project selection should attempt a rational mix of quick
yielding and long-rnatunng projects Such an approach is essential 
to maintain a meaningful tempo of growth together with appropriate 
levels of longer term investments. 



CHAP'l.c.R II 

l. SPECIAL DEYELOP~lENT PLAJ."f 

48. A Ptan of action th.at attempts to bring economic develup
ment in the Province of Baluchistan into reasonable balanc:: with 
other parts of the country would require an effort of considerable 
magnitude. Both the large area of the Province and the degree of its 
relative backwardness add to the difficulty of instilling and ::iUstain
ing a rapid momentum of economic J.nd social de•relopmem. In 
order to accomplish this task speedily , the eiforts being made by 
the Government of Pakistan will need to be supplemented by subs
tantial support from the internarioual community. 

49. T.ne Fifth Five Year Plan has set accelerated de•;elopmenr. of 
Baluchistan as an objecr:ve and programmes and projects are be:ng 
implemented towards meeting this goal. Each year. a special .lila
cation over and above that warranted by the re!ative size of the 
population is provided to tbe Province. As a result. rhe provincial 
development programme which is wholly financed through fecerai 
grants and loans is projected co increase at an annual rate of 16 per 
cent as against the national average of 12.6 per cent. In addition. 
the federal development programme provides for meeting some of 
the more essential requ1remems in the secrors of tmg::.tlon. energy, 
industries and transport. 

50. However, rhe poor resources at rhe command of the Govc:::rn
ment and its other commitments resrrict its ability to bring about 
sufficiently rapid economic and social development. Of the cmal 
public sector outlays in rhe country. roughly R.s. 1 iJ1llion which 
is about 3 per cent of che national cotal. co1.1 ld oe asc:1.i:-:d :a 
projects located in Baluchistan. It is estimated chat the level of 
public investment w111 ~ave ro be ~aised from Rs. l billion per annum 
to Rs . 3 billion 9er ann11m if the objective of dosing the imbai?.l!C'! 
with the other areas is co be ac!::ueved at a ;:noderareiy t'ast pace. 

j l. The Government is nor. in a position to provide the a.Jdi
tional resources thar. are required to bridge the gap between chis 
r~.uiremenr and the existing allocations to Baluchistan. Tnt! Pro
vincial Government can draw upon a small resource base and for 
some time co come is capable of only marginal additional conrribn
tions. The Federal Government is constrained from ean:nari<mg 
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larger funds because of the pre-emptive claims of a number of other 
ongoing public sector projects. Consequently, there is a ne~d to 

launch a special development programme, the funds allocated to 
which are not exposed to competing claims of Federal and Provin
cial Governments. It is clear that the financial contribution that 
the Government can make to this special development programme 
is not very large. The bulk of the financing, rupee as well as foreign 
exchange, will have to come from international donors. 

52. A portfo lio of the projects and programmes under the Spe
cia l Development Plan has been identified and attached at the t::nC. 
with brief description in each case This set of projects aims ct. 
conferring quick economic and social benefits and at constructing 
minimum tJhysical infrastructural facilities considered necessa ~y for 
the long term socio-economic development of the province with a 
view to bringing it to a level comparable with the developec: parts 
of the country in as short a time as possible. Some of the infra
structural projects will also help to strengthen the defence capacity 
of the country along its western borders. 

53 . As stated before. the poor infrastructure base, backward 
economy and low-income populati0n is dispersed over a large area 
in the Province of Baluchistan. These features dictate a develop
me:tt strategy in the Province which must lay primary empha~ 1s on 
development of infrastructure . Although it would be pos~ibk to 
inc'"ease outpm c.nd income in t!le short-run within the oresent 
infra-stru.cture, the extent to which this can be sustained is l!uite 
limited. Removing this bottle-neck. would, the:-efore, constitute a 
pre-requisite of any development programme that c.ims at bringing 
income and production in this P!·Jvince at par with the rn cre cJe. 
veloped regions of Pakistan The construction and improvement of 
roads and other transport facilities will require highest priority :, 
order to strengthen links between major sett.l<'":ffients within the Pro
vince and between these settlements and their ootential trading centres 
in other Provinces. It is q'lite clear that unless the pre-requisite of 
building a transport system which integrates hitherto inaccessible or 
not easily accessible areas with the rest of the Province and· other 
regions is comDleted. it would not be possible to attract orivate in
vestment in the Provi.nce nor to set up profitable public sector lmits. 
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In fact, even provrs10n of ed.ucanon and health faciliues wll.l oc: 
rendered difficult and the strategic goal of furthering social mobility 
hampered. 

54. The projeas in the field of agriculture and water development 
will confer quick benerlts. The in1garion programmes included i.n 
rhe Special Ptan will bring additional area of over 307 ;:housand 
h~tares under culrivarion '-"·tllch supplemented. by normal develop 
ment plans would make Baluchistan nearly selJ-sumcient m iood
gr.J.ins. 

5.:5-. Tne additional energy programme will great ly reduce the 
pre~ent abnormal disparily irr energy consumption between Ba luc:t-
istan and the rest of the country. Tne special rural electrirication 
programme will lead co the econom1c uplift or che nrral popu lauvn 
by encouraging installation of small-5cale industries and making 
water available through rubewe!ls for drir:icing 2.nd ii71gation ~l!T· 

poses. 

56. Tne programmes in che education secror, designed ro bring 
Balt:.chistan at par with other provinces. will not only supply m:eded 
:5kills, but also have a genernl.ly favourable impact on che evolurion 
of a climate conducive to ecanornic growth. 

57. The programce includes three major projects in indu::irry 
and. mineral sectors whrch are hi g.i-J ly capital and foreign exch::nge 
intensive. The cotai cost fo r Sa.i.ndak Integrated Mineral Pro j.:c:. , 
Tron Ore Project and Darw.a.za Cement Factory is Rs. 5,550 tmlllon 
and ~he fo reign ~xchang'! component of armmd 50 per cent. 
Obviously these projec:s would only be initiated tf Bnn fo reign 
co!lab-:ration is av:J.il<,'::i !c ;o m~er. tl1e ~:zre:-r1al cost. In •riew of tte 
large outlays inpoived for Saind.ak Project. such ass istance has nat 
been possib le to secure so far ins-pice of the established cornm:::rC1al 
viabiliry of c.he project. It has d.C~ordingiy been inciuded in t.he. 
S pec~l Plan. 

2. OBJECIIvES, TARGETS A1'H) DTIY£ENSIONS 

58. Summarising, che objectives of the Soecial Deve!oomenr 
P!azr for Baluchistan wiJl be as follows:-

(a) Removal of the sense of economic de?.rivation in Baluch
istan resulting from past negiect ; 
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(b) Laying down of ·an infrastructural base for sustained 
growth; 

(c) Bringing the people of Baluchistan in the mainstream of 
socio-economic life of the country ; and 

(d) Setting up of viable institutions for creating an impulse 
for economic modernization and cultural transformation. 

3. GROWTH AND INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

59. The above stated objectives will be achieved through a 
growth and investment strategy outlined in the succeeding para
graphs. 

60. The review given in the pr~ceding pages indicate that erTorts 
have been made in the past, particularly in 1970's, to accelerate the 
development of Baluchistan province. The result probably 
has been to arrest the widening of relative disparity with other pro
vmces. If these disparities are to be removed. or at least narrowed 
down, a significantly higher growth will have to be attempted for 
the province against the country's average growth of around 6 per 
cent per annum in the recent past. This would require heavy invest
ment both in infrastructure and productive sectors. 

61 . Though precise regional data is not available, the ·lev-.:[ of 
·public investment in Baluchistan is currently around Rs. 1.000 million 
per annum. Private investm~nt in the province due to lack of in
frastructure and other related facilities h·as been rrti..lch lower as cDm
pared to the other provinces. Insignificant private investmem has 
been undertaken both in agriculture and industry. Even in the 
mineral. sector, where potential for private investment is considerably 
high, hardly any investment has taken place except in coal. Tf the 
objective of a higher growth has tu be achieved, special public in
vestment outlays will have to be made both for infrastructure and 
productive sectors. 

, 62. · It may be emphasised that the implementation of the Spec
cial Development Plan which would increase the level of investm~nt 
in the province would no doubt accelerate the pace of development 
and improve growth prospects. Nevertheless, the target of a high 
growth will not be easy to achieve unless the level of private invest
ment ·simultaneously increases. 
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63. Tne high public sector investment in cenain sectors such as 
agriculture and rninerais and improved sccial and physical infras
tructure would be a positive incemive for attracting private l.nvesr
ment in the province. Tms investment would have to be backed 
up by other measures such as adequate financial infrasm.1crure, spe

cial incentives and other facilities. 

64. Due to its sheer territorial size, develo-pment in Baluchistan 
cannot, at least in the beginning, follow a balanced srraregy. Loca
cional criteria will have to be such as to exercise a seLective cnmce. 
Five or six gro-mh points would have to be seiecred keeping in view 
rational geographical dispersal. Major investment · facilities ,vould 
then be planned to be developed m these centres. Once these cen
tres achieve a reasonable growth tevei, chey will be interlinked. oy ap
propriate infrastructure to facilitate radianon of growth co [he in
tervening areas. It will thus be possible. in a longer term perspec
tive, to achieve a balance out of a strategy whic!J. would essentlally 
start by creating imbalances within provinc~ in the form oi leading 
gro-mh centres. Fortunately. the population pressure in Bal ucil
istan is such that the initial imbalances are unlikely to assume: L.he 
undesirable proportions experienced elsewhere in the coumr;· . 

a. SIZE OF THE PLAl~ 

65. Tne· Special Development Programme for Baluc:11Stan 
envisages an outlay of Rs. 19,392.26 million with a foreign exchange 
component of Rs. 4,657.86 milllon. Tne se~tor-wise allocations tor 
the pTOgramme is snmmarised below :-

Agriculture 
Water 

E!lergy 
Indnsuy and ~nerals 
Tnns-pon and Communic:J.tions 
PhysicAl P!anning and Housing 
~ass M.:dia 
Edoc:nion .. 
He:!!!h 

Totai 

0ftillion ~s) 

Total 
Ca-pital Cost 

150 .00 
1,590 .12 
1,209 .1:3 
5 • .550 .00 
9,.634 . ii 

383 .00 
35 .00 

326 . 90 
13.:4 

!9,.39'2 .15 

Foreim 
E."tclJ.ange 

Com!'onent 

l i8. 00 
-4-92 . 0! 

2.630 .00 
1,294 . iO 

:o .oo 

.ij . 15 

.!,657 36 
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5. A SUMl\'JIN G UP 

66. The Special Depelopment Plan outlined above will involve~ 
on a rough basis, an aggregate outlay of Rs. 19,400 million. It is 
planned to implement this programme in a phased manner over the 
next four years or so. Needless to say, the size as well as the time
table has to be kept flexible to incorporate adjustments, revisions an<.l 
re-ordering should these become necessary in the process of imple
mentation. 
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a,. · ESTIMATED CA..PITA.L COST OF SELECTiill DEVELOP· 
:YIENT PROJECTS LOCATED 1N BALUC1ITST.~'{ 

SUMMARY 

.Sector,Name of the Project 

A. Agricuiture 

( i) Fishing Jetties at Sonmiani, Ormara and ?asni 

B. Water Resources 

(i) Mirani Dam 

Sub-Total 

(ii) Rehabil ita tiun of Bo lan Dam 

(iii) Small Ir:igarion Sch~mes . . 

(iv) Widening of Pat r eeder C.mal 

Sub-Tota l 

c. E.neru 

(i) Querta Natural Gas Pipeline P::oje-=t . . 

(ii ) Second 25 YrW Gas T lli'bin.e for Quetta Power 
Station .. 

( iii ) Rural Electriucation in Baluchistan .. 

(i v) Thermal Power Station, Duki 

Sub-Total 

D. IDdusn-y md YfinenJ.s 

(i) Darwaza C!ment Factory . . 

(ii ) Sai.nda.k: Integrated Mineral ?reject 

( iii) Iron Ore Project, District C1a.gai 

Sub-Total 

(:Ytillion Rupe~s) 

Total 
Estimated 

Cost 

2 

i 50 L"J 

150 .00 

541 . 12 

30 .00 

255 .00 

:' S'tJ. 00 

1,590 . 12 

661 . 2:3 

11 3 .00 

230 .00 

150 .00 

1 ,.:09 ' 2.3 

550 .00 

3,000 .00 

1,000 ' 00 

5,550 .00 

Fore ign 
E.1cb.ange 

Com-ponent 

3 

34 .00 

79 00 

65 00 

1 ~3 . 00 

338 . 4.6 

69 .55 

34 .00 

No t yet 
kno wn 

~92 . 01 

----

130 .00 

2,500 .00 

~ot yet 
:mown 

1,630 00 
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2 

E. Transport and Communications 

(i) Construction ofWana-Muslim Bagh Road 1,120.00 

(ii) Construction of Dalbandin-M:irjawa Section of 
the RCD Highway 800.00 

{iii) Construction of Wadh-Kannar Section of the 
RCD Highway 300.00 

(iv ) Construction of Khuzdar-Shahdadkot-Sukkur 
Road 900.00 

(v) Construction of Bela-Mand Road 1,550 .00 

(vi) Construction of Coastal Road (Liari-Ormara 
Section) . . . . . . . . 700 .00 

(vii) Construction of Bartakzru-Taftan Section of 
the RCD Highway . . . . 318 .68 

(viii) Construction of •Zhob-Dhanasar Road 96.00 

(ix) Road Building Equipment . . 50 .00 

(x) Construction of K.huzdar·Kl aran Road 180 .00 

(xi) Construction of Sibi- K.hajjak-Harnai-Gamb az 
-Kohlu-Rakhni Road . . . . . . 1,000.00 

(xii) Construction of Loralai-Khanazai Road 

(xiii) Improvement of Roads/Tracks 

(xiv) Installation of Micro-wave Radio Relay System 
between Karachi-Uthal-Ormara-Pasni-Ga wadar-

650 .00 

100 .00 

Ji wani-Turba t 140 . 00 

(."0') Installation of Micro-wave Radio Relay System 
between K.arachi-Uthal-Bela-K.huzdar-Kalat-Quetta 114.59 

(xvi) Improved Signalling on Sibi-Querta Section 60 .00 

(xvii) Civil Aviation facilities atSibi, ~ob and Khuzdar 77.50 

(xviii) Construction/Improvement of Railways in 
Baluchistan .. .. . . .. 1,478 . 00 

Sub-Total 9,634 . 77 

F. Physical Planning and Housing 

(i) Construction of Office-cum-Residential Accomo
modation in Baluchistan 

(ii) Drinking Water Supply facilities m Quetta, 
Belpal and Gadani 

Sub-Total 

783.00 

100 .00 

883.00 

3 

112.00 

80.00 

Not yet 
known 

90 .00 

155 . 00 

70.0(). 

Not yet 
known 
Not yet 
known 

50. 00 

Not yet 
known 

148.00 

65 .00 

10 .00 

56.00 

45.20 · 

46.50 

10 .00 

357 .00· 

1,294. 70 

20 .00 

20.00 
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2 3 

G • .\itass ::Vledi2 

(i ) Television Coverage in Baiuch.istall .. 20 .00 Not yet 
known 

(ii) Radio Coverage in :aaluchista'Il 15 .00 Not yet 
known 

Sub-Total 35 .00 :--foe yet 
!<nOW!l 

a. E-duction 

(i) Engineering College, K.:luxd.a:r 126 . 90 .!.3 . 15 

(ii) Development of general education in Baluchistan .200 .00 

Sub-Total 326 .90 • • I • "'T.J . .... J 

T. Hes.ltfl 

(i) Development of Primary Health Care IIl 
Balucb.istall 13 .2-+ 

Sub-Total 13.24 

Grznd Total 19,392 .25 ~. 657 . 86 
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Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign. Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description : 

25 

A. AGRICULTURE 

Establishment of Fishing Jetties at 
Sonmiani , Orm.ara and Pasni. 

Rs. 150. 00 Niillion. 

The coastal areas of Baluchistan are spread along 2/3rd of 
the entire Pakistan coa!:lt line. Unfortunately, adequate facilities 
do not exist for exploiting the vast resources available in marine 
fishing. In order to provide the infrastructural requirements 
for this important sector it is proposed to establish Fishing Jetties 
at Sonmiani, Ormara and Pasni. These jetties will provide facili
ties for an Ice Plant, Cold Storages, Marketing,Workshops for the 
mechanized fleet and other ancillary works. These facilitie5 will 
will assist in increasing the catch of the fishermen and will result 
in better economic conditions for the residents of the Coastal belt. 
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B. WATER RESOlJRCES 

NJme of the ProJect 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign E'(change 
Component 

Brief Description : 

:Yfirani Dam. 

Rs . 541 . 12 miUion. 

Rs. 34 . 00 million. 

The proposed earthfill dam. 35 meters ft. high. would lJe 
located across Dasht River about~ k:ws from Turbat in :Vfe k~an 

District of Baluchistan. 

The dam would irrigate nearly 12,545 hectares Lb.rough a lined 
main canal and two branch canals. It would make immediate 
contribution to the development of irrigated a~culture in the 
coastal regions of Baluchistan provi.o.ce. ·Under without proje::::' 
conditions, the agricultural productivity is extremely low and hardly 
provides subsistance tO Lb.e farm population where crops ?Je 

harvested only once in two to three years. 

The total production ' wi th project ' will increase co 23,350 
tonnets against the · without project ' production of 2, i25 cannes. 

In addition to irrigation faciliry tbe project envisages to supply 
drinking and commercial water 5upplies to adjoining coastal tow::.s. 
T.ne a.!lsured water supplies will be a great boon for the fum re 
growth of these are:lS and wi11 provide a firm base fo r its future 
development. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description : 

27 

Rehabilitation of Bobn Dam. 

Rs. 30.00 mi!1ioc. 

Nil. 

Bolan earthfill dam, 18. 9 meters high, was constructed during 
1953-56 across Bolan River to store 91,000 AF of water for irri
gating nearly 12,7 60 hectares of land in Kachhi dist:. ict o{ Baluchis
tan. The major objective of the dam was to create economic 
prosperity for the unsettled population of the project area by 
delivering assured water supply for ittigation and human consump
tion. 

The de..,ign of the dam was based on insufficient hydrological 
data and, therefore, most of the design parameters were assumed. 
No spillway was constructed, as the computations on flood 
routing based on 50 years' frequency did not support the necessity 
of prcviding a spillway. 

But during the unprecedented floods of 1976, the dam wt.~ 

overtopped from the centre and it col1aps~d. This unfortlmate 
failure caused a great hardship to the population of the project 
area which was totally dependent on the stored water. 

The proposed project ; namely, Rehabilitation of Bolan Dam, 
would restore tbe facilities damaged by floods. The live storage 
of the dam would be increased to 52,500 AF and it would deliver 
irrigation water to an area of 13,760 hectares at 50 per cent crop
ping intensity. The project would provide incremental net bene
fits valued at Rs. 12.23 million per annum. The incremental 
benefits include production of 7,615 tonnes of foodgrains and 
14,780 tonnes of other crops. In an environment characterised by 
relative under-development of the province, these economic ob
jectives would also serve socio-e:::onomic aims associated with ·the 
provision of increased income levels and employment opportunities. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description : 

28 

Small Irrigation Schemes. 

Rs. 265 . 00 million. 

Rs. 79 . CO million. 

Baluchistan has extremely arid climate. T.u.e me::m annual 
rainfall varies from 5 to . 20 ems. T.u.e average ?recipitatioo. is 
too little to support iarge·5cale cultivation. Owing LO scarcity 
of water ~mall-5cale agricultural activity including reanng of ani
mals is practised in isolated places. :Yfost of the rural population 
lives a nomadic life constantlf migrating from one place to another 
in search of water and green pastures. Tn spite of these conditions 
agriculture remains the dominant livelihood of the region. 

Under the proposed programme a number of small l.rrigation 
schemes for exploiting surface and ground water would be carried 
out through out Baluchistan. T.u.ese small schemes having low 
gestation period would benent the population quickly. ~earlt 

29,950 hectares would be delivered assured water supplies with the 
implementation of proposed small irrigation schemes programme. 
T.u.e programme would improve the standard of living of the rural 
pooulation of Baluchista..T1 and bri...ng it w the level of other regions 
of Pakistan. 



N arne of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component . . 

Brief Description 

29 

Widening of Pat Feeder Canal. 

Rs. 754 .00 Million. 

Rs. 65.00 Million. 

This project stipulates the widening of the Pat Feeder Canal 
to take a designed discharge of 67,000 cusecs which will irrigate 
an area of approximately 0. 25 million hectares. The feasibility 
study of this project has already been completed. The PC-I has 
been prepared by W APDA in consultation with the Provincial 

Irrigation and Power Department. The J;:fOject will also ·provide 
drinking water to a population of 0 . 275 million persons inhabi
ting the Pat Feeder area. 



Name of the Projt!!:t 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
ComponenT 

Brief Description : 

30 

Quetta. Natural Gas Pipeline. 

R.s . 661 . 23 million. 

Rs. 338.46 million. 

T.a.e project envisages construction of 30 ems. diameter, 349 
kilometers long high pressure natural gas pipeline. The pipeiine 
will sun from the existing 45 ems. Sui-Karachi .Pipeline on the 
Right Ban...lc of Indus at a point located iO kilomete:-s down sueam. 
The pipeline will pas.-:, through Jacobabad, Jhat-P:u, Dera ;\;furad 
Jamali (Te.mpie Dera), Bei-~at, Sibi, Dhadar, Machh, Kolpur, 
Darwaza. Sariab and terminate at Quena. T.o.e gas will be supplied 
to Quena and towns/cities on route mentioned above. 

T.n.e capacity of the pipeline will be -+5 :YCMCFD whici:; c::.n 
be increased w 75 MNfCFD ~y installation of compressors at a 
later stage. T!le projt!!:T will improve socio~conomic condition of 
the area by meeting the demand for power ge:1eration. ce:nem 
manufacture, ge:1eral indusTries, commercial consumer~ and 
dom~tic consumers. Tne targe~ date for the completion of the 
project i~ November, !982. 

Foreign excb.ange compone:1t IS reamred for 349 krlometers 
30 ems. diameter pipe Line, ~:oat and wrap marer:al, valves, ii!Str<.l

ments, cathodic prot~tion and tele....:ommunicatio!J ~qmpmem, 
con.srruction machine·r-y , vehicles e:c. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description : 

31 

_Second 25 MW Gas Turbine for Qt..etta 
Power Station. 

Rs. 118.00 million. 

Rs. 69.55 million. 

The project envisages installation of 25 MW Gas turbine along
with necessary 132 KV sub-station facilities at Quetta. The pro
posed 25 MW gas turbine together with existing 48 MW installed 
capacity at Quetta and power supply through Guddu- Sibi
Quetta transmission line will meet the power requirements of in
dustrial, agricultural, commercial and domestic sectors. More
over, it will provide reliability to the existing supply system. The 
project is expected to be commissioned in September, 1981. 

Foreign exchange is required mainly for 25 MW Gas Turbine, 
step up unit tran~former, 132 KV circuit breaker, control panel, 
132 KV steel structure and earthing equipments etc . 



~ame of che Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief description : 

32 

·Rural Electri:fication !n Baluchisran. 

Rs. 280.00 million. 

Rs. 84 . 00 million. 

The project envisages electrification of 180 villages and ener· 
gisation of 500 tubewells in rural areas of Baluchistan mainly in 
Md:ran. Pishin. Cnamau. Zb.ob. Loralai. Bagh, Lehri, Sharigh 
.:1nd NoshkL rais will email construction of 33 KV, 11 KV and 
-!00 KV transmissiontdistr1butioc(1ines).nd inswlationof 33/0.4 
and l 1. 04 KV distribution transformers of different ratings such 
as 100 KV A. 50 KVA and 25 KVA. 

The electricity available from 48 iY.£V.1 Quetta Power S rarioo 
a1:d supply of power ilirough Guddu-Sibbi-- Quetta trans:rnission 
line will be transmitted over secondary cransmission lines netw.-xk 
for distribution to the rural areas. The project cove::-s a pe~od 
of J years com.me!Jcing from july, 1980. 

Baluchistan is highly undt"r-deve!oped because of lack of 
infea-structure i nciuding dect1 icity . Only 156 villages have been 
electrified upto 1978-79. T.a.ere are areas in Baluciistan where 
eve!l potable water is not readily available. rnis project will 
help in the u-pliftmem o~· the economic condirion of tb.e villages 
which will re-;:e;ve electrici ry 3S i t wilJ encourage ir...stalbtion or' 
small-5cale industries, make wc:u:er av:1ilable throt;.g.h tu l· e-wdls 
f..:r drinking a:1d irrigation purposes . 

Foreign exchange component is required for purch<l!ling alumi
nium/copper(steei billets, ingots trandor i.er materials and ~one 
33/0 . -+ F::V transformers of 100 KV A ana 50 KV A. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description 

33 

Thermal Power Station, Duki. 

Rs. 150.00 Million. 

Not yet known. 

Tills project aims at generation of electricity through establish
ment of a 50 MW Thermal Power Station based on coal deposits 
of the region. The project will augment generation capacity of 
the country and will also be utilizing an important natural resource 
in the region. A study will, however, be required to be undertaken 
by the W APDA iD order to establish the viability of this project. 
The availability of adequate water supply and coal deposits are 
confirmed. 



Name of the Project 

Capacity 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign E.1:c.hange 
Component 

Annual Revenues 

Darwaza Cement Plant. 

0. 3 million cannes. 

US. S 55.00 million. 

U.S. S 13.00 million. 

U.S. S 15 . 00 million. 

T.ais is a project to establish a cement factory· at Da_..-w~ 
32 K.ms from Quetta, with an annual capacity of 0. 3 million 
tannes based on dry process. i:Yl.ining rights fo r the mining of li.me.
stone and shale rest with che sponsors of the proj~t (State Cement 
Corporation) while gypsum i..s also available abundantly around 
the project area. 

Tne capital cost of the project is G~S S jj million with foreign 
exchange component of US S 13 million. About 15 per cent of 
production would be consumed wnhin Pakis!an, w.bile the surplus 
would be available for exports. 

Based on the prevailing pnces of cement, the project is exp~
t.ed to earn annual revenues of US S 15 Ulillion. 

.= 



Name of the Project 

Reserves 

Total Capital Cost. 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Annual Revenues 

35 

Saindak Integrated Mineral Project. 

412 million tonnes of copper ore. 

US $ 300.00 million. 

U.S. $ 250.00 million. 

U.S. $ 90-120 million. 

Paki~tan have proved reserves of 412 million tonnes of copper 
ore and other associated metallic minerals at Saindak, about 320 
kms. to the west of Quetta. The dollar value of contained metals 
is estimated at over $ 8 Billion. 

The present project envisages mining and milling of 27 per cent 
of the proved ore deposits, containing an average copper content 
of 0.426 per cent @ 12,500 tonnes per day for 17 years. The 
project would take fou.r years to complete and would start commer
cial production from the fifth year. The annual production of 
the manufactured products would be as under : 

(i) Blister copper 16,500 tonnes 

(ii) Sulphuric Acid 

(iii) Steel billets 

(iv) Molybdenum concentrates 

(v) Gold 

(vz) Silver 

220,000 tonnes 

100,000 tonnes 

338 tonnes 

40,000 Ounces 

100,000 Ounces. 

Capital cost of the project is US $ 300 million, with foreign 
exchange component of US $ 250 million, which is required for 
the import of mining, milling and metallurgical machinery. 

The project would generate annual revenLes of US S 90-l20 
million including foreign exchange receipt:, of U .S. S 60-65 million 
on account of export of blister copper, etc. 



Name of che Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Compone!'lt 

Brief Description 

36 

Iron Ore Project, Distric Chagai. 

Rs. 2.000. 00 Million. 

Not yet known. 

Tm e:cpioration wor.k already done by Pakistan Ind.u.strial 
Devel opmem Curporation has revealed. proven reserves or over 
13 million (Onnes averaging 45% iron content. T.ae magnetite :1nd 
hematite percentag'! is calculated at 82 . 2 and 1.00 respectively . 
According co geological reports, deposits to the ext ent of 100 
million tonnes are available in this region. T.ae ore has the proper
ties wbic.h would make it po5sible to be combined. wit..h. other 
metallurgical ur1ts to produce practical I;. any rype of steeL 

- ,. 
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E. TRAJ.~SPORT AND COlYIMUNICATIONS 

Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Compone1a 

Period of completion 

Brief Description : 

Construction of Wana- Muslim Bagh 
Road. 

Rs. 1,120.00 million. 

Rs. 112.00 million. 

4 years. 

The project proposes to connect Wana, the capital of South 
Waziristan Agency to Muslim Bagh in the Baluchistan Province. 
The total length of the road will be 360 kms. T.ne road, apart 
from opening up this backward area, will also provide a direct 
means of communication between the Provinces of Baluchistan 
and the N.W.F.P. 



)fame of the Project 

Tot.al Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Exe~ution 

Brief Description : 

38 

Construction of Dalbandin-0/urjaw a 
Section of the RCD Highway. 

Rs. 800. 00 million 

Rs. 80.00 million. 

-+ years. 

T.oe Dalbandin-0/urjawa road forms part of c.he RCD High
way connecting Pakistan and Iran. 160 miles (258 K..vf) of the 
RCD Highway between Dalbandin and Mirjawa are still [ncomplete. 
It is essential to complete this road in order to complete the RCD 
Highway. Tne road will also open up che area for socio-economic 
development and better exploitation of the mineral. resourc..~ 

specially copper deposirs at Sainda.lc. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description : 

39 

Construction of Wadh- Kannar 
Section of the RCD Highway. 

Rs. 300. 00 million. 

Not yet known. 

4 years. 

The project envisages the construction of 64 miles (103 K.Ms) 
long Wadh-Kannar Section of the RCD Highway. With the 
construction of this road the di~tance from Karachi to Quetta 
Wlll be reduced by 195 kms., i.e. from 920 kms., to 725 kms. 
The remaining portion of the road upto Quetta is already black 
topped and this is the only section which has not yet been black 
topped. 

The road is being constructed for a des1gn speed of 95 K1VIPH 
wrth a formatron width of 10 meters and a pavement width of 
4 meters. This road will open up areas in Central Baluchistan 
which have so far been almost inaccessible. 



Name·of the Project . . Corrstruction of Khuzd:J.r-Shahdad.
kot -Sukkur Road. 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Perivd of Execution 

Brief Description : 

Rs. 900 . 00 million. 

Rs. 90 . 00 million. 

.. 

· T.o.e KJJ.uzdar area of Baluchis•an is one of the most bad:,vard 
and isolated areas of the country. Communication facilities i.L 
tbis rough and arid region are very poor and the standard of living 
oftb.e people is vel)' low. At 9resem, there is. no dir~t 2.nd adequate 
link betwe'!n Khuzdar and S ukkur, through which the main arterial 
road conn~ting the northern and southern areas of the countr; 
passes. T.o.e black top road via Quena is the only adequate route 
and is as such primarily used for traffic between Khuzdar and 
Sukk:ur. This route, however, entails a distance of about 415 
miles (668 K.M.) It is, therefore, proposed co construct a dir~t 
180 miles (290 K.M.) long black top road betv-~een Khuzdar and 
Sukkur via Sb.ab.dadkot. Tcis road., on completion, will shorten 
tbe disranc~ between these two places by 235 mile (378 K.M.) 
as compared to the existing route via Quetta. T.o.e road will 
.also open up the area for socio-economic development. 



Name of the Project . . . . . . ' . 

Totf.l Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description : 

41 

~oq.stru~tiqn of Bela-Mand Road. 

Rs. 1,550 . 00 million. 

R;). 155. 00 million. 

4 years. 

The project envisages construction of a 500 km5. long road 
from Bela to Mand near the Pakistan-Iran Border. The road 
will OP.en up this backward area and will fonn an important com
ponent of the future transportation system for the coa~tal region 
of Mekran. It will be connected by laterals to the coasta 1 towns 
and will boost the fish~ries and trade from this area thereby help
ing in the general socio-economic development of the people of 
the area. It will also f9rm an important international route to 
In~n and th~ Middle East. 



Name of che Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign E.i:change 
Component 

Period of E.1ecution 

Brief Desal'ption : 

42 

Construction of Coastal Road (Li.ari
Ormara Section). 

Rs. 700.00 million . 

Rs. 70 . 00 million. 

3 years. 

T.ae scheme envisages constr'.lction of a 2'27 K.Ms. long road 
from Li.ari (Karachi) to Ormara. A gravel road presently links 
Gawadar with Pa.sni and Ormara alongithe coast line~ However, 
there is no link between Ormara and Liari which is located on the 
K.aracbi- Beia Highway. By constructing this road. the entire 
coastal area of Baluchistan will be linked with Karachi. T.nis 
road will provide a means of facilitating trade and assist i.n the 
ecanomic development of this area. Work on cutting and :ilig:n
mcnt has already been initiated by che Provincial Government and 
a jeepable crack is being constnicted. However, major portion 
of the work i.e. the construction of an all-weather road has to be 
compieterl.. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Excange 
Comoonent 

Brief Description : 

43 

Construction of Bartakzai- Taftan Road. 

Rs. 318.68 Million . 

Not yet known . 

A stretch of 130 kms. connecting Bartakzai and Taftan lying 
on the R.C.D. Highway still remains incomplete. The importance 
of this National Highway linking Iran and Pakistan needs no 
emphasis. The road still remains a Provincial responsibility 
and the heavy expenditure involved for its completion places a 
big strain ~on provincial resources. Allocatiom are, therefore, 
inadequate for completing this road. the importance of which 
demands proper funding. 



~NiUlle · of c.he Eroject 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Des~iption : .. . . . ,.., \ ~ . ' ~ 

Construction of Zhob-Dhanasar 
Road. 

Rs. 96. 00 Million. 

Not yet lG:lown. 

This impana.nt road lin.k:.s che o.ortb.ern part of Baluchistan 
with theN .W.F.P . Its importanc~ in faciliriaing crade ~d -c·o~erce 
as weil as military requirements justifies its high priority. T.ois 
road is a pan o£ the }l"arional Highways bu! funding provided. for 
its development has been inadequate. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description ~ 

45 

Road Building Equipment 

Rs. 50.00 Million. 

Rs. 50.00 Million. 

Most roads in the Province are katcha and require regular 
grading and bulldozing. Furthermore, there is a conntinous 
requirement for repair of :flood damages to these roads and this 
necessitates maiDtenance of a large :fleet of road construction/ 
repair equipment. The existing :fleet of graders and bulldozers is 
inadequate to · cope with the heavy task and it is proposed 
to strengthen the existing :fleet by addmg 20 graders and bulldo
zers each alongwith 4 transporters. 



Name of me Proj~ 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description 

Construction . of K.huzdar-Kbaran 
Road. 

Rs. 180. 00 Million. 

Not ye~ known. 

A shingle track exists betwe::1 Kb.uzd.ar and KJ:laran via 
Basima but the track is not suitable far movement of heavy vehi
cles. K.haran which is the district head.qua.rt:r 1s mus ar present 
connected. with Khumar via Quet!.a. and- me journey __ involve~ 
distance of about 610 kms. In order to connec~ Kharan with the 
divisional headquarter through a direct link. it is absolutely 
essential to consuuct a black tapped road. which will not only 
facilitate traffic on the route but it will be of considerable strategic 
importance as 11ltimateiy Kb.aran is going to be connected with. 
RCD Highway section between Quetta and Taftan. T.ne distance 
involved is 240 kms. T'.ae expenditure involved would be of the 
order of Rs. 180 million. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description : 

47 

Construction of Sibi-Khajjak-
Harnai-Gambaz-Kohlu-Rakhni 
Road. 

Rs. 1.000. 00 million. 

Rs. 148.00 million. 

3 years. 

Mari-Bugti area is one of the most backward areas of the
Provinces. The area has a very rough and arid terrain with scant 
vegetation. The communication facilities are extremely poor. 
As a consequence the people of the area are living i~ isolation and 
their socio-economic condition is quite below the average. It is~ 
therefore, proposed to provide ao access to tb.is area by the improve
ment; construction of Sibi-Khajjak-Harnai-Gambaz-Kohlu
Rakhni road and also to provide a link with the inter-provincial 
Loralai-D. G. Khan Road, and thus provide an access to the 
Province of Punjab. The existing road is mostly shingle road,. 
good for fair weather use only. The total length of the road is. 
about 200 mile::. (322 K. M.) It is proposed to construct a black 
top road with a design speed of 80 KMPH in the plain areas, 
65 KJ.VIPH in the rolling terrain and 55 K.NIPH in the mountaneous 
ter rain, with appropriate geometric design standards, for all 
weather operation. 



Name of the ProJ~t 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description : 

Con::.cruction of loralai 
co K.hanazai Road 

Rs . 650 . 00 rrillion. 

Rs. 65 .00 million. 

3 year~. 

The project envisages che consuuction of a 210 kms long all
we:!ther road from Loralai to Kbanazai in the Baluchistan Province. 
T11e road will provide a direct Link between. these t'.liO towns ~d 
also provide an all-weather access co the people of the area :o 
Quetta.. fhe road will help in the general uplift of the are::!. and 
improve the socio--economic conditions or' che people of crus 
backward area. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Forejgn Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

~ Brief Description : 
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Improvement of Roads/tracks. 

Rs. 100. 00 million. 

Rs. 10.00 million 

3 years. 

There are man) isolated and backward areas in Baluchistan 
where there are only tracks and fair weather roads which connect 
them to civilization. It is important to provide better communi
cation facilities for people of these areas in order to improve the 
socio-economic conditions of the people of these backward areas 
of the country. 



Name of th.e Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign £:'\change 
Component 

Peri.od. of Execution 

Brief Description 
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Tn.sta.lla.tion of iYlicro-waYe Radio 
Relay System be!Ween Karachi- uthai 
-Ormara- Pasni--Gawader -Jiwani.
Turbat. 

Rs. 140. 00 million. 

Rs. 56 .00 million. 

3 years. 

It is envisagerl t.o provide re!iable tele-commWlic.ation facilities 
ill tb.e shape of a radio relay system for tbe ~emote areas along 
the coastal pan of Pakistan covering cowns of l7t.hal. Ormara-. 
Pasni. Gawadar. Jiwan:i and Turbat. etc. .-\t the mornemt. these 
towns Jack in all cypes of communication facilitres. There is 
neither any railway route nor all weather hjghways and existmg 
tele-communication facilities are also inadequate and unreliable. 
It is, therefore. proposed "o instal a microwave system oerween 
Karachi-Uthal--Ormara-Pasni-Ga wadar of caFICHY 3-RF 
channels namely : 

(i) Telephone channel fN 960 tele:Jhones. 

(ii) T.V. Channel f·Jr colour T.V. relay with associaterl 
sou.nd channel. 

(iii ) Stand by channel for (i) and (ii) above. 

Another m1cro-wave lin...< of radio relay system with the ~apa
city of 2-RF channels will be installed also trorn F2.Sni to Turbat 
and Gawadar to Jiwam as follows : 

(i) Telephone ciJ.annel for 960 teiepnone 

(ii) Stand-by channel for (i) above. 

Equipment relating co Radio , :Vfast, .-\erial. Power P!am, 
T~ting instrumem including spares for two ye.ars will be- required. 
The cost of buildings required for the proj~t h~ also bee!! in
cluded. in the totAl cost. 



Name of the ProJect 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description 
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. Installation of Micro-wave Radio 
Relay System between Karachi
Uthal- Bela- Khuzdar -Kalat- Quetta 

Rs. 114.59 million. 

Rs. 45 .2 million. 

3 years. 

At present, there is n.o reliable high capacity eros~ country 
micro-wave link in the western part of the country. K.huzdar 
has been connected to NWD on over head line and Bela, though. 
approved, is yet to be connected on NWD. It i::. necessary to 
provide a high capacity micro-wave link between Karachi-Uthal
Bela-Khuzdar- Kalat-Quetta. It will have capacity of 3-RF 
channels namely : 

(i) Telephon.e channel for 1 ,8DO telephone:::.. 

(ii) T.V. channel for colour T .V. relay with associated sound 
channel. 

(iii) Stand-by channel for (i) and (ii) above. 

Equipment relating to Radio , Mast, Aerial, Power Plant, Test
ing instrument including spares for two yea r:::. will be required. The 
cost of building;:, required for the project has also been included 
in the total cost. 



Name of the Project 

Toral Ca!,liral Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of E:~ecurion 

Brief Description 

Improved Sign:J:lling on Sibi-Quena 
Section. 

Rs. 60.00 million 

Rs. 46. 50 million. 

2 years. 

Tne present signalling system on the S.ibi-Quetta Section is 
obsolete and cannot perform irs function efficiently. Besides 
placement, tt requires better technological specification to handle 
increasing traffic efficiently and economically by reducing waiting 
t 1me at stations. thereby increasing r.he sectional capacity. 
Modern signalling is also one of the imponant element in affording 
maximum safety to train oprations. 

It is, therefore considered necessary to provi.de m.ode:-n signal
ling 'Ni.tb all relay inter-locking on Sibi-Queua Section. Tne system 
will be acquired from suitab le foreign manufacturers and installed 
by PakistaniEngineers and is expected to be completed in two years . 



Name of the ProJect 

Total Capital Co::.t 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Period of Execution 

Brief Description 
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Civil Aviation Facilities at Sibi , Zhob 
and Khuzdar 

Rs. 77 . 50 million. 

Rs. 10.00 million 

3 years. 

Sibi, due to its location, has a signi:Bcant place in the provin<~e 
of Ba!ul;histan, which is relatively a less developed Province of 
Pakistan. The existing communica~ion facilities to connect it 
with the provincial headquarters and other district headquarters 
are not adequate. Even the existing aerodrome at Sibi is not fit 
for operations Gf F~27 and C-130 type of aircrafts. It 1s, therefore, 
proposed to undertake : 

~a) Repair and strengthening of the existmg runway and 
its extension ; 

. ' . . . 
(b) ConstructioD of Taxi-way and Apron operation 

-- -- ~ - ···- - --....... --· ····-· - - -- ~--- -- -- -

(c) Construction of Terminal Building ; 

(d) Construction of Transmitting Stat_~n, Fii;"e Station, 
M.T. Station and Metreological Observatory ; and 

(2) Other services. 
. .. .. -: ·1 --

It is also essential to open up the inaccessible. areas of Ba.luch-
istan b)l -p_roviding. immediate air- ... erv~ce to Zhob and Kh1J.Z,9ay . 
The PIA have the capacity to commence a1r-service to these towns 
but ca? _n,o_t do so b~~'?-use. ,of lack of. essential infra-structure. It 
is propo~~c! . to pro":i~e basic aero-drome facilities. fit for operat ion 
of Fokker aircraft, at these towns also . 

-· -- · ···- --- --- - --- -
Ou completioL, the proposed facilit is would not only make 

air travel and quick communications/ transport facilities available 
to the local people, there would also contribute to the socio-econo 
mic development of the area. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Comoonent 

Brief DescritJtion : 
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Consuuctio r Imnrvement of Ra il
way::. in Baluchistan. 

Rs. l .:+78. 00 million. 

Rs. 357. 00 :Vfillion. 

It is pr ooosed that a oev• Ra.ilway li ne be la1d between Karachi 
and Beia. It i~ also proposed. "har Bostan to Nasai Section oe 
improved and wi.deneu to broad gauge. T.oe BoLan Section and 
the Taftan-Q~1etta Section also require t '"Tlproveme::n i.n order to 
meet the requirements of the ~:usting traffic load aod the ~x:oected. 
inc!""'..ase res11lting from the deve!opmenc of copper ctnd iron/steei 
industries m this regtoD . 

Tne Section-wise details cf cost estimates are as foLlows 

(lvGlli on Ruoees) 

Length Cost/ fora! Forei~ 
Name of Section km.s. km. Capital E'(change 

Cost Component 

1 2 ~ ,1 5 ., ..,. 

1. Karachi-Bela New 
line construction 160 3.75 600.00 120.00 

.., Bostan to Nasai con-
version from Narrow 
~u()'e - ~ 

tc Broad-
gauge 120 l. 57 138.00 37.00 

3. Bolan-Qu.etta.-Tafun 
Section 370 l. 86 690.00 20u.OO 

Total 1,!113.00 357 .00 
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F. PHYSICAL PLANNING AND HOUSING 

Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description 

Construction of Office-cum-Residen ti 'J.. 

Accommodation in Baluchistan. 

Rs. 783. 00 Million. 

At the time of creation of Baluchistan Province in 1970, the
housing infrastructure was negligible. With the creation of new 
administrative units and establishment of new offices of Provincial 
and Federal Agencies, shortage of residential-cum -office accom
modation has become very acute. fn recent past, a survey was 
conducted to assess the requirements in this respect through Pro
vincial Communication and Works Department. According to 
the report prepared by the asid Department a total covered area of 
65,21,481 square feet will have to be constructed to meet the 
housing gap in the province. Needless to point out that unless. 
basic amenities in the form of housing-cum-office accommodation 
are provided the efficiency of the staff required to serve in the 
far-fl.upg areas of the province will continue to suffer to the dis
advantage of Government as well as public. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Forei w E'<chan£e 
Component -

Brief Description : 
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Drinking Water Supply Facilities tn 
Quet!a., Beipat and Gadanr. 

Rs'. l 00". 00 million. 

Rs. 20. 00 million. 

The overall population coverage of water supply in B'aluchis,an 
by 1980 is abour. 26 per cent, including a coverage of only about 
13 per ~nt in the rural areas of Baluchistan against the national 
average of J l per cent on an overall basis and 11 per: cent r"o r ~e 
rural.areas. Tne ~roo lem of drinking water supply. in the province 
of Baluchistan is more acute chan in rhe other provinces of Pakis
tan as the province is located in an arid zone. 

The Provincial · Government b.as been undenak:i.rrg the- im:oro
vemenr and establishment of drinking water- supply schemes 
thraugbom the ' province. The programmes in Quetta, Belpar 
and Gadani; however. deserve· prib-rity and have been proposed. 
in this project: 

The project aims at increasing the· water supply coverage tr. 
Quetta from the existing 50 per cent to about· 75 per cent md tO 

provide full coverage in Belpat and Gadani area.s. The bre:1k1Jo 
of the cost for Quetta. Beipat and Gadani is as follows :-

Location 

Quena 

Bel pat 

Gad ani 

Population Cost pu 
to be covered capita (Rs. ) 
(thousands) 

l ""d J , 

30 

1 -.) 

500 

600 

iOOO 

Total : 

Total 
cost (Rs. 1n 

million ) 

6i 

l8 

1 -.• J 

LOO 

T.n.e cost estimates are rather tentative and will have co ce 
Armed up on the basis of detailed projects. Foreign exchange 
\).ill be required. for pumping machinery and creat:ne:;,t plams. 
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The three components of the proJect are described 
below : 

(a) Quetta.--It is estimated that at present about 50 per cent 
of the total population of about 230,000 is served by 
water supply facilities. A survey has been conducted 
and there are indications that sufiicient ground water 
does exist in the Quetta valley which can meet the exis
ting and future damands of the city. The project entaib 
the boring of several batteries of tubewells on the peri
phery of the valley along the base of the mountains which 
will be connected by pipes to a central supply system. 
The project will cover a population of 1 ~4,000 in
cluding improvement of services of an existing popula
tion of about 60,000. 

(b) Belpat.- The Pat Feeder area of Sibi Division has no 
potable water other than small qua..rJtities of stored rain 
water and infrequent supplies provided by the Railways. 
A fairJy large population of 25,000 spread over 15 villages 
i~ affected. With the con:;truction of the Pat feeder 
canal it is now possible to provide a permanent source 
of water supply for this neglected and backward area 
of the province. It is proposed to lay a pipeline with 
the usual filtration system necessary for providing pot
able water for the vi llages in this area whose population 
is estimated to be about 30,000. 

(c) Gadani.-This township has a fairly large population 
due to the thriving shipbreaking industry establishment 
in the area. Tourism Division is also contemplating 
the establishment of a resort in the area. The present 
population of labourers exceeds 10,000 and their only 
means of water supply is through tankers which trans
port water from Hub Chowki located at the distance of 
19 kms. It is proposed to lay a pipeline under the 
project from Hub canal in order to provide an assuted 
supply of water for a population of about 15,000. 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 

Component 

Brief Description 
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G. ~LASS :VIEDIA 

Television Coverage in Baluchistan. 

Rs. 20. 00 million. 

Not yet known. 

At presem Queu.a and its 5nrrounding areas are covered. by 
the Television Starion already functioning. Due w vastness of 
the Province and mountainous terrain,ceievision ~ crvice is not 
available to parts of Quena and Sibi Divisions. The Civil Divis
ions of Kalat and Mek:ran are out of range altogether. In order 
that national and provincial programmes could be te!evised for the 
beneiit of this large segment of population it has been proposed 
to instal a TV Booster near Sibi in the first phase w be followed by 
yet another Booster at Khojak (Chaman ) 5Ub::cquemly . 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 

Component 

Brief Description 
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Radio Coverage m Baluchistan. 

Rs. 15. 00 million. 

Not yet known. 

The present Broadcasting Station at Quetta covers only a 
part of the Province and areas such as Mekrru·, Divi~ion and parts 
of Kalat Divis ion are completely out to its range. In order that 
the remaining population is enabled to listen to the natioDal and 
regional programmes, it is ab~olutely esser:tial to set up an in de
pendent Broadcasting Station at Turbat- Mekran Division and 
strengthen the station now being installed at Khuzdar, the 
headquarter of Kalat Division. 
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H. EDUCATION 

Name of the Proje~t Engineering College. K.:O.uzdar. 

Total Capital Cost Rs . 126 . 90 million. 

Foreign Exchange 
Component Rs. 43. 15 million. 

Brief Description 

The College shall provide ins~ruciion leading w the Bacb.elor 
of Engineering degree in Civil. ~fecb.anical, Ele~IricJ.l and :Y(ini ng 
engineering to 480 studems. The college is being eSt3.blisbed on 
a -+0 hectares land 3.t Klluzdar in Baluchistan. T.ne projec1: :11-
cludes construction programme covering a total built-up area of 
0 .423 million sq. ft. which includes academic and ad::J1jnisuat i ve 

buildings. hostel ac:ornmodation fo r s1:udems, :-esidential r"aci !i ties 
fo r teachers and other staff and miscellaneous facilities sucli ~s 

gymnasium. staff du~. guest ho u~e. mosque. urility store, etc. On 
·:ompletion, the college shall have both educational as well as :· ~

creational facilities comparable co other engmeermg co lleges :Ll 

the country. 

The major cost componei ·.ts of the project are 

1 Million Rupees 1 

Item 

(i) Cost ofland and site development including 
internal roads, water supply etc. 

(ii) Civil works : 

(a) College building 

(b) Hostel for 430 studems 

(c) 234 st:aif residences 

Amount 

9 .5{)0 
49 . 854 

16.721 
7.680 

22 .880 

(d) Communal facilities including gymnasium, 
guest house, sian club, etc. 

(iii ) Laboratory equi-pmem 

(iv) Liorary books and journals 

(v) Furniture and tran~pon 
(vi ) Foreign training of staff 

(vii) Consultants fee 

(viii) Contingencies 

..... ... -.... 
1...J I ) 

46.i90 
2. 000 
3 .5{)0 
3 .710 
5 .500 

6. 043 



Name of the Project 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign Exchange 
Component 

Brief Description 
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De-velopment of General Education 
in Baluchistan. 

Rs. 200.00 million. 

Nil. 

As a result of slow rate of progress, Baluchistan is behind 
other Provinces in respect of educational development. Position 
of Baluchista11 compared to other Provinces at different levels "'f 
education can be seen below :-

Baluchistan Punjab 

% of(5- 9) years po
pulation enrolled 
in classes I - V .. 

% of (10- 12) years 
population enrolled 
in classes VI---VIII. 

/6 of (13- 19) years 
population enrolled 
in classes IX-X .. 

32 

10 

8 

56 

21 

15 

Sind N.W.F .P. 

59 52 

24 21 

16 12 

The above figure::, indicate that at the primary level only three 
children receive education in Baluchistan against six both in Punjab 
and Sind and five in N.W.F.P. The position of enrolment at 
the middle and high stages of education is also poor but it rs the 
logical conclusion of lack cf adquate growth at the primary level. 
To bring Baluchistan at par with other Provi.ncesit is necessary 
that special efforts are made to develo;: the entire :,chool educJ.
tion at primary, middle and high stages at an accelerated pace. 
Since primary education constitutes the base of the entire educa
tion system, achievement of accelerated progress at all subsequent 
stages of education is dependent on adequate progress of primary 
education. In Balucbi::,tan, there are 2,073 boys and 484 girls 
primary schools to cover a province of a vast area covering 347,188 
Sq. K.ms. with 7,388 villages. Since some of the schools are located 
in urban areas it is estimated that one out of every four villages 
has facilities of primary education for boys and 6 out of every 
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100 villages have facili'.ties of girls primary educauon. It is ex
tremely important that special measures are :.do-peed co rmmediateiy 
provide schools in as many villages as possible. Hence highest 
priority should be assigned to the development of primary educa
tion botb of boys and girls followed by provisron of facilities oE 
middle and high stages of education ro accommoda ce larger dow 
from primary schools. To ensure timely supply of •rained teachers 
for expandmg the school system. existing programmes of •raining 
of primary and secondary schools teachers will ::.lso need co be 
expanded. New and existing programmes of secondary educa
tion (classes VI-X) should emphasi~e teaching of :nar.hemarics 
science and vocational subjects so w.1.at those passing the matricula
tion can join pre-medical and pre -.;ngineering FSc. courses and 
the polytec-hnics. T.nose o.ot proceeding for further education 
can become self-employed or can join technical or commercial 
training institutes or gee absorbed in apprem:iceship training oro
gramme. 

Based on these consideration~, a development programme of 
school education has been drawn up which is given in the attacn
ed annexure. 
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AnneXllrlt 

SPEOAL PROGRA1\1l\1E OF DEVELOPMENT OF GEJ.'ffiRAL 
SCHOOL EDUCATION IN BALUCHISTAN 

(Million Rupees) 

Programmes 

I. Opening of 1,00 onew primary schools (including 250 mosque) 
schools. 

2. Consolidation of existing primary schools to ensure that they 
can accommodate five classes (I-V). 

3. Adding classes (VI, VIT and VIII) in 100 primary schools. 

4. Adding classes (IX and X) in existing 40 middle schools . 

5. Improvement of Teaching Science in 50 high schools. 

6. Strengthening of Teaching of Vocational/Commerce courses in 
50 high schools . . 

7. Strengthening and expansion of training programmes of primary 
and secondary schools teachers. 

8. Provision of residences for primary and secondary school teach
ers . 

Total . . 

Estimated 
Cost 

80.00 

10 (\() 

35. 00 

25 .00 

5.00 

5.00 

15 .00 

25.00 

200.00 
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r. HF..ALm 

Name of the Project Development of Primary He:JJth C3.re 
in Baluchistan. 

Total Capital Cost 

Foreign E'(change 
Com-ponent 

Brief Description 

Rs. 13 . 24 million . 

Nil. 

Tne present position ofbealth facilities in BBJuchis~:an may be 
see!'! below :-

Facility 

Basic Healtb· Units/Dispensaries .. 

Rural Health C~mres 

Hospital beds 

Doc-::ors 

Au:tiliaries including ~urses 

Existing 
"Num ber 

507 

2,116 

252 

2,043 

Position of Baluchistan compared w other provinces of various 
categories of health services is given below :-

Population per Facilit; 
Fa~Ji~:y 

Baluchlstan N .W F .P . Sind Punjab 

Bas1c Health Units/ 
Dispensaries 5,532 11,552 12. 198 l 6,5~ 

Hospi~:al Beds 1,266 1,675 1,323 1,916 

Doctors 5,530 10,454 
., _...,...., 

6,61 1 . . - • I ~ ... 

Au:tiliaries indud-
mg Nurses. (per 
doc-.:or) 8.1 2.5 1 • 1.9 .. .. ) 
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The above figures indicate that there is no specific decicnc} 
of any service in Baluchistan as compared to other provinces . . 
However, there are some spatial distributional problems wherein 
fadlities are concentrated in few big places. Due to large scatter 
of population in the province, most of the people in rural areas are 
not getting appropriate health cover. The problems relating to 
health in Baluchistan are given below :-

1. Absence of Front line workers e.g., dai(community 

health workers. 

2. Mid-level workers in Baluchistan mostly belong to other 
provinces. There. is a need for training institutions at 
places other than Quetta for candidates belonging to 
the province. 

Due to vast area and population scatter, it is proposed that 
each village/concentration of population should have atleast one 
front line worker i.e. dai(community health worker who should 
provide MCH services and treatment for common ailments. 
Training of 2,300 workers of such category has been proposed. 
The total cost of training and replenishment of medicines for one 
year is estimated at Rs. 5. 865 million. The replenishment can 
be done through district health offices or through the offices of tlie 
local government institution. 

It is also proposed to set up two n~w schools for training of 
mid level health workers. The places may be Fort Sandeman and 
Kalat. The capacity of each institution may be about 30 students, . 
The cost of each school is estimated at Rs. 3. 69 million. Detail 
cost estimates are given in the Annexure. 

-...'. 
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(l) E3'rimated Cost o i Training or' 1 ,.300 Dais/Commllllity Health Woric.:rs. 

(~n RllpCC$}.. 

----------- -------------------

(i) Stipends ior cramces fof' three· months@ R3. 2.50. pel' moot.Jol 
and out of pocket expen.ses @ Rs. 100 1. 955 

( ii) Kits 2..300 1 . 1 50 

(iii) R~lenishment of Medicines @ Rs. 1 ,200 per worke:- pc::-
amntm 2 . i 6iJ 

iii) Training Schoo l for mid level work:r 
ca;Jacity of School - 30 train~ 
building for scb.ooi a;ea 6DOO s:'t : 

Total 5 . 365 

Re:sicienc=. for doctor 2 @ 2500 sft 5600 sit"""' 300 sft :·or se::vant 

3 for others 1ll. 1000 sr1: = 3000 sit 
ho!u:f· !0\00Q sft: 

CoSts in 
million Rupees 

Mam· Building . . 0 . 9U 

Residences 1 . ~ 

Hom! 1.50 

TOW. .. 3.69 · 

Coat-·fm- one-3choot . . 3. 69 

cost fer·nvo Sci:too~ 7 . 3.8 

Recurring cost 1 . 00 
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GLOSSORY 
Metre = 1 . 0~961 Yds. 1 Kilot~ram = 2.20462 Pound~ 

= 1.07169 Seem Kilometre = 0.62137 Mile. 
1 Metric Tonne = 0.98421 Too Yard = O.Ql44 Metre 26.7922 Maund 

Mile 1 . 60Q344 Kilo!lletre3 1 Ton = 1.01605 ~etric ·roaaes 
Litre = 1. 75980 Pints 1 Sq. Mette :::: 1.19599 <;q. Yd~. 

Litre = 0 .8799o Quart Hcct1're = 2 . 47111~ ACl'~ 

Li!r• = 0 .219976 Gallon (l~Top) Sq Kilometre = 0 . 386101 Sq. Mile. 
Pint = 0.56824 Litre I Sq . Pt. = 929.03 Sq. Comti M~ 
Quan = 1.131\49 Litres I Sq. Yd, = 0.83613 .<~q . Me'T• 

I Gallon (Imp) = 4. 54596 Litres 1 Ac:to = 0 . 40461!6 Hectare_ 
1 Gallon (U.S,) = 0.83268 Galloos (lmp) I Sq. Mil.e = 2.58999 SqWire K.i~omem:. = 3 .78533 L~ 

PCPPI-l 080/Planning.-3~8-80.--230. 
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NOTE ON 

BALUCHISTAN VALLEY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

I NT RODUCTION 

1. A World. llank mission comprising .. Messrs. Seager (Agriculturist-

Leader), Lesueur, (Economist), Anderson (Groundwater Specialist) and 

Moore (Soil Conservation Engineer) visited Quetta between August 29 and 

September 14, 1980. At the end of its stay, the mission held discussions 

with the Additional Chief Secretary (Mr. Jilani), Government of Baluchistan 

(GOB) and proposed the possibility of developing a VALLEY DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT (in Baluchistan) with the following six components: 

A. Water spreading for groundwater recharge and improvement 

of rangelands; 

B. Soil and water conservation (through contour bunding and 

harnessing. of small .~treams) for sailaba (flood) agriculture; 

C. Tubewells ( 1 cusec or less) for irrigation (including com..-r.and 

area development); 

D. Minor diversion schemes for irrigation ( ir:c:J .,d i~;; command 

area development); 

E. Livestock water poin ~s using windmills; and 

F. Technical Assistance. 

Notes on engineering aspects of the above components are given in Annex I 

and may be helpful to the Project Preparation mission. 

2. These proposals of the mission have now been reviewed and it is 

agreed that an acceptable project can be built around these components. It 

is recommended that GOB consider having a project prepared (perhaps on a 

subcontract basis) as soon as possible. The Bank would be willing to give 

technical assistance by providing (at our cost) a hydrogeologist, a range 

management specialist and a so_i). conservation/irrigation engineer to assist 

in project preparation. It is proposed that a Pakistani Project Preparation 
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t e i.liTl b!:! g in t; wu r k <J s soon as p o s s i b 1 c , t o be j o in ed by t he three spec i a 1 i. s t s 

mentioned above <~round mid J.Jnuar y l9t!l. It is estim.:lted that Ll COP/CO!~ 

l'ruj ec l l'n.:Jlar<J l J u n l<et><> rt can he read y l>y end or Marcil 19tH for subm lss L,!l1 

to and apprJ1sJ1 IJy tla~ ll<lllk. 

J. This note summa rizes the project a s we presently see it. New facts, 

surfacing durin~ rroject preparation, may (and should) modify the project 

concept. The cost structure of the project would be: 

Number of 
Project Component Units ( sub-Projects) 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Water Spreading 

Sailaba Agriculture 
1/ Tubewells- for irrigation 

n.· Minor Diversion Schemes 

E. Livestock Water Points 

F. Technical Assistance 

Sub- total 

Contingencies 

Total Cost 

10 

10 

50 

15 

75 

150 

Aprroximate Cos t 
(US $ Mill ion 

1.0 

1.0 

4 . 5 

1.5 

1.5 

0.5 

10.0 

2.5 

12.5 

We are presently envisaging a llS$ 12.5 Million project; the fisheries component 

discussed with the Seager miss~on could form the basis for a separate project. 

Proposed Project Concept 

4. The Project would comprjse a number ( about 150) of units or sub-projects 

in the agreed component categories, and these sub- projects are likely to be 

scattered across the province. In defining projects of this nature (many 

/1 In the following river basins only-
(1) Qila Saifullah (Zhob river basin) (20 tuber..~ells· (Ti-l)) 
(2) Gumbaz (Nari River basin) (20 TI.J) 
(3) Nal and Greshak (Hingol river basin) (5 Til) 
(4) Panjgur Area (Pakistan river basin) ( 5 TW) 



compo;1~nts, lJrge numb~r ol· s ui>-pr u jel·ts) tl1e !lank gener2lly uses <1 local 

in t er mediD.ry o r ganiza tion to C;J rr y out suh- project preparation and apprD.is.:-~1 

in acco rJance •..Jith ctgreec..l "teclmlcal" anJ "economic" criteria. Technic al 

<1ssist<1n~c to end t rctining for t he personnel of the int ermediary organizati on 

is often pr ovided under t he project. 

5. The intermediary organization(s ) . could be fl) the Baluchistan Development 

Authority and/o r (2) the Planning and Development Department and /or 

(3) the I rrigat io n Department, and/or (4) the Ag riculture Department and /o r 

(5) WAPDA. It would be the task of the Preparation Team to define and justify 

(1) the intermediary organization ( s ) (2) the technical assistance and training 

needed ( 3) the technical, economic and locational criteria for the various 

project components, and (4) the institutional and policy underpinnings for 

effective-implementation of the proposed project. Annex II gives a draft 

Table of Contents for t he proposed Pcoject Draft Report. The Table of Contents 

is provided for guidance only; coverage of the suggested topics would, however, 

be desirable in case some alternative reporting format is adopted. 

Issues Forseen 

6. In its project lending, the Bank has increasingly emphasized 

(j) distribution of benefits and (2) operation and maintenance (OMf) of 

completed works as crucial issues. The Seager mission has already soug h t 

GOP/GOB help in developing satisfactory solutions to the benefit distribution 

anj O&M issues that are expected to arise in the irrigation ( tubewell, minor 

diversion) and the livestoc k water points (windmill) components. These issues 

are briefly discussed below. 

Benefit Distribution from Water Development 

7. The present land holdings in Baluchistan are large by Asian s~andards; 

their historical evolution in an arid land is understandab le. The difficulty 

arises when unirrigated land is converted thr ough tubewell or surface water 

development into irrigated land at public expense. The benefits accrue to 

a few landowners. The re commendation of t he Seager mission was that the 

benefits of water development (a tubewell or a minor diversion ) , accrue to at 

least 20 farm fam ilies. It is im po rt ant, t heref ore, that the Project Pre pa r a ti on 

Team descr:i..be carefully the patte·rns of (1) land holdings (2) land tenure 



(including cost .lncl bencf it -sharing <1rra ngements) nnct. (J) f.:1nn inc omes 

(level composition, f.Jr;;1 and off -f :Irm) in tt1e respective project areas and 

t o pre;;ent spo..T i I f t· (I i 11.11w i.1l nnd /ur pl1ys it:;ll) soJ.u t Jon;:; fo r sprend lng tl.c 

bent.:tlts of '..J<ILL·r d e velupnieil l to, ul lt..:;J::-;t , 20 fumllies . 

Benefit Distribu t ion from \~indmill -ope rilted Pum_ps 

8. The Seager mission has advised that difficulties may be encountered 

in ensuring tiiLit water from a wind mill - driven pump would be available, as a 

matter of course and established rig h t, to all who by custom may graze their 

stock on the ranges. The mission was advised that benefits from previous 

attempts to provide stock waterting facilities were inequitably distributed 

because access to the water was barred to all but a few. The Project 

Preparation Team. should, there fo re, develop concrete institutional proposals 

for ensuring free access to the water pumped by the windmills. 

Maintenance of Windmills 

9 . Even though windmills t·~quire minimal routine maintenance, they have 

to be inspected daily and, if necessary , shut down until a mechanic arrives 

to effect the necessary repairs. This inspection is best carried out by a 

responsible local resident, whc has the means to contact the ~.aintenance 

mechanic if the need aris~=. fhe Project Preparation Team should propose the 

structure f or organizing such inspection and the number of mobile teams ( the 

me ~hanic, his crew, vehicle ann equipment) required for the periodic inspection 

and repairs of the 75 windmill s proposed under the project. 

10. Other issues may arise i n the course of further discussions and 

during project preparation. 

11. Arrangements for initiating the work of the Project Preparation Team 

should be finalized in the near future. Important aspects of these arrangemen~s 

ar~: 

Nomination of a Pakistani Project leader and the identification 

of team members; 

Agreement on t he skills f or which Bank technical assistanc e 

would be required; .. and 

Agreement on the schedule for activities up to preparation of the 

project document for submission to the World Bank. 

November 12, 1980 
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BALUCHIST:'-'f,j' VALLEY DEVELOP~NT PROJ ECT 

1. This annex presents some engineering notes for Valley Development 

in Baluchistan. The project report should display adequate engineering 

data for: 

a) Soil and water conservation throu gh contour bunding and 

harnessing overland flow and small flash run-off streams 

for sailaba irrigation. 

b) Water spreading for ground water recharge. 

c) Development of command area for existing and new tubewells. 

d) Minor diversion schemes for irrigation, including related 

command area development. 

e) Livestock water points through windmills . 

A. Contour Bunding for Water Spreading for Sailaba Agriculture 

2. The Method of Construction. The method of construction proposed for 

the demonstration schemes is concrolled diver~ion of runoff in nullahs and the 

in.stallation of master bunds and intermediate bunds with adeq·1ate overflow 

d~yices. The amount of water application would be the appro~ imate depth of 

the water that the soil will absorb. The soils in the dec~nstration scheme 

areas have only fair infiltration rates; therefore, diversior.. of flow should 

be limited to 1-1/2 acre-fe~t per acre. 

3. Land slopes average about 1.5 to 2 percent. Using a ~aster bund of 

4 to 5 feet on a 600-700 foot intervar with specific overflow points (p itched 

epillways) will reduce the number of nullah gabions requ ired. Intermediate ., 
bunds of 2 feet in height spaced about 100 feet apart on the contour will 

permit adequate pending. The master bund and intermediate bunds should have 

a free-board of not less than 0.5 feet. 

4. The soils are about 30 inches deep underlain by gravel and rock. The 

first 12 inches are a silty clay with a plow pan at 3 to 4 inches. At a depth 

of 12 ~ 14 inches there is a hard caliche layer, the r~aining depth is hard 

silty clay. To permit better water intake, subsoiling on 2-foot spacing to 

the depths of 12 - 14 inches is recommended. 
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5. An example of design would be a master bund -to supply water to 

approximately 20 ac (1,320 feet wide by 660 feet long); to supply l-l / 2 ac 

ft of water per ac in a 6- hour period for a total of 30 ac ft/6 hrs, flow 

rate will need to be about 60 cfs. Four outlets through the master bund 

at 330 foot intervals (165 feet frcm each end) with the 2 center ones 

having 20 cfs capacity and the 2 end ones having 10 cfs capacity would give 

fair distribution into the first secondary bund. The secondary bund should 

accommodate flow around each end for the above d-istribution out of the main 

bund. Considering trapezoidal or rectangular pitched spillways out of the 

main bund with 1 foot head, the center outlets would need to be about 7 feet 

wide and the end outlets about 3 feet wide. 

6. The construction method proposed is summarized as follows: 

a) A wheel tractor (equipped with a contour leveler) draws a 

bund trace on the contour line with a disc ridger. 

b) A 150 HP motor grader with front dozer blade will then construct 

the bunds b{ pushing earth from below onto the line of 

to the designed height. Stone pitched outlets are located 

along the master b~nd for controlled water release to the 

intermediate bundr . . 

c) The inter-b.::-ci ~:.:ea is roughly leveled by the grader patrol. 

d) Subsoiling would be a 12- 14 inch depth with chisel shanks 

spaced at two foot intervals on a tool bar attached to a 

100 HP dual wheeled tractor . 
., 

e) The gabion for diversion to the master bund should be made 

of rock bound with coated mesh wire. 

(i) The position and height of the gabion should be to 

divert only the dfsired flow into the master bund. 

~ (ii) The master bund would be lain out ou a level line 

to the mid-point of the adjacent nullah, except that 

the inlet end will be constructed to the gabion df

version point and the outlet end would be elevated 

1/2 foot above the contour. Pitched stone spillways 

will be spaced at intervals of about 300 feet. 
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f) The intermediate bunds would be laid out on a level line, 

except that both ends would be elevated l/2 foot above the 

contour. Water would be trapped to a depth of 18 inches 

for two-foot high bund. Space bet~een the bunds would be 

deter.nined by vertical intervals and not by horizontal 

measurement. Each bund ~auld be set up so the ridge height 

would ~b~:to t~e e~~v a tion, .05 the l.;lP.S tr:,~.a.m bund toe . . 

B. Water Spreading for Ground Water Recharge 

7. Existing recharge to the alluvial aquifers could be improved by 

water spreading of short-duration flood flows as they cross the gravely 

u.pper slopes of the alluvial fans. Water spreading has potential because the 

upper slopes of the alluvial fans have a rapid intake rate and overland flow 

of water: across these fans would not create an erosion problem. Various 

methods of water spreading for ground water recharge have been used in 

Europe and the U.S.A. Check dams have been used to create s~all reservoirs. 

However, with the high volume of flows in the nullahs of Baluchistan, this 

methoO:: would appeal: to t'e expensive. Basin metnod. invluving retaining dike 

have been used, but this method of construction would again be too ~xpensive 

because of the shale material in the fans. A common practice of spreading 

'.hrough ditches appears the mo~t practical. However, care must be taken 

in spreading uncontrolled flood water at peak flow for this purpose. With 

no experience in this method of recharge in Baluchistan, trials of demonstration 

~chemes w1th adequate monitoring should be undertaken. 

L On selected sites, water spreading demonstration schemes involving 

!~'le following design may be implemented: 

Diversion of nullah flow on 1,000 foot intervals by constructing 

a two-foot. notch into the nullah bank and contouring a t~o-foot 

depth cha~nel, eight feet wide across the alluvial fan to mid~ay 

to the adjacent nullah. 

The construction method proposed is as follows: 

f) Construct a wire basket rock fill gabion in the nullah. 

b) 5take out a one percent gradient for the conveyance channel. 

c) Use a 125 HP wheeled bulldozer to construct the channel. 

' 
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C. Development of Co~~and Areas for Existin£ and New Tubewells 

9. In Baluchistan tubewells do not have adequate command area develop-

~ent. Given the limited amount of water in Baluchistan, it is important 

that full utilization of pumped ground water be made. It seems proper t hat 

with the energizing of existing and new tubewells an active program of 

comman& area managemen t should be initiated. 

10. A typical model for irrigatiop ditch conveyance and on-farm irrigation 

systems for the Zhob Valley may be: 

a) With a valley gradient from east to west of 10 feet per mile, 

a tubewell of one cusec would serve a command area of 60- 80 acres. 

Local topography would determine the layout of the command area 

in each case. However, as an ~xample, the command area could be 

located around the tubewell with a main watercourse of 1320 feet 

to the east and 1320 feet to the west. The direction of 

irrig~tion would be north and south of the main watercourse. 

b) The irrigat~on system should be designed to provide consumptive 

use !'eq•.1irenents fo:: at::ples, gr.:;.in, c:;.-....1 forage c:.:-_..;ps. G,:ain 

crops will be grown in summer and winter seasons. 

c) The above crops, soil)and climate suggest border method of 

irrigation for thl ! farm irrigation system. CauL.on, however, 

must be take::. t:::. prevent damage to crops by temporary inundation. 

The general ra~e of available moisture holding capacity 

of the soil is l.7S to 2.5 inches per foot; therefore, the 

_average design <Jalue of 2. 2 inches per foot could be used 

for fine textur~ soils. The readily availab~e moisture 

for a fine t~xtured soil with a crop root zone depth of 

3 feet is: (3 feet) (2.2 inches) = 6.6 inches gross 

Soil moisture depletion should be limited to SO percent of 

capacity. With a SO percent moisture depletion, the net . 
available water would be: (6.6 inches) (SO%) = 3.3 inches net 

Frequency of irrigation could be: (3.3 inches net) - 11 days 
(0.30 inch consumptive use/day) 

It is noted that the design for this model, <.;hich includes a 

50 percent depletion of moisture, would only provide consumptive 
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needs for 40 acres. However, with winter and summer 

cropping, t he develo pm ent of 60- 80 acre command area wou l d 

_ -1 a pp ear realistic. 

D. Minor Diver sion S c h~~es 

11. . The re i s po tent ial fo r harnessing small perenni2l stream s and spring s. 

Five mtnor sc hem es have bee n identif i ed i n t he Musl im Ba gh and Qi la Saifullah 

sub- basins. The engineering aspects for command area dev elopment would be 

similar to those in paragraph 10 above. 

E. Livestock Water Points 

12. One possible plan could be: assuming that a tubewell can be 

developed to produce a 5 gpm of relatively pure water, a supply of 7,200 gallons 

per day would be available. Based on a use of 1.0 gallon per day for goats 

or sheet:, a well would provide water for a herd of 7, 200 animal s. To maintain 

p~oper utilization for any rangeland improvement, the carrying capacity 

should be limited to 25 acres per animal. Using a limit of one l'Pile access 

to each site of a water point, one well could serve seven water point stations . 

. With livestock :i:!.:::!::-:.~ution, a ~·.' ~ltcr ?c:.:lt -,.;c:.1.:...: se:·ve b~) head ~ . . 
(.).=, .5t..u~K. 

Daily tank capacity at water points required at 1.0 gallon per head is 

685 gallons. Since tubewells will be powered by windmill, a three day storage 

f s recommended for capacity of 3,000 gallons. A typical design concept for 

the above consumption is as follows: 

1 (l) Tank, dimensions 
Volume concrete 
Cost per tank 

20 ft X 16 ft X 1.5 ft 
9 cu yards 
Rs. 5,800 

(2) Pipe- using a valley gradient of 10 feet per mile or slope of 

0.002, a pipe diameter (polyethylene) of 1- l/2 inches will 

be required. 

-

j 



ONGOING PROJECTS IN BALUCHISTAN 

Several ongoing projects in Pakistan have components in Baluchistan, 
as described below: 

Third Education Project (Credit No. 678-PAK) 

The main objectives of the project are: 

(a) the improvement and expansion of primary and middle-level 
education by increasing the supply of qualified teachers, 
particularly in rural areas and female teachers; and 

(b) supply trained personnel for agricultural and rural 
development. 

The Credit is helping to finance: (a) construction/rehabilitation of 17 
Teacher Training Institutes with a total enrollment of about 5,000; 
(b) improvement and expansion of 5 existing Agricultural Training Institutes 
which provide pre-service and in-service training to agricultural and live
stock field assistants and training to farmer leaders (total enrollment 
capacity about 1,600); and (c) improvement and expansion of the Sind Agri
cultural University at Tandojam (enrollment capacity about 1,300). The 
Credit also provides finance for a pilot adult literacy program and studies 
on training needs for irrigated agriculture and water management. Two of 
the Teacher Training Institutes under the project are in Baluchistan 
(Pishun- for females; Mastung- for males). There is also one Agricultural 
Training Institute in Baluchistan (Quetta). 

Third Highway Project (Credit No. 974-PAK) 

The project is designed to prevent deterioration of vital sections 
of Pakistan's road system and consists of the following main components: 
(a) rehabilitation and improvement of about 280 km of national and provincial 
roads; (b) maintenance of national and provincial roads; and (c) assistance 
to domestic construction industry. 

At the provincial level, project emphasis is concentrated on 
improving periodic maintenance in order to arrest further deterioration. 
In Baluchistan, the project is providing equipment to improve the efficiency 
of the present overlay program being carried out in main routes. Technical 
assistance is provided to help operate the soils and materials laboratories 
and improve planning and design and for workshop operation in Baluchistan. 

Seed Project (Credit No. 620-PAK) 

This project represents the first phase in the development of a 
modern seed industry in Pakistan, involving research, variety release, seed 
multiplication, processing, certification, storage and marketing. Project 
activities are decentralized on a provincial basis. Public-sector Seed 
Corporations are being equipped under the project in Punjab and Sind. These 
Corporations would select and register seed growers and would provide services 
to them as well as take full responsibility for processing, packaging and 
storage of seed. A National Seed Council, with representatives of each of 
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the Provinces as well as from all public and private parties concerned with 
the seed industry was established to formulate national seed policy. In 
addition to initiating commercial-scale production of cereal and cotton 
seed in Punjab and Sind, the project is financing a pilot project for veg
etable and potato seed production in Baluchistan, NWFP -and Punjab. 

Primary Education Project (Credit No. 892-PAK) 

The project is an experimental project which will be the first 
phase of a long-term effort to address major problems in primary education. 
The main objectives are: 

(a) To provide increased access to primary schools, especially for 
girls and for rural poverty groups, by providing school facilities 
and materials, more female teachers and enhanced supervision to 
improve school-public relations and overcome parental indifference 
to enrollment; 

(b) To reduce wastage, principally by reducing dropout and repetition, 
through improved facilities, materials and instruction and 
improved staff supervision; 

(c) To obtain higher and more lasting pupil achievement through 
recurrent in-service teacher training; and 

(d) To reduce costs by introducing lower cost teachers and larger 
class and school sizes. 

The Credit of $10 million is helping to finance: 

(a) Strengthening of the teacher service by the introduction of about 
340 assistant teachers (about half of which will be females), 
about 50 supervisors (about one-third females) and about 470 
learning coordinators (about one-third females); 

(b) Training (including technical assistance) of about 11,000 
teachers and other staff related to the project; 

(c) Provision of books, instruction materials and equipment for 
about 4,100 schools and 10 in-service training centers and 
vehicles for supervisors, learning coordinators and project 
unit staff; 

(d) Construction of about 1,000 classrooms, residences for about 
675 female teachers, and 10 in-service training centers, and 
provision of furniture for about 700 classrooms and the in
service training centers; 

(e) Experimentation and evaluation (including technical assistance) 
of various inputs in achieving the project objectives; and 

(f) Future project preparation. 

The project covers about 650 schools (480 boys' and 170 girls') 
in Baluchistan, with about 35,000 pupils and 1,200 teachers or about 16% 
of the schools included in the project. 

12/10/80 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 

Lt. Gen. Faz1e Haq, Governor, NWFP. 

He was born in 1928 in Mardan, NWFP. He was commissioned in the 
Armoured Corp in November 1948. He commanded an Armoured Brigade in 
1969-72; an Infantry Brigade in 1973-74; an Armoured Division in 1974-76; and 
an Infantry Division in 1976-77. He was promoted to Corps Commander in 
January 1978. He attended the National Defence Course in 1972 and the Armoured 
Course in 1956, Fort Knox, U.S.A. He was appointed Governor, NWFP in October 
1978. 



ONGOING PROJECTS IN NORTH WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

Several ongoing projects in Pakistan have components in 
NWFP, as described below: 

Third Education Project (Credit No. 678-PAK) 

The main objectives of the project are: 

(a) the improvement and expansion of primary and 
middle-level education by increasing the 
supply of qualified teachers, particularly in 
rural areas and female teachers; and 

(b) supply trained personnel for agricultural and 
rural development. 

The Credit of $15 million is helping to finance: (a) construction/ 
rehabilitation of 17 Teacher Training Institutes with a total 
enrollment of about 5,000; (b) improvement and expansion of five 
existing Agricultural Training Institutes which provide pre-service 
and in-service training to agricultural and livestock field assistants 
and training to farmer leaders (total entollment capacity about 1,600); 
and (c) improvement and expansion of the Sind Agricultural University 
at Tandojam (enrollment capacity about 1,300). The Credit also pro
vides finance for a pilot adult literacy program and studies on 
training needs for irrigated agriculture and water management. Four 
of the Teacher Training Institutes under the project are in NWFP (two 
in D.I. Khan, one for females and one for males; Jamrud- for males; 
Peshawar- for females). There is also one Agricultural Training 
Institute in NWFP (Peshawar). 

Third Highways Project (Credit No. 974-PAK) 

The project is designed to prevent deterioration of vital 
sections of Pakistan's road system and consists of the following main 
components: (a) rehabilitation and improvement of about 280 km of 
national and provincial roads; (b) maintenance of national and pro
vincial roads; and (c) assistance to domestic construction industry. 

Within the first of these components, the road sections 
selected for rehabilitation include those which are in most serious 
danger of failure on or near the main truck road from Karachi to 
Peshawar. There are two road sections in the NWFP: (a) 28 kilometers 
of the Peshawar-Charsadda road; and (b) 29 kilometers of the Khairabad
Nowshera road. The rehabilitation work consists mainly of raising 
the existing roads in low areas, widening and pavement strengthening 
and resurfacing. Within the maintenance component, the project 
emphasis is concentrated on periodic maintenance at the provincial 
level. The project includes a maintenance unit in 1~P. Technical 
assistance is being provided to help operate the soils and materials 
laboratories and improve planning and design in NWFP. 
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Seed Project (Credit No. 620-PAK) 

This project represents the first phase in the development of 
a modern seed industry in Pakistan, involving research, variety release, 
seed multiplication, processing, certification, storage and marketing. 
Project activities are decentralized on a provincial basis. Public-
sector Seed Corporations are being equipped under the project in Punjab 
and Sind. These Corporations would select and register seed growers 
and would provide services to them as well as take full responsibility 
for processing, packaging and storage of seed. A National Seed Council, 
with representatives of each of the Provinces as well as for all public 
and private parties concerned with the seed industry was established to 
formulate national seed policy . In addition to initiating commercial-scale 
production of cereal and cotton seed in Punjab and Sind, the project 
is financing a pilot project for vegetable and potato seed production 
in NWFP, Baluchistan and Punjab. 

Hazara Forestry Pre-Investment Project (Credit No. 755-PAK) 

The main objective of the project is to assist the Government 
to formulate an integrated program for the development of forest 
resources of the Hazara region of the North West Frontier Province 
(NWFP). The Credit is helping to finance the development of improved 
technologies in reforestation, the reinforcement of the Forest Depart
ment of the NWFP and other agencies and the preparation of follow-up 
projects for large-scale reforestation and a possible integrated pulp 
and paper industry . Under the project, suitable areas for large-scale 
reforestation are being selected by systematic site assessment; the 
inventory of existing forests is being updated and pilot plantations 
with back- up research trials and a genetic improvement program are 
being developed. Moreover, the project includes a training program; a 
socio-economic study to embrace private small-scale forest owners 
in future development; pulping tests and a feasibility study to 
define the type, configuration and timing of pulp and paper industrial 
development. 

Salinity Control and Reclamation (SCARP Mardan Project) (Credit No. 877-PAK) 

The project was originally designed to increase agricultural 
production by providing additional irrigation water and irrigation 
improvements for the entire Lower Swat Canal and additional water for 
part of the Upper Swat Canal area in the NWFP. The project included 
remodeling of surface drains to carry out-sbOrm water and tile drainage 
flows; increase the Upper Swat Canal discharge capacity; remodeling of 
the Lower Swat Canal system to provide increased capacity and improve 
canal operational efficiencies; reclaiming abandoned or marginally 
productive saline- alkaline land; improving the rural market road network; 
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improving agricultural extension services; monitoring irrigation 
deliveries, drainage flows, water table depths and agricultural 
production; providing equipment and vehicles for construction, 
O&M, agricultural extension, seed production, project support and 
monitoring programs. The project design is being reviewed by IDA 
and the Government in order to reduce the project scope in view 
of local currency constraints. 

Primary Education Project (Credit No. 892-PAK) 

The project is an experimental project which will be the 
first phase of a long-term effort to address major problems in 
primary education. The main objectives are: 

(a) to provide increased access to primary schools, 
especially for girls and for rural poverty 
groups, by providing school facilities and 
materials, more female teachers and enhanced 
supervision to improve school-public relations 
and overcome parental indifference to enrollment; 

(b) to reduce wastage, principally by reducing drop
out and repetition, through improved facilities, 
materials and instruction and improved staff 
supervision; 

(c) to obtain higher and more lasting pupil achievement 
through recurrent in-service teacher training; and 

(d) to reduce costs by introducing lower cost teachers 
and larger class and school sizes. 

The Credit of $10 million is helping to finance: 

(i) strengthening of the teacher service by the intro
duction of about 340 assistant teachers (about half 
of which will be females), about 50 supervisors 
(about one-third females) and about 470 learning 
coordinators (about one-third females); 

(ii) training (including technical assistance) of about 
11,000 teachers and other staff related to the 
project; 

(iii) provision of books, instruction materials and 
equipment for about 4,100 schools and 10 in-service 
training centers and vehicles for supervisors, 
learning coordinators and project unit staff; 
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(iv) construction of about 1,000 classrooms, 
residences for about 675 female teachers, 
and 10 in-service training centers, and 
provision of furniture for about 700 class
rooms and the in-service training centers; 

(v) experimentation and evaluation (including 
technical assistance) of various inputs in 
achieving the project objectives; and 

(vi) future project preparation. 

The project covers about 650 schools (480 boys' and 
170 girls') in NWFP, with about 125,000 pupils and 3,000 teachers, 
or about 30% of the schools included in the project. 

December 10, 1980 



ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR 1980/81 
OF NORTH WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

Table 1 is a summary of the consolidated national Annual 
Development Program for 1980/81. It shows separately the ADP 
for NWFP and its foreign exchange component. 

Abstract I and II give further sectoral and other detail 
for NWFP alone. 

I 
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2.9 i H.sso i l& 22.soo n noso 

1 

I 
7•' I ,. I 



StdorjSul>-Srdor 

IV nmusTnrEs.-

(i) Printing and Stali•'""Y 

(ol) Small Indnstrleo 

(iii) So.rhad Developmrnt Authurity 

V MINERALS.-

(I) Sarhad Development Authority 

VI TRA.'ISPORT A.l'W CO~~ICATIONS.-

(il Conomunlcatioll! 

I 

VII \ PHYSICAL PLA~:-;ING AND HOUSING.-

1 (i! Pubhc Health Engin,..erinc 
I 

(11 &iud.hng and Ho~ting 

(illl l' t~ "' ;"\ nrvdopmrnt 

A83TRAGT 11- -cou ld. 

ANNUAL DEVELOP:IfENT PROGRAM?\IE I<JRn-lh. 

Total 

Total 

Toto I 

Total 

ONGOING AND NEW SCHrM"ES. (RuPF.ES IN Mruro~s) 

I. :-lo. of On- I' Allocation 
COIIl,S' ~Chf'nlC9 , 

. : I __ _ 

I 
N:~~!~ec;• I 

----1 · 

Alloca!inn Total No. of 
schemes 

Total 
Allot:ntion 

I 
II' 

-6---, ------1--8--

I , 

I P<rcentage II Pere<n!a~• 
All ncation All oc ati c n 

i .. :··:·_ r ··:: ~ -
i I 
I I ---·--;---
1 I 

---:----:-

.. , : ~ :: I : l ~ ~: I: :· ::: . . . . 
1----+!--- I :~:~~------+;---~-;::~-----2~ ---~: ~: I __ ~ J '}, J. 7% - -- -~----- -------~----------------- ---- 1--------- -----

s\ 9.91 7 ,j 0400 6 t03t7\ .. I .. 
- -----------'------------ -'--- -------, __ _:_1_~~~--~1 0.400 6 10.117 1.3 % 

____ _L_ ___ -------- - ----
l.S % 

4~ 11'1 2111 :41 ~4100 72 15Jl)i 

- __ _ :.:_-:;;;-1-· -~;;-;~!-------;: -,---J: ~:~ 1----+ ----15:.:~· 
--------- ---.------ , ------ -------------

1 I 7 ! ~(, ~I I I' 7Y I 17 7691 196 7.1 . 9~3 
~~ I -10 NJ I .10 I 21 677 I S2 62.510 "1 

J7 .1% 19 .4% 

- ----- -
-----:~!---.~~~---~+--~~~----:: :--:.~;,; [--. ~.~~: ~-- - ~.~~~ 

------------------------~~-----
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ABolRAC"f 11 .-- co11tcl. 

ANNU.\L l>EVU.Ol'ME'N'f PROI.I<.AM.iVrE, Ig!lo-81. 

ONI.OlNG A:::\D NE\\' SCllL~m::. (Ht'PEE'- IN ~frtLIONS . \ 

S<r!&l 
No . 

.Sl·rto rf~' uli -Sl, t .•r :-.=11 . oi On- 1 Allocoo tion ~0. ~, . f NC\f 

uh'""m• · 
Allocation To lal No. Tnt;. l 

Ptorct-nh"~ 
Al!oc .ttPt\ 

JQ • ·)-' J 

Pr-rctntar• 
All.xat•OD 

19;':l .. ~O 

Vlll EDt:CAl IO:-; AND TRAINING-

(i) l ,timary Education . 

(ii ) Secor.rlarr Etluration. 

(iii) Cc.lle.;c Education . 

liv) Ttulacrs Education . 

(v) hli&ella.neou•. 

(vi) Scholo.nhip1 . 

(vii) T<·cl >nical EJuutlon. 

IX HEALTH.-

(i) ~ural Health Serviceo. 

(ii) General H oopitala. 

(Ui) Lady Rearliog Hospi t al. 

(lv) l{hyber Teaching Hospital . 

(v) ~l ctltLai Etlucation and Training 

(ori ) S cholanrups and Stipendo. 

(vii) IJis,:ollaneous. 

• 

Tot.d 

; f:'' J '·· ~ sciH:mca ; 

I~ II . 7~2 

~7 11. '222 

20 16. 1 Oi 

7.500 : 

I . 714 

I 

4 I 
I I 

51 

59 .751 

2Mll 

5.099 . ' 
I 

2.000 ' 

Dl2 

of •chemts A.ll~'Uiun 

7 8 

7J. .f7\ 

9 <oo 

9 
I I I 

I i 
11.16~ 

9 10 

I 
5.500 , I 

10 9 %4 ' I I 200 II I 
I I· 

1 ______ , _____ -----------· - ·----------~------·------

' 82 I 59.227 ' ~) : 9U7J I 165 ! 
I I I 

157.500 • 19 ~ 0·~ 

------!----~---------~-----~------ - ,-----
26 ! 

25 

JJ.H8 

21.991 

ll.Y68 

~.000 

4 : 6.943 

4.420 I 

21 

i 
) I 

2o.m I 
3.000 : 

0.110 i 
o.5oi I 

47 i 
26 I 

8 

II 

54.221 

25 .99 I 

11.968 

9.000 

1.053 

4.921 

----- -~ ___ .::~~~--- 4 I 1.000 ; 4.346 ---:------ ------~-- -----------~ 
76 JO 25.084 

I 
ll7.500 . 14.4 ~ 0 106 



ABSTRACT 11-c(,.tcld 

ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAl1.1\lE, xq8o-8I. 

ONG01l\G AND NE\\' SCHEii!ES. (Rupees in )tillions) 

-- - -------------------------------------------

smAll ... Sector/Sub-Sector 

--,----------------
1 

i -- - -
X I $0ClAL .... 'EIJAU.-

:.l Sr.<ial w.u ..... 

l,i) Labour Poli .. -y 

liil':Traln.in• 

(i) Libca.ry an<l Huoarcb 

(i i) R<s)oo.al 1'\&n.Ung 

{iii ; Uurf!•• of Statist :u 

TotAl 

To~ 

Total 

Gr&D<I T~tAI 

N". of 
Ongoi~ 

SdJt'D\N, 

Alloca.tioa 

- .------\ 
3 1 • 

::-lo. ot 
Now 

Sc!":c-ret':\ 
AllocatioA 

6 

Total No. of I 
1 S : bwnes 1 

1 _ __ __ 1 

I 7 

I " -, i 

I 
All~oll j 

I 
---! 

8 I 

Perc,ata~ 
Alioc.n.lion 
!9~0 -~ 1. 

__ I 

t 

rf""tTt'nta~t" 
Alloc~ti '> n 

lt;"P ·:"O 

4 I I. 72(, I 3.274 I 7 i 5.000 ! I 

:-----------i- ---- --:--------__ I ·--'--- --~-----~-----

:---------'"'I ~--'~'-1-- - --~:-- '"'\ - --~" 1---~ 
I I ! 0 . 184 I O. IK4 i 
• 4 J .509 .. ! 0.100 3.609 

1------ :--- -------------------------1--- ____ u_.9_' I l ''"' ~~----~- ---~7-9-3 ----o~- - ~ -----09_"~_ 

I 
' 

0 700 2 0.700 

0.777 0.777 

11.21J 0 . ~ IJ i 
------------1------: -------------- - -- -- --j- - --- -

1.(•90 1.690 0 "tOI I ·- ,u 0 '>' -,. 

806 818 .000 JOO% 
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ltccovcry of taxes to 

stnall deficit 

\VlpC out 

Development-oriented 
Bt1dget for N"\IVFP 

1 :-.p .... ~.· JuJb tull pubhc ~<>
p lio •..i ' IUJI Ill lllC t..t ~ k. h~ 4Jd
' 1..1 dht£ c:1 (uri!. wuuld o.~bo 

vll t i tiUC lu ,~Ju...:~ the Gov· 
_ Jlllll'-1tll C\.p..::nU . lUft! . 

J he BuJ~ct a.unouncCint..'ll t 

I-Iighlights 
FullU\\\IIt; ate 111e tlil!h-

1. ,: 111< uf lllC t'<l'lr P Uudc;•:l: 
r\ 11.!\.·ord outby ul Ks. 

' •. i(J 1.. 1 ure h3.:'-l b ~..· cn [)fUVid

' 111 Ill( N\\ t P BuJ~,.t tor 
.,,~,... \ .\ llh It~ . Hrl t..:ron..: re-
.; LV , \jh'rldit JII ~ .1 1\d J{S . 

. 1,,,· ;-.; t\ltlll\.d u~,C'-

' ]' , '·~" .lfll t\1<.'. 

h :J .. ·r:.l ( ;o\cnJrH~IIl 
, q, ,·idl' Rs. 45 (;ror~ to 

.•u ..... : l11c R ... c;o crore •. h.:1t· 
1 fu ({~. 5 crorc . 
-- I' h .... entire AIJP "ill 1'~e 

1 t l • .ttiLC'tl by the: h·J .... ntl Gov
'-~"~lllli..'Jlt. 

- Th~ prorii.ci;il rDt..c-lpts 
in ... t~o'.itSl ' c1 to H.!) J 19 ... nJI.r.. 
•luriu.._, .::urn:•nt finnm .. ial y~.~:tr , 
:1 ' ;..1 1.:.1in-. t c.stl!nai~S of R:-;. 
·•-t c-n•rt:' 

--- 111~ C'ttrr<"nt \'t"l'\r'~ , <.!i· 
tt•tlt:d ddt~lf nt 1{-. . 4 crcHe 
r~.~u urcd tc1 Rc; , 1 l "rl''t-,·. dlt•..:~ 10 

\ :t nuu."i l"' f 1Jnf•nl\' Jlll'..J .;~Ill'S 

.tnd inc, ~..~c;ca rc\'tllue rl.!
l'...:iph 

-llJtcr: tllmdr("d om ~· '.ll 
t •. :lt.:phonC'~ CIO'\ec1 down . as 

<:on[JI1UcJ ou l'~gc 5 Col. 0 

Hudget at 

... . . 

a gap ut R>. 5U . ~rurc. The 
bulk. ul Lil~ g.tp dllH;urtlJtq; 
tu k..::o . ~~-SU t.:luJc , \\uuiJ bo 
rt.:muv~,.·J till Uufll th~.:.· LUit\IUJt 

tcc.l F~.:.·t.kra1 grant-uJ • .uU ""'h1l4: 

a glance 
FIGUkES 1:'-< ~IILLIONS 

1. Prc•VHH .. t..tl reLeJpt~ 
2. h:~..kr..tl t..tx a:)::o.Jgnnu.:nt) 
3. N'-'l ~..upJtaJ receqJL!l 

( • l"t •:::,.C~ J..:ln.~ il 

~ - (-- .• .-~kral glilltl::ot-IIH.IId 

o. Unc.uv~o·• ~.:d 1.ku~a 

IUTAL: 

I'JSU 81 
377.434 

J:\63 . .115 
12.:'94 

501X40 
445 ~ .1U 

56UIU 

IY79·SO 
3.ll.nl 

IJ74 .M3 
14 .7'10 

435 .377 
47, .025 

1nno 
~64.108 

931.1195 
11.21'1 

451.f.78 
5{)o x:;g 
47.:n' 

1877.649 1674.816 1557 107 

Revenue exp~n<Utun: 

I. AdnLIIJbl raU vc: .:xpcuili· 1219.351 1079.342 Hl.l5.7o6 
lUH: 

2. \\"!J~..It ~lll>:,JJy tn101 I ~1.MU5 143 8.i0 
~ ... u,,D[ ~~.·rvic~,.·:, 4Uo .I~ J 4()g.no~ 376.·17 1 
4 t .• p :!~d ~.:.xp~nJilur e 1.000 1.000 J.WO 

[ \l. J877 .o49 1o74.01o 1557.107 

. • l ... .,~•::.l..uu .• c.: 7Y2.JC>4 629.776 ns 367 
. ,, ~-~ c· . .n lu..afl!) gr<.:tflls ~so '6 28 .22.\ 41 oJ.I 

I ..... d n.·~uurccs ~til.liUU 702 85U 7o7.0<JU 
II \diJplll~tH c>;>end!· 88J.UU 7 JO.o27 821l.OOU 
I lilt" 

Guvenror 
Fa;k: ll.14 a l .. u .lll!lolllh •. .- d 0.1 

record Aunu .. d .D¢velopmcut 
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?: Rs. 818m. 
Annual_Plan 
PESII,\1\'AK june 25: NWFP 
Co\'crnor f.~,zlc ll.14 LoJ..1y 
announced l<.s. 8lo mtlllon 
Annu..~.l Dcvdupmcnt Pro)Sr~t· 
mmc: fur !'.'Wl-P for Lhc nc::xt 
fisc:d yc•r 1980-81. 

In hu LuJ~;ct sp ch delivered 
in D.~.rU.i! h.JI o.~t Co ... ~rnur House: 
here this momin~. the .t'roviuCt.U 

~1~v~r;:~c~ .~1). f.~:;;~l~r~1~:~F ~:~~~~i ~~~ 
cn.h d.rh.:cd th~ :H}!J.II!Y fur 1~r t\'\\1 FP, 
ADP .tS LUI\\p.trcJ tv the 'J.st ) c.u' 
wttich amuunteJ tu H.), t.J~'J million. 

He: a.o11d lhe l'rVVIIh a.U Gvvern
mcnt h"-'> dc~.:i,\cS- Lh.tt the Lut..t1 
Councib should · ~ld'y- llisuifiL.uH 
role in Lh..Llk.HJ~~ out .and uuplemen· 
p..,!_ion uf dcvdu~HilCIIlJ!fU).;"f.tlllt!lCS. 
'l.t\crc::lorc, he .uJJr~i. Lu~..dl Cuun
cib would look .1ftcr the ll~..hctucs 
in P.fllll•l.fY cdUC.llhJil, 4.t.)\C h~.Jth, 
irngo~tiun: -.... ~tcr J.l!_d ro.1Ja Jnd 
COtHIIIUIUWtiun i11 fut.tl .J.ft:.iS. lie 
'-lid a tut.U uf H.11, ~:.,!li 1nill1o n h.1d 
been c.um ... rkcJ tor these scct0rs. 
Out of which Rs. I 7 ..t nnlhon 

ould be ~pent umJc:r the SU\JC:C· 

ision of Local Counc11s .tnd JU. 
3.!J nullwn under the D111tnct 
ouncJJ for ru.1d con..5truction in 
ns.l <Ut: .J. ~. 

The Governor said i.Jkc t cdcrd.l 
Govcrnmcut it would bt: the 
cndcoivour of the PrO\ im:i.J Go· 
vcmmc:nt t o cx.p.u1d the h.J..11ic rc· 
10un..:c:. uf tlrvclopmcul .u_1cl p;sJ
dent i.tl f,u.: lliucs 111 the: ru1..U .Hl..~.:>. 

- Ct~in~ the !-.Llicnt fcatureli of l11e 
AUP, the pro,incta.l Covcmur ~.ud 
15! million hJ.d Uccn c...rm.ukcd 
for cornnu.mic.itJOn ~e~..tor which, 
he potnted out, hrut rcccl'o'ed &n 

amoun t of RJ. ~0.9 millwn lALh 
more th ... n the prev1ous )'Coli . lie 
said 2-4 new sc.hemc~ would be 
implemented under tl1c uc:Jr\.t ADP 1 
in the pro\·incc. These ~nclude, //1 
improvement ... ud ""tdemn~ ot Ch...r
.-dda-Ma.rdan rod.d, K.ttjSOOd I lura, 
Ghora Galli Ko.td, a K .. ~h.an V.illcy 
Road, H:uipur-Kh .. nrUJ- f .n.Lla 

~
oad Koh.1t·l h..JJ Ro.1d, hoh.~t
ann~·D.J. Kh<~.n K•>ad, 0.1. K.h.tn· 
ank. Road, Al. .• m j4tJ H.vo.~d, 
arra M.Uak..a.nd ko.td .md Chak· 

dara l<.oad. Thr. C:o,cnlO! :...JcJ 
priority woul•l ~c: oive:u lO p111ndf)' 
edUC~'-'otl whLie fd.C\l.U.k:i lur lu.~;her 
educarjon be: impruvc.t.l Jun.u' ,We 
ADP. 

.. Out of.& tot.tl of l<.s.l57.5 mLil
ion c;umarled for educotion next 
year. 1hc primary cJuc ... uon will 
have irs sh.uc amountmg to Ri. 
71.5 million. 

In this connection, he: adde-d, 
that 37 7 new buil1IU\gS would be 
provided for pnruay tchools, 281 
new pnma.ry 1Chool:; to tJc opened, 
addition..J fiiCilitiCI be provided 
to 19S primary schaoh, 106 rcu
dcnti£1 house• be COiUtructcd foe 
prirn..ry tcachcu, 5!J 1Chool1 be 
uv"radcd to middle lc'o'd and 2~ 
widdlc !chooh to high Jcvd. 

The Guvcrnor 1.UJ lb. 22.6 
million had bc:r.n ca.nn.uk.ed for 
industrial tcct or and a.ddcd tltat 
SDA would st.ut work un bricb 
and tile factory an 0.1. Khan 
dt.Lring the next ftsl.:a..l yc~. . 

Simi.Lrly , the. Ciovcruor tiUd 
S[)A would be giVcn H.s. 10.3 
million fo r its mt.ncr.J devcluv
ment 5chcn1cs. ln Lhi11 connection, 
the Governor di~du,cU tho1t the 
Bri tish Govcrmncnl h .. J restored 
iu a.jd for the !JhOS!Jhatc exploi~ 
tation scheme: in llaz.ara. . 

The Go .. ernor ~ .. wl .~;ru:ulturc 
lft'~y!d. . rt: cclvc H.i. 102.7 mUhon 
ncxL year: ~lotc attention would be 
paid on at-:"riuULure facLhttr:s, a.nd 
farming, <s.nim.a..l · huib.s.ndry pru· 
gr:unmei !Jc&ldcl the W.ttcr ahcd 
manAgement pruJCCh 10 Oir a.nd 
Swat. 

Refe rring to water sccLOr the 
Governor sa.id H...s. 28.2 million Lak..h 
and lU. 2-l-.9 million ho~.vc been 
respecti \·dy c:df!n.u-ked for the pro· 
jcCl!i or lrrl~ol.tion Uepartment and 
WAP!lA. 

He aa1d the Provinct.U Govern-

Sa B1.1ck Pu.ge " J 
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mcnt had started icupkmentJ.llun 
on cxploita tlOO o£ undCr,I(IOUild 
watu resources In Uir with the.: 
coU.thor.Hion or Jloli....LnU. 

The (,o, cr11Vf said Rs. four 
million h..td been set .1111Jt' fvr 
the construcllotl or "ma.ll power . 
houses. 

The Governor said H.s. 1 1 7.5 
mill10n ha'o'e been cann4.11o..c:d lor 
hc.Jth 11c..:tur. Jn this COIUleCtlun, he 
.rtdcd, work would swn lJn 50 new 
Rasic lle.llth Umu while Lady 
Readin~ ll o::.pita..l and Khyber Hvs
plt.t.l in }'csha.wa.r wLll rccetve Rs . 
12 lhi.llion and 9 million rcspec ti· 
vcly . 

Lt. C:en Fa:tal liaq said lffl!(o:&· 
uon sector would continue: lO 
g•vc: im port<~ncc tu A FO hcn..:.c 
the gTdnl tor PutJhc Hc.-Jth l:..n~

flt"Cnug had bc:en i.ncn:o.tsed from 
Rs. 15.9 mithon 5~ lak.h tv f\.11. 74 
million. lie :Wdcd that an this 
11Cctor Kvh.tt, · Hannu iiJlJ 0.1. 
l\.ho1n wuultl recc,vc H.s. 8.-l
million, Rs. 9.6 nulliun and R~. 9 
million rc!~pC:Cti..cly . 

The Covt"mor s.ud k.s. 6~ .S 
_million would .br spent -o~ --(ons
\ruction · of governmenl buildin~!)..: 

·~ ~ The Provincia..l 
Government has, c.trmarlo..cd Ks. 
6.1 million lvr the I..Oil~lf\H .. tion oi 
nlr.H<" rnidc!HI.J.I hnusn 111 LulSh-1n 

/ Rchm.ul C n l o n~ J,H lm~· po~.1d 60· 
\ot:mment cmplu~ l'C).- PI-' I 1 

7 





. . UNDP ACTIVITIES RELATED TO IBilil/IDA 

rnTRODG"CTION 

1. Four UNDP-financed, Bank-executed projects a~e in progress in Pakistan. 
They include a "Water Supply, Sewage & Drainage Project" in Lahore, the 
"Strengthening of nn Agricultural Planning & Honitoring Cell in Sind," 
"Agricultural Extension Assistance in Punjab" and a "Road Construction 
Adviser." The total L~~DP allocation for these four projects is $3,146,300. 
Three projects are currently supporting IDA-assisted projects with credits 
amounting to $89.1 million. 

2. Three proposed UNDP-financed, Bank-executed projects are at various 
stages: 

a) There has been further delay in the effective date of the IDA-assisted 
Agricultural Ext~nsion Project in Sind and a delay in sig~ing the project 
document for the L'XDP-financed project that wc•uld help support that project. 

b) The Gover:1c::~r..t has e;...-pressed interest in Ll.illP financing of an "Umbrella" 
project in Pakistan similar to those in Sri Lcnka and Burma. This project 
is at an early s~age. 

c) The Bank ha:; agreed to be Executing Agenc:y for the UNDP-financed 
($7 .5 million) p·::-oject to prepare the Kalabagt. Dam Project. The project 
document is to b(! signed in January or February, 1981. 

3. A brief swmnary of each of the four ongojng and three proposed projects 
follows: 

In Progress 

PAK/72/015 ·- "Hater Supplv, Sewage & Drainap:e in Lahore" 

Approved Ju:1e, 1974 for $1,886,600 schedt.led for cor::pletion February, 1982. 
The mmP pr•)j ect is supporting consultants in the IDA- assisted investm·~nt 
_projectJ ":>econd Lahore 1\'ater Supply," Cr. 630 approved Hay, 1976, fo::- $26.6m, 
·to assist~~ preparation of detailed desj_gns and bid documents evaluation of 
bids and suJervision of cons~ruction. 
PAK/77 /007 ·- "Strengthening of the Agrict\ltural Planning & Monitoring 
Cell, Sind'' 

Approved July, 1979 for $416,000, scheduJed for completion Harch, 1982. 
_The najor 6ljective is to identify technjcally sound projects related 

to agricult11re to be prepared for investr1.ent fin.-mcing. 

PJJ;../78/0!.4 ·- Technic;:;.l .-\.ssist.:"mce to "Aci icultur.1l Extension in Punj nb'~ 

Approved De~enbcr, 1978 for $698,700 nnd scheduled for completion early 
1981. The project is supporting the IDA--assisted project, "runj.:~b 
Extension .:~nd A[ricultur.:~l D~vclopr.ent," Cr. 813 .:1pprovcd ~!.:Jy, 1978 for 
$12.5 milli0~ ~;or tcchnic.1l .1ssistance is fin.:~ncing nn Agricultural 
Extension ;md Tr.:1inir.g Sp.:'cL1list .:md a r.JrTI' ~!.:~n.:~ r,c r. ~ent <jnd Pl.:1nning 
Spcci.Jlist ~l•o .:1rc helping i~plemcnt the tr.Jining .:!nd visit system developed 
by ~orld Bilnk st.Jif. 



- 2 -

PAK/79/003 - "Road Construction Adviser" 

Approved April, 1979 for $145,000 scheduled for completion March, 1981. 
The project supports the "Third Highway," Cr. 974 approved January, 1980 
for $50.0 million, by financing a road construction adviser to assist 
in the development of the local road construction industry. 

Proposed 

PAK/79/001 - "Agricultural Extension in Sind" 

Would support the IDA-assisted project "Sind Agricultural Extension," 
Cr. 922 acproved May, 1079 for ~?.0 nillion but not scheduled to be 
effective until June, 1981. The l.JNDP project would provide assistance 
to develop the agricultural training and visit system in Sind. 

"Pakistan Umbrella Project" 

The Govern~2n t of Pakistan has expressed so~e interest in L~DP funding 
of an umbrella project to be executed by the Bank. The term "Umbrella" 
is used to describe a project composed of subprojects. This "TJ~brella" 
format permits a quick and flexible meam; of initiating a variety of 
preinvestment projects. The discussion about this project is at an early 
stage but it is thought that the funds would be used primarily for 
agriculture and that five to eight million dollars might be the overall 
allocation, 

PAK/80/01 - "Assistance to the Kalabagh llam Project" ($7 .5 million) 

Would provide direct support to both stages of the lengthy project pre
paration for the proposed investment pro~1 ect. l~DP technical assistance 
would fund experts to give advise on pro~; ect design and execution during 
Stage I prep aration (detailed investi gat: .on and project planning and 
Stage II preparati on (final design, deta:.led cost estimates and tender 
documents for civil works). The project document is eA~ected to be 
signed January or February, 1981. 

RNPanfil/LTrask :dj 
January 9, 1981 
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have· made a P~9r showill:g . Anart from. simnle eco-

s. 4-,~.,...J~ 0 .. t b 4 19,80 .~ - - compared to others. ~Stl- no_ ~ic as~istance. -there is 
auuaay, c n er .. , _ . ;-...- t th t the Un1ted --~; _....:.......-----· --~-r·· >-·-:-- :~ _.. ma"es a~e ~ . 1 · also the possibility· of in- · 

e1b!e Dawn, Ka~achi: Tel 5167Gts;;; 516751·55: Telex: 23623 PErL States o~clal deve-?P;_ vesUng in ventures in j 
, . . ~ . ·.. . , . ment asslstance. · ~unn~ Third . \Vorld countries. 

1\.lf N · · · · • · il · · the current year Wlll bu rvlost of . the . surpluses 1~ fv.!C l amara~S .. p1ea . ·::: . ._ -: '0.13 per cent of . GNf, generated by . OPEC are 
.· . ··' 'raised ' .. ::h{· :··~ the ~;:f.spe.ech. whereas that of Japan Wlll invested 'In ··the \Vestern ) 

l VHAT may well be !vlr Among these were . the be 0.27 per cent . . · ~6unt.ct~S'~ . ~i~h -_p.a,~s~ iri~ 
~ r Robert .. IV1cNamara's western·:1 countries' fa11ure In this connection, it is dustry- or in real e$tri.te.: 

valedictory speech was no to meet ..; official develop- · al~o . pertinent to mention This is anoth.e:r · field in 
j~ ::"fersnt from those he "'1ient . assistance tr.:gets ' the rola . that OPEC can which . d.::veloping coun
has been n1.aking since · ;et bv the United Nations, and should play-in helping . tries · c2:p. he helped by 
taking over as President restrictive . and -. - prot- ot~t the less fortunate de- OPEC, with the· added at
of the world Bank . . -The ectionist tradP- pol~cies, S:!ld veloping countries~ OPEC traction that. besides · the 
gloom and near-despond-~ the critical state 1n _wn1ch 1 as a whole has, or course, prnfit. thev will also have 
ency which has character- the economies of most I been fairly generous with an ·assured source of sup~ 
ised hi~ spee~hes, _was al~o 1 developing cou;-tr.ies h:v: eco~om.i~ assistan~,e, ~ut ply of t!1eir e~sen:tial 
ver7 ev1dent 1n tn1s one ~;O · been plunged. rh1s det .... r \ tak1nqo 1nto acco~,nt .Lhe needs . . Pa .. {lstan, · ror 1r..s ... . 
the joint annual meeti?g ioration has been very ; surpluses that it ~enerat~s, te.!lce, is -setting 1.1p several 1 
of the vvorld Bank an1 t11e . marked in the last year. 1 it can do muc.h better. 1n P_ rcdect~ in the 2-?rricnltural l 
International Monetary r part. ially .· due . to ano.t~er ~fact, OPEC a1d has falle~. an.~.cl ind. ustrial sectors in 

"'L.d~ and this may · be his .jnc!:_eass.· i'P.· oil prices. T~~- nf considere:?l:'-.,. in recen~ cooperation with a nlun- f 

speech to the world's net result ,of the econom~"'· years, both In the tot~4 ber o: OPEC n::ttions. Sa I 
.-' ·ncial elite since he~~·-:- patterns of th:e J.ast ~e.~ amount and. as a pe,;cent.- f8r; however, · the number j 
_. 1ds to retire from . n1s years ~or o1l-~mp~rtu:l ; age of GNP. I~ 1919, for of nroiects is verv low, , 

post . at the end of the dev~lOPln~ . coun.:rle_;:) ~~e ; instance, ?PEC md was we1~ e~necialJ,: wnen o~:- con--
present terrn. one can be a further drop 111: t:.h 1 over a billion dollars l?.s:. E:1der.. the n0t ent.Hl.l in 
nossibly say that J!./I.,r average ~nn'?-al g~o:'~; 

0 
than in 1977. As a. pe;:- t.prm-; nf ~. markPt. 2nd ~n 

1Y1c1 Tama::-a as world Ban1{ of per cap1ta 1nc~m~s. to centage of G?47, a1d 1n inclustrial base \Jhich th::; 
?resident has aJmost~ sp:n- 1.8 per cent ~ur ... ng 

1 
~h~ 1979 y;as less than half, country ~ff~rs. _In f2ct, I 

ned an era.. bnef tn~hgh next five vear.,. A. a~B _ that_ 1n 1975-? .. fall from. several ne12:hoourJ.n<x _coun- ; 
it may have been: tn~se number. of p~o?le, . pa1.~.l . 2.71 per cent to 1.:28 per t tries . together ma'!re up l 
years of the seventl~s cularly 1n Afnca~, Wll1 ~9.:1~ 

1 
cent. A number. oi OPEC . a la: 2:e .n1B.rket for r-:oods l 

vhen there . was an awa~- negat1v~ . growtn, v:~;-; 1 ;·' . members have ~1ven mo~e or agr1cultnral products_ 1 

ening to the economlc over a bllllon of ~~~ ·W0h·d1~ il than ten .. per. cent of their which might be produ.ced. J 
injustices· of JGhe world and poorest people WL.l see or./ GNP as . official develon- Thjs is another asnect. 1~ hone was running }1igh nominal growth. These ment assistance in the wh :ch shon~d be consider- . 
in ·the Third \Vorld that are disturbing fr:cts. and I past: Kuwait, Qatar and ed tv OP:TC in investing ! 
a 'new economic order, sho.w that practically !?-~ I the l!P..E. have exceeded SlJr t:'Jlns revenue: not only ~ 
may be an attain3.b1e tar- I . dent has been m.2.de :_-_ l this at least in one ye~. ,-~.'in i t br~ng nr~Jfit to in- ' 
get· after all. While these Third world yoverty frieo II The f~11 in the UAE ass1s- ·r- ~tors , it \ rill also be ex-_! 
vea.t.S were not entirely pite ~he exls.tence ~ S~ tance hss really been .dra- t;:eme!7 h elpf:J1 to t h8 ~ 
f ruitless _ there were re- n1.any 1nternatwn~l. ""ge? 1 n1a-tic - fron1 14.12 per oil -im~crting deYe-loping 
sidual benefits- the hope cies meant fo~ tnls p,_~r- ~ cent of GNP in Hn5 to 1.58 countr1_es. 1 

has been danip ,ned and pose. one ~na]or · r~,~~o~ \per cent in 1979, the a·ctual . · 
ii{a vvorld Bank Presi-:- has been tr:-e P ... e:~---- ~:~I f;.m.ount being 2. flfth of I 
dent's speech in \Vasning- f~ilure. of. Ind~:-:>t~~~J.tb; the over a billion nollars 1 
"'on is an indic.ator of how countnes 1n m,..,et.n,, ... t it gave in 1975. OPEC must I 
little can be exne~ted ~Y 2-.id target of 0.~ ~ef ce~~- be ~wa~e· of the cli·ffi·r.ul!ies I 
developing countnes ln of GNP. _The a'-ttta ~~n. ~7h1ch other develorHPP' 
+his century. fo:mance of OE,CTI Cl.~~i -;: · ccmnt:-ies face . . part . of l 

1
art ·from the general tnes _came to .a~out 1 

4test w.hic? is due t~o incr0acnn.~ I 
! lin!! that oil-import- of this, accordtn~ to ·!·n- . 011 · 1mno:rt blll8, and 1t 

__ da~elonincr count.cies ·l figures. Even mol. ~ s~:::> ··~~- - rnn~t be rfl8.dP tn feel \ 
~ go~ng· to :have a v·ery ; cant is the fact t a ,11~ I gre2. ter respop.sibllity to- ' 
~~~cult · time· in the years 1 richer among these co.~n d I wards the rest of the 
i~modiately ahe2.d seve- \ · tries. lik~ the dTT~\t.e .. tl 'Third World. 

c: • · • t' ,. States Janan an v 1e v= 1 . • • . 
ral sp2Cific pOln .s we_e I G 'ny - for· l·n<"'t"' 't"r." ; -erma - , ..., c,"' . ..... ; 1 -----------------------_j 
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This news item appeared on -page of the 5 Oct. 1980 issue of: 

MORNING NB~S (PAKISTAN) 

GLOC}IY-OUTLOOI( 
r1!1 HE \Yorld Bar:.'-;: P::esidenr. }.'Ir Robert }.ic:Naman 

. j_ :il.cis cnc~ <J ~ain ;u;;nligiued the g!oom:y t)Uttc~)·' 
o:f tt..e -..-cr2ci. ecc:r.o~y, ma~ng pa.""tiC'Il.lar ~..fe~nc~ 
to w.'le .:L'"5Ul),::..:iercc:-v· t..nat gri-.::3 the eeo~oml~ of tho2 
noi:.-Oil prtt:'.-.!P_g ·c.e: -,-e~opmg countn~:;. Addressi>4~ 
t.he jc-i.nt a:;nual rw=e~g: of the -,·rcr:d .Ba.ri..k zu.d tn~ 
Inte-r:Ilacc:l21 .::.lo!Je~ar. ?und, he !.a,; reit~rat~ t: ..• 
appeal fer- :::"Geciai e::rcns to r-eli~·,-e and end the 
:;-w.gn::.ric:J. Gf t::e ~)oores:: eountri~s -~·here abcut one 
!:dhcn :::~o:Jl:! ~\- e.l.!l ::Lis ,~suai ;;:yle, l:e ha., ~-orc:sscd 
h1; gc.~c co~ccr:l ov~.r tile: 52-d plight of the ·?oorest 
coun~.:es, ·;.·nich c;.re faced T::ith eXtreme pov~ny 
and h.c..-e a. p=.rccpt.ioly low zro\-..·th rate preventing 

'!In from ':'naki:J.g any nead'.\·a~· Ol t ~1,e ro.?.d tO 

l 

·~ nomic progress. 

1>.Ir ::VIc?\a..-na.:-.i te:ok over .;.s t': ·.e V[orld Ban.i.;: 
clrief ;:;.t a tir::e '\vn-:n there '\i.'a3 a gro win~ a v;a.ren,:-..;;:; 

cl 1±e ecan:·:::-ic init:.stices lead.in£ to th~ l;:;.illlchin~ 
ef a ::';.r...toz:tie b·.· the Tnird v:crld cocmt.!'ic:s for t..I-J.e 
~..ab~h~cnr. c'r <>.n. ec1..:~table inrema:ion21 ecuuom~: 
system. ;;,i.t.hc;.:~'a. <.i·.-.::;e effcrts have noi. YeL fall_, 
succeeded, S\}t::e residual bt.:ne!itb ncxe c:c>d.c.in.i_l/ 
aecr-...:.ed from t!::em. ~\nv-..•;a·;, d:.:..:: to continuPd 
int:ansig~nce oi the d;:vcl~ped coi.Wtr .es and lac:.; oi 
::.Z :r&c.~s:a...r;..· ~olitic.::l ,,·iil to GOnc.:ed,: the legitlma tc 
;;::J.J...1._"l.J...!~ V~ Ll..c 7ui.t.~ - 'Y·'I ... \.JJ.- J..U l:ULL:!lt. ~:;:_.! t..ile 5Lc'~:t::!Uro1L~ 
in t..::e North-S·J'-''-1, Ci:ilogue has not yet ended ;w 
muc..il ::o tb;t the ~c;:: could not b~ bro:.;.en .;ve-'1. at 
the SDecial SC5Siun o.: tht;! u~ G~eral .~s~mbly .. 
'Ihus. be prospects or the Tn!r.i ·wcr;d eCC:lOI!"jes 

:!"etri"'in a5 -blc?~~ .3.t :1 tir:-!e ..-.-h~ :.rr . .11c1\c...rnara :.· 
~],±:_~ his t:o·.-.- a..:; it v:as -,·;hen he joirL~ the "~Not:c; 
BaiLl:: c.s lts ?:-es:ient. ::\ o '.\-ciid~r then ti1a.t sneech 
~cis on a pes:::imi:::tic note '.'>it:-t r.:-g::-.rci to the .::titlouk 
of the d-:velopirr; coL:.ntries' ceO!!'-' :uy i:t tilis coi~u;:.o·. 

T::~ ri;fficwtics of t~e _oi_l-im~:lartin;; cie,: e~o~;ng 
crr.:.,"'lt: ::.::: =~rr'~.iT:. rt:e ir0~.1. t ne. \1

: !.:~tt-!'"T! cou!~ [ fl~~~ ... ..:..H1_!.r t 
t'3 !T..:-:~ ; : :.:.-:2 L-:,T ~.:·: ~~,.;~;r~..:::.t fJecac!c ?~ ~~~s:..:.:lct! 
4.2.I::~ . :- . : .-.. ._: · ~ ~~- :-- .- 2 -: n-1. ~ro\.,::CU~ ~ :. .. -5~ tro..:!.~ ~"1al i c:s .
fz.J.:~~_:~ · ~ - - ·.: .. ~~ . :-~ -~..:. -~ .· · .1. ·:,...: ri •.i Cl~ci ~ ·v· t :1 t? f.,.~ ; :; ~ ·: \..._ 

'\:-=: : .:~ ~ :"' · r: r: ·.T_: r-: ~1 .1 : :::r~ -. :::~ ~n -::.::::- ~~!c ..:.·s of '.:>:-·o:.! 

.: :: . ..- \ ~-~-.l • . -.:: ·: r:-L:::-:::;.s ~:1· hL-~n.:.~n : t\· :s f::.(:.:·u 
-rth ;'i. '\--.:~· -::-;:-n s : ~·:::.don . :\.nd l ~2re i~ ·ll t t~.: hC. .J c. 
?! ~~,- ~:~;-~ -: -:1 ;:,;:,:: :-~! : :-f ~n -..·i.::·:: c·f r.he co::: ~):C'te d~ati
lo;::r: m i. "l ~.~ ~'<"rt :>~o;_t:h <ii::d0g1..e .md the ttcd natt:rc: 
of bilater"i <>d. 

It is indeed a pity that the industriaiise:i countrie;; 
m.is.erabiy £aileri tv gi "r:c fL7 pe~ ce::~. ~f th~r G~Y' 
in aid. In fc-.ct. the G~CD ' .; eccnornic a~::;i:St:>.:l..:e c~-ne 
to o:Jv hal£ o:: thi.s. "-.':r,r==~ st.!Ll. the rich-::r nations. 
hke c-:e l"nite-:1 S t ?.L 2S . .jo_oan and , ... ~:::st: G~!"':'!".2!1"'· 
cnntnbuted 1::L:.cic le:: :. t:h ~.n t ~.e o thers. 'I:.e f,gure=
for the 'CS and J"-!'~n · s 0i'tcia l c:..s,:.st:c..."'.ce G·.is yc:ar 
are ·,r.orked nut. C:.t O.lo V2: Ct.:!l!. . <J. nd o.::;:7 r.~r C-::•1\

respectively. Such a :'0Gr ·S,lO \\'ino.; is narci:!.·; coudt~t;l\' .0 
.to any- distir~ct in:.?:o-~.-~:.~ e:~.t ia -the tit:in~ sr3.ndards 
of the ".\-orld's !?oor~==t p~ ~~~l e: L"?J til~ ..... forcseeaOL~ 
~lffl,.o 

... / 
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The role of OPEC in pulling the tie•:eloping 
countries out of the ecc>nomic quaE(n:Ire <=tl::::o ne:!d.3 

no stre5S. It hc.s a s~ecial part to pla.y in ti1i~ 
<:onnection. !Jappi~y, l..ne OP.EC S tates are alreat.l~~ 
making 2. r-:-Iajr.;;;- cor. tr:ou tiun ro•.,·araE helping the 

oil-importing dc\·elop: .1g countric:s and no\~- a pla.r; 
is 0 :1 che am:il to increase this aid sub:stantiaily. Th.: 
matter is to come uo for rJ:scussion a.t the Baghdad 
::n1n1...~t. 1~:,c OE':ZC.: c ~~,:..~!ltric.; 3~10:.L~ci :l·jt ct~iy cxtCi'l'J 

offici.~ er.::ono :Tc..c ::t :~:: i .;; tz:.r~ce. t..-) tiJc ·1\ e r 1 n..:: balance 

C0:.:Lt:;;;3 il.l"C: c:•_ ,:,~.OC:U. ~0 CCJ\ ['"':;_rQ.y oe G\ ercmpnaSlScJ. .. 

By di\-erri.:.; ~~h('.:;;~ f :..: :-"t ri.:; to Lh~ .j ._~~.-elo9ins c0unLries, 

t.l-)ey viU :tot r:-n: ,- oc ::-~~ a~j ;:::; a soLd CCi:-ltribu:ion t·j

~'c.rd,; accelcr:tlcd ::ro ·.vth o£ the r,•c.;~L!cd c.:::u.::.om:cs 
but \\!ll also be e!l.:ouri::g safety nf ;'.· r c.:t:"IIt<,l. AfEcr 

2-li, it is tb.ro~:;h ccilccLi\e sc:~[-! ~iJ-'::cc that the 

Th.ird \\.(n·ld cou..'1t:ri~s c~n free th~~--el ve.s fr0m thE' 

13 



This news item appeared on page 2 of the Oct 5, 1980 issue of: 
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Onee 3.gaL'l, it is esta 
lished that the Western 
dPvelcped nations will not 
allow the developing na
t ions their rightful place in 
any international decision 
maki.2g organisations. The 
ouestion of granting the 
Palestine Liberation Orga
niso.tion an observer status 
at the International Mone
tary Fund and the World 
Bank is t he latest example 

is serie-s. The issue was 
at the Belgrade 

-... ~· ,g last year but no 
I:~-"dve decision was taken 
n.nd the 1-1uldoon committee 
\\·hich \Vas entrusted with it 
d:·agged on v,ithout reach
in~ an agreement till the 
Belgrade meeting came to 
?.n end. 

Sensing the moorl of the 
de:velc_r;ing countries, Sam 
Cress, ~he U.S. ExE:cutive 
Director, backed by West 
Germany 2.nd Britain, pro
posed to the board that ob
servers to this year's meet
ing be confined to those 
invii:ed to Belgrade. The 
motion was endorsed by the 
Board which was sent to 
the Bank's Governors for 
n:,tification. The issue is 
highly volatile vrith both 
U ~ pa.rties being pulled in 
on_r;o::ite directions. Both 
~~-·--'li Arabia and Km•;ait 
- -. '1formed the World/ 

. and the IMF that 
t. cannot consider any 
! 18\V contributions u·ntil the 
r LO is invited. Kuwait has 
r ebuffed World Bank ap
pr·cach to h~lp underwrite a 
new 86 billion dollars bond 

. : \ 
· ~·· ·.· ---

b2ue and Saudi Arabia has \: 
stalled on its 402 million \

1 

·in& by giving them greater ccndly, PSA has been influ- : 
dollar loan offer. i repr.esentation. The deve- encing World Bank and 

On the _o~her ~and, Car- : loped nations fear that they Thf_F to s~nre it.;; political 
tcr Admilllstrah_on fears \ would be outvoted in de:::i- interests as it did in the 
;:~ . ntagonisin_g Jewish. voters sian makim: instruments case of Vietnam and Nica
:J.::1d car;.lpaign c:ontnb~w:-s 1 and they would not be anle ragua or brought pressure 
a.::; well as Congr~sswnal 1 to maintaL.'l their hege- o~~ HviF to soften its at- ; 
oppo~ition t~ replemshment l many both in economic and tempts to discipline Jamai- I 
of Interna_ti~?al ~~v~lop: political fields .. Moreover, ba•s economy. \ 
ment Assoc1a:.;.on a.s P1.::ugea , the also feel that ·once : . . , , .._, · 
bv USA The:: Con,::rress has h Y d d This 1s a chal1enge to Lne 11 

.1 • o . t ey conce e some r,rrcun , , . , 
also stall~d in approvmg ~J d 1 . P' , ,_ ·~- aevelopmg world. The crea-

1 
dovbling the World Bank's 'lP ld ebve opmob ldcou~njmcto"" tion of the commission is II . · " · . \vou e e-m o en.J . 
overalt lending cap1tal from fm·ther r d te their t.) get t1me to mano~uvre 
~ 40 billion to $ 80 billion· canso 1 a some of the Third World 
Knowing that at the plena- position. countries to side w!(h USA. i 
ry session the develop.'=d 1 The argument that in the They must realise that if 
nations would be outvoted ' past, observer status has 

1 
they stay together , they 

this question was passed on . been granted only to fin - ' may well have the strength ' 
,to 3 newly cre-c.te:l 9-man ai~cial entities or g roups ' 'P.Ot only to bring in PLC:: 

1 commiss~cn f?r study to r:~resenting financial en- \but ~l:so to have a greater 
'avo~d the obvwus. Efforts tltles does not hold vvater. ea}' m. I.:',IF and World 
were also being made to put Firstly, if is to hi: noted Bank. Would they do it'? 
this question as the last ithat the Arab League_ wh~ch f----.

1 
item on the agenda. It ap- i.,; a political orgarnsation \ 
pe:n--s that this kind of has been admitted on the 
manoeuvering by the rich ground that it has a sub- 1· 
countrie-s could not succeed , sta ntial development role 

1 

2.!1d hence the delaying i and as such is entitled to be. II 

tactics were adopted to represented on these organi- . 
su.ve the situation. sations. The PLO cont'.mds 

The grant of chserver it \vould be representing its 
status is only an honour Palestin ian National Fund 
I ecause those given this which is based in Syria. 
status cannot vote or par- But the plea is not accept
-----'-; . · able to USA obviously on 
tic1pate. 'Th1s 1s the factual ! 1·,ti 1 d th t I·s 

. . ta. . po 1 •ca groun s a / 

bpo~lilon,adeyet a tm~un m 
1
:: , v h v it wants to keep PLO · 

~mg m ou ? a mo - out- of the World Bank and ll' 
hill. The reason lS that t?- I J\W f · thr t if it ag-
d h . h be , p . ___ eanng d. 

ay w en tJ. e mem rsnl .. t t. -- osal th"' i · ti rees LC l!e P• op ~ 

~;s th:Uc~:~se~rg~::u~~ zionist lobby. in us~ as
1

1. 
_ .. . . 11 \vell as on mternadona 

11 trom what 1t was ongma 1y, 
1 

ld t t bl 
t . . t"ll in p ane wou crea e rou 2.s 

the vo mdsg pofwer 1St s l . , fnr C?rter - -Administration 
the. han o -wes ern m- . . 

· ,. d '" d th and may result m h1s de-
dustnau~e r:a!..lOP...S an e : feat at the forthcoming 
demand IS bemg pre3Sed. by . . • Sa 
h d l . tri to electwns m Novemoer. ~-t e eve opL'1g coun es !-------:....:.... ________________ ___.~ 

change the pattern of vot- i 
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This news item appeared on page ~ of the Cc-roSER 'at, l,~ is3ue of: 

(Pfr~ts~) 

Po\ver rates 
A SENIOR WAPDA omc:bl 

has announced th:~t yd 
another pClw;:r tarifi incrc:~~~ 
is in the oftlng. This will be 
the second in ;talment of the 
increase since \:1st y~lr when 
the pawer ra 'CS were r~ i-:::d 
by 25 per cent. Accordir.g 
to the WAPDA sources. thi: 
World Brrnk hnd su;_!gcst~cl 
a 40 per cent rise last yc:H. 
but the WAPDA h:~d contcn· 
ted ·itself with a ~5 per cent 
bike. While tLe e'\n:::t groucd 
on which th~ Wor1d D:mk 
bJs;:d t~e ~~'"~ for ~ c;;;.iccr 
rise in ekctri::ity chJr~cs is 
not known. the sug:,.cstion \s 
not surprising since the in~cr· 
national financing instttU· 
tions generally discourage 
direct or hidden subsid;es for 
utilities as for other enter· 
prises, which arc expected to 
run on the b3sis of commcr· 
ci:lt viability, wh!clt ir.clucks 
a capacity for gcr:er~,tin; 
surpluse~ for e'\r:~nsion. But 
-these objectives are suppt)<:ed 
to be achieved by cnforcinS" 
financial cti-.;:::irli;1.:: and O;"~~· 
rational cfliciency. the t\V() ck· 
partmcnt-; in which \\' APDA. 
like most other public sector 
organis:di8nc;, is unfortunntc· 
ly very wc;1k. Howc\er. it 
will be i1:tcrcsting: to know 
the World Bnnk arpnncnts 
in this connection and \\he· 
thcr it i<; p,,ssiblc to avoid 
recourse \,1 repeated incrc;~scs 
in power rate~. It shouid 
be remembered th:-tt pO\\'Ci 

i5 ::! n imp0rt:tnt cost element 
in pruduction ;:m:i the ris·.:: in 
f'nwcr char[;cS produces a 
~ct".:ral across-the-board ia· 
~rc1sc in the cost of produc
tion of goods, commodities 
and even services. This was 
the cfiect of the last raise of · 
25 p:::r cent. A second dcse 
of c·.en I 0 p:::r cent tariff 
increlse may prove counter
oroductive in a way. Costlic: 
;oods and commodities not 
~nly cause hardships to do· 
n;c:stic consu:ners but r .ake 
thcn1 less cotnpetitive ~dgc 
in the intern::.t!onal ma.kct. 
It is, therefore, necesslry to 
keep in view the negativl! 
effect of such a step at this 
moment on our exports which 
:~rc showing a pro;ressivc 
trend. 

The World Bank advice 
m~y have been conceived in 
the spirit of helping \VAPDA 
increase its revenues in order • 
to be in a p0sition to meet crease its income thrDugh im· 
c:<penditures on e:<p::msion. provements in revenue col· 
But, WAPDA will be well Jcction, capacity utilisation, 
advised to find other a\·cnucs tr:1nsmi~sion ar.tl d!sr~iou tion. 
for raising its income. Public Pilferage, kJb!_ec and \VaS· 

utiliti.:s ar.d public sccto':' in· tagc arc· common in ail these 
dustrial enterprises tenci to dep:ntme!!!S. By cmpbying 
hide th:::ir inefficiency, wast· better collection procedures 
a~c and low productivity and vigilance, W A PD.-'\ 
through various devices of claimed to have . r<1ised its 
hidden subsidies and frc· revenues hy a maig\n of 40 
quent resort to price hikes to per cent b~t year ( 1979-SOl . 
the d:triment of the consu· accorc::1g to its ov<n claim. 
mcrs :111d th~ economy. i\<:. This indic:~tcs tile scooe thn.t 
such. i<l <; tc~!d of :1 tariff r::~isc, exists for imrro\'c-:n~nt in 
WAPDt\ m::.y attempt to in· oLher departments :1lso. 
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The Press 

NEWS MEDIA IN PAKISTAN 

I ft<"", I 
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The often embattled Pakistani press is going through a particularly 
difficult period. With official controls having become the norm under previous 
governments, the media in Pakistan now find themselves further constrained 
by a martial law regime. Although the government of General Zia ul-Haq endorsed 
the principle of a free press after it took over power in 1977, a number of 
journalists critical of martial-law conditions were subsequently jailed and 
the Karachi and Lahore editors of the Bhutto family-owned Musawat were banned. 
Government control of the news agencies and major newspapers under the National 
Press Trust continues. In February 1978, newspapers were forbidden to publish 
any news of a political nature, while formal censorship was imposed during 
the last quarter of that year and reimposed in October 1979. The information 
portfolio is with the President. The Secretary of the Ministry of Information 
is a Major-General from the Army. 

Pakistani journalists writing in English have gained prominence 
outside the country. Among them is Altaf Gauhar, former editor of Dawn of 
Karachi and now editor in London of the Guardian's Third World Review, the 
Third World Quarterly and the new "South" magazine. Others have been involved 
in editing English newspapers in the Gulf. 

Some 90 newspapers are published in Pakistan, 70 in Urdu and 22 
in English. Several leading papers publish simultaneous editions in two or 
more cities and in two languages. Karachi, Lahore, Hyderabad, Lyallpur, Peshawar, 
Rawalpindi, Islamabad have at least five papers each. There are about 500 
periodicals, the majority appearing monthly. 

The newspapers are mainly urban-based and -oriented. The coverage 
of news is limited by legal government controls and a shortage of newsprint. 
Most newspapers rely heavily on official advertising for a major part of their 
revenues. Official figures estimate that there are 1.8 newspapers for every 
100 persons in Pakistan. 

The leading newspapers in the country include: 

Newspaper Circulation Published in Editor 

(In English) 

Dawn 90,000 Karachi Ahmad Ali Khan 

Pakistan Times 50,000 Lahore & Rawalpindi Z .A. Suleri 

Business Recorder Karachi M.A. Zuberi 

Pakistan Economist 12,000 Karachi (weekly) Ibnul Hasan 

Horning News 31,200 Karachi S.R. Ghawri 

1)aily News 30,000 Karachi w. Shamsul Hasan 
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Newspaper Circulation Published in Editor 

(In Urdu) 

Jang 307,600 Karachi, Quetta, Mir Khalil-Ur-Ra~~an 
Rawalpindi 

Mashriq 175,000 Karachi, Lahore, M.A. Kaleem 
Peshawar, Quetta 

Nawa-i-Haqt 150,000 Lahore, Multan, Majeed Nizami 
Rawalpindi 

Imroze 40,000 Lahore, Multan Haroon Saad 

News Agencies 

There are three domestic news agencies: Associated Press of Pakistan, 
Pakistan Press International, and United Press of Pakistan. The Pakistan 
Press International has a correspondent stationed in Washington, D.C. A financial 
correspondent of the Associated Press of Pakistan, M. Aftab, attended the 
1980 Annual Meeting. He is the leading financial correspondent in Pakistan. 
Asociated Press has a correspondent, Chaudbry AliKhan Ali, stationed at the 
United Nations in New York. 

Radio 

A government-owned organization, Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation, 
supplies news, commentaries, goverTh~ent announcements, and entertainment to 
the radio listener in Pakistan. The corporation was set-up in 1972 as a successor 
to Radio Pakistan - a government department. The broadcasts are transmitted 
on medium and short waves and covered 62 percent of the country (88 percent 
of the population) in 1979. The corporation operates three services:· regional, 
national, and international in various local and foreign languages. In 1978-
79, 58 percent of the original programs broadcast were in Urdu, while 42 percent 
were in regional languages. Additional service is provided by the Azad Kashmir 
Radio. Over 1.5 million radio licenses were issued in the fiscal year 1978-
79. Official figures take into account unlicensed receivers as well to give 
an estimate of 2.8 receivers for every 100 persons in the country. 

Television 

Pakistan has had television service since 1964. Pakistan Television 
Corporation Limited, a government-owned company, with headquarters in Rawalpindi, 
operates the television service in Pakistan. Television stations serve all 
the provinces from studios at Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar, Quetta and Rawalpindi. 
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These stations are linked by microwave into a national network. The trans
mission is in color. Some 547,000 television sets were reported in 1979, 
that is almost 0.7 sets for every 100 persons in the country. Most sets are 
estimated to be in the major urban centers, although the television broadcast 
signal now covers about 50 percent o~ the area and 74 percent of the population 
of Pakistan, through a network of 14 transmitting stations throughout the 
country. 

Most programs are produced locally and about 60 percent of them 
are in Urdu. Regional stations produce about 20 percent of their programs 
in local languages - Pushtu, Punjabi, Sindhi and Baluchi. Roughly 20 percent 
of the programming is in English, mainly in the form of imported entertainment 
shows from the U.S. and U.K. 

KHtun/Fatoyinbo 
January 14, 1981 




